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3201528 Other 

Sectors

Television Delhi (NCT) National HANUMAN CHALISA 

YANTRA

HANUMAN CHALISA YANTRA &#10;Ministry of Information and Broadcasting is requested to take action against the advertiser. 19/03/2015 

14:06:02

17/04/2015 

17:52:00

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA

3201533 Other 

Sectors

Posters Haryana Local Akbar Shah Ji Jyotish 

Karyalay

Poster is misleading about Astrology (Jyotish), as this 

type of activity don't come under Astrology (Jyotish) 

as vasikaran etc.he is doing all the flase claim.Kindly 

see attached photo.

1504-C.130 &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the Ad &#8211; poster and concluded that the claims related to 

astrology were false, misleading by exaggeration, and the Ad &#8211; poster exploits the 

consumers&#8217; lack of knowledge and is likely to lead to grave or widespread disappointment in the 

minds of consumers. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1, I.4 and I.5 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser address not available. The DoCA may consider to take up 

the matter with the Publication to ensure compliance.

19/03/2015 

17:44:29

06-02-2015 11:02 In Process DOCA 3201533.jpg

3201536 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Chehra Pahachaano The modus operandii is to identify the face, call the. 

Afetr few mnts a call will be recd informing winning 

of the contest. Take vehicle or cheque. If vehicle give 

some money for documentation and if cheque pay 

1% cash. After taking money they disapp

Complaint C.129&#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. The CCC concluded that the advertisement 

is misleading and contravened Chapters I.4 and I.5(f) of the Code (&#8220;Advertiser shall state clearly all 

material conditions as to enable the consumer to obtain a true and fair view of their prospects in such 

activities. Advertiser shall publicize the main results in the media used to announce the competition as far as 

is practicable, and advise the individual winners by post.&#8221;). The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;In 

absence of the availability of the advertiser address, the matter is being referred to the Inter Ministerial 

Committee responsible for GAMA complaint escalation for intervention.

20/03/2015 

11:03:21

14/05/2015 

20:18:34

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 3201536.jpg

3201538 Education News Paper Maharashtra Local CL LST OUR STUDENTS HAVE ACHIEVED STUPENDOUS 

RESULTS OVER THE YEARS.AIR-1 CLAT 11,AIR-1 

CLAT12.AIR-1 CLAT 13.AIR-1 CLAT'14.4/5 &amp; 

67/100 CLAT '14 TOPPERS ARE LSTIANS

&#10;Action pending with Ministry of HRD 20/03/2015 

19:09:07

14/05/2015 

19:52:50

In Process Min. of HRD 3201538.jpg

3201539 Health News Paper Andhra Pradesh National Manipal super 

speciality hospital

The advertisement violates Indian Medical Council, 

medical ethics act s. 6.1.1 The act says it's unethical 

to solicit patient directly or indirectly by a doctor or 

hospital by means of advertising with doctor's photo 

&amp; expertise.

&#10;Ministry of Health / Medical Council of India is requested to take action against the advertiser. 22/03/2015 

08:36:58

17/04/2015 

17:55:11

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 3201539.jpg

4201561 Other 

Sectors

Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National HANUMANCHALISAYAN

TRA.COM

THEY ARE MISLEADING MANY INNOCENT PEOPLE 

ACROSS THE COUNTRY THOUGH THEIR HANUMAN 

CHALISA YANTRA. IN THEIR ADVERTISEMENT ON T.V. 

WHICH IS BROADCAST ON MANY CHANNEL,ACTORS 

SHOWS THAT THIS HANUMAN CHALISA LOCKET OF 

COST AROUND 2500-3000 Rs.

&#10;This needs to be looked into by the sub-committee&#10; 04-09-2015 19:21 28/07/2015 

13:10:17

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA

4201568 Other 

Sectors

Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National Shreeji Marketing 

Indore

The power bracelet is not effective. It is neither a 

therapy nor any medicinal equipment - only cheating, 

playing with emotions of public

&#10;The matter should be escalated to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for their action&#10; 16/04/2015 

12:30:04

21/05/2015 

20:28:20

In Process DOCA 4201568.pdf

4201569 Health News Paper Maharashtra Local Dr Dev Slimming Centre The advertisement claims lose 4 kg in 10 days or 

money back. Claims look fradulent and deceptive. 

They are exaggerated and almost impossible.

&#10;Complaint being referred to the DCGI for action.&#10; 16/04/2015 

12:36:51

14/05/2015 

20:32:32

In Process Drug 

Controller

4201569.jpg

4201573 Education Internet Maharashtra National CLAT- Test Series 

Programme

The website ads - CLAT Test Series Program. The 

advertiser was asked to modify or withraw the 

advertisement by 6th January 2015. Please refer to 

screen shots attached. ASCI complaint reference 

C.7301

&#10;Complaint being referred to HRD for action. 17/04/2015 

16:58:13

14/05/2015 

20:45:54

In Process Min. of HRD

4201576 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Rigved Ayurvedic 

Sansthan - Lakwa Cure 

Range of Products

1. Complete Ayurvedic Treatment of Paralysis. 2. 

100% Ayurvedic, No Side Effects 3.100% Money back 

guarantee 4.Consume it for 15 days regularly to get 

the benefits of any kind of Lakwa Paralysis

1504-C.58&#10;&#10;We received no response from the advertiser.&#160; The complaint was considered 

exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) &#160;&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint 

has been UPHELD.&#160; The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the 

Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Complete Ayurvedic treatment of 

Paralysis&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;100% Ayurvedic, No Side effects&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;100% Money 

back guarantee&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Consume it for 15 days regularly to get the benefit of any kind of 

Lakwa (Paralysis).&#8221;,&#160; were not substantiated.&#160; Also, specific to the claims related to 

treatment of Paralysis, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. 

The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. &#10;Advertiser to comply by May 

11 2015 &#10;

20/04/2015 

12:20:12

18/06/2015 

15:37:20

In Process Drug 

Controller

4201576.jpg



4201585 Health News Paper Maharashtra Local Nurture Health Care - 

Bgainer Capsules

C.7528 Misleading Advertisement in Mumbai Mirror 

April 18, 2015. The advertisement Claims Fast And 

effective from of Ayurvedic Weight Gain solutions, 

normalises BMR and gives Energy.

C.7528 &#10;&#10;To our letter No. C. 7528 dated February 10, 2015, to which we had received no 

response from advertiser. The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) 

at their meeting held in February 2015. The CCC viewed the print Ad. In the absence of comments from the 

Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Formulated Bgainer capsule a unique and 

effective Ayurvedic product that helps gaining weight by reducing muscle breakdown and balancing 

metabolism&#8221;, &#8220;Bgainer capsule&#39;s contents are derived from herbs having natural 

medicinal qualities that endow health quite naturally which are carefully treated and processed through 

traditional Ayurvedic formula using latest technology&#8221;, &#8220;If you are under weight, try Bgainer 

capsule and attain a healthy and a well-proportioned body in few months&#8221;, were not substantiated. 

The advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;Compliance 

due date was 7th April 2015. Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision

20/04/2015 

15:10:22

06-02-2015 11:30 In Process FSSAI 4201585.pdf

4201586 Food News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Deemark Health Care 

Private Limited - 

Deemark Musli Pro 

Capsules

1. Vigour &amp; passion enhancer - Awaken the 

power inside forever - Pack visual meant to enhance 

sexual pleasure - Mixture of 21 qualitative &amp; 

beneficial herbs which gives inner strength and 

complete confidence without any side effects

1504-C.47&#10;This&#160;has reference to our letter No. C. 7871 dated March 24, 2015, to which we 

received no response from the advertiser.&#160; The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in April 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint 

has been UPHELD.&#160;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the 

Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Deemark Musli Pro - Vigour 

and passion enhancer - An Original Ingredient of Ayurvedic Herbs - Awaken the Power inside Forever - 

Deemark Musli Pro is a valuable produce from the lap of nature which is made by keeping in mind your 

health and body, made by a mixture of 21 qualitative and beneficial herbs which gives you inner strength 

and complete confidence without any side effects.&#160; - Now weakness will tire but not you so now get 

healthy and fit body with Musli Pro&#8221;, &#8220;100% Safe.&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, the 

Ad claims read in conjunction with the pack visual implies that the product is meant for enhancement of 

sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The 

advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code.&#10;&#10;Compliance due date was 

15th May 2015&#10;

20/04/2015 

15:12:22

06-08-2015 14:27 In Process Drug 

Controller

4201586.jpg

4201587 Education News Paper Maharashtra Local Furocyst Misleading claims, therapeutic claims for food 

product. PCOS Claims for food product. Misleading 

Claims in times of India dated April 18, 2015

C.7542(a) CCC 416 The complaint was UPHELD. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the 

Advertisers response. The CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad,Overall 94% of patients reported 

positively or got benefitted, 71% patient reported regular menstrual cycle, 36% patient showed complete 

dissolution of cysts, 46% of patient showed reduction in cyst size, No known side effects, US Patented 

Ingredient, were inadequately substantiated. The product being classified as a food category, the 

therapeutic claims made in the advertisement were not tenable and were also considered likely to promote 

unsafe usage. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.3 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. We had 

advised the Advertiser to withdraw or to modify appropriately the said advertisement before the March, 25 

2015. &#10;&#10;We have noted a non-compliance of our decision &#10;&#10;Request the FSSAI to take 

necessary action

20/04/2015 

15:21:35

14/07/2015 

10:30:11

In Process FSSAI

4201588 Health News Paper Maharashtra Local Dr. Bhavna Shah Fitness 

Highway

Advertising in all papers by using her name and her 

picture, which is illegal. The Ads appear in mumbai 

mirror, midday, Hindustan Times, Gujurat Samachar, 

Mumbai Samachar, Loksatta, DNA etc.

&#10;&#10;The matter regarding violation of the code of Medical Ethics needs to be looked into by the 

Ministry of Health. &#10;&#10;Please forward to the right contacts

20/04/2015 

15:57:52

18/05/2015 

17:21:11

In Process DOCA 4201588.pdf

42015109 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Nepali Massage OIl Nepali Massage Oil - Use it today for energy &amp; 

passion - Effects from the 3rd day 2. Visual meant to 

enhance sexual pleasure

1504-C.39&#10;This&#160;has reference to our letter No. C.7856 dated March 24, 2015, to which we 

received no response from the publication or the Advertiser. The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in April 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the 

complaint has been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the 

Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Nepali Massage Oil - Use it today for energy 

and passion - Effects from the third day&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, the Ad claims read in 

conjunction with the Ad visual implies that the product is meant for enhancement of sexual pleasure, which 

is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code.&#10;&#160;&#10;Compliance due date was 12th May 2015

21/04/2015 

15:23:00

06-08-2015 14:30 In Process Drug 

Controller

42015109.jpg

42015110 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Zenvista Meditech Pvt 

Ltd - Busty Best

Busty Best - Beneficial in firming &amp; Enhancing - 

Ayurvedic proprietary beauty - Enhance your 

complete beauty - With 36 herbs

1504-C.40&#10;We received no response from the advertiser. The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD. The 

CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC 

concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Busty Best - Beneficial In Firming &amp; Enhancing - Ayurvedic 

Proprietary Cream - Enhances your complete beauty - With 36 Herbs&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, 

specific to the claims implying Breast development and Ad visual implying bust enhancement, the Ad is in 

Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code.&#10;Advertiser to comply by May 12 2015

21/04/2015 

15:26:58

18/06/2015 

16:20:06

In Process Drug 

Controller

42015110.jpg

42015114 Health Television Tamil Nadu National Amuthu Ayurvedha 

World

To have no eye surgery to remove spectacles Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the MIB to take necessary action. 21/04/2015 

15:55:04

16/12/2015 

16:12:10

In Process Min. of I&B 42015114.mp4



42015136 Health Television Maharashtra National Sandhi Sudha &#43; The advertisement of this product claims that Kamjor 

Mass Peshiyaan Aur Haddiyon se Dard Door Ho 

Jaayega

1505-C.7/(C.7817) &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the TVC. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, 

the CCC concluded that the claim in the TVC that &#8220;Sandhi Sudha + will give you freedom from pain in 

muscle and bones&#8221;, was not substantiated. The TVC contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. As 

per their decision, the complaint was UPHELD.

28/04/2015 

12:00:49

06-02-2015 11:26 In Process Drug 

Controller

42015137 Health Television Maharashtra National S. S Advertising Despite ruling as per Compliant C.7691. The Ad 

continues on Tata Sky 305 Channel 19;19hrs on April 

21, 2015

&#10;&#10;Complaint being referred to fssai to investigate this teleshopping advertisement for product 

approval and claim substantiation

28/04/2015 

14:47:54

18/05/2015 

17:10:01

In Process FSSAI

42015139 Other 

Sectors

Television Maharashtra National Teleskyshop The advertisement of the product Fair Look Gold 

Claims it has a 'Skin Brightening System'. This is 

objectionable and misleading under DMR Schedule J

&#10;&#10;Complaint being referred to DCGI to investigate this teleshopping advertisement for product 

approval and claim substantiation

28/04/2015 

15:28:50

14/05/2015 

20:53:47

In Process Drug 

Controller

120162670 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Chandigarh 

(UT)

National Torque Pharmaceuticals 

UB Fair Cream

Indian Express, Nagpur edition Page 2, dated 

26/12/2015 carries this ad about UB Fair Cream with 

tag line Ab ladkon ki nikal padi. Ad promotes a 

fairness cream Pharma boasts that this cream helps 

to reduce dark spots and age spots, promotes long 

term radiance brings out naturally glowing skin. The 

whole language of this ad is vague. No scientific 

evidence to support the claim that it removes dark 

spots and age spots which is a lie.

We request DCGI /Ministry of Health to take necessary action. 01-05-2016 11:47 01-08-2016 12:17 In Process Drug 

Controller

120162670.doc

x

120162672 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National CL Educate Ltd -Career 

Launcher - CAT 

Coaching

Ad is for CAT 2016/2017 Preparation. In this career 

launcher has claimed that 9629 IIM calls in CAT 2014 

Secured by CL students. There is no evidence for the 

claim CL makes and that claim may be misleading. 

they have not mentioned 1. is this final admission call 

or just interview call 2.There is no third party 

validation source mentioned of these results. Its only 

mentioned as audited results . They can be asked to 

substantiate the claim with necessary support data. 

In the past too they made such vague claims and they 

could not verify prove their results. So they must be 

asked t substantiate these results as well. Their last 

claim of IIM Calls in CAT 2014 from CL Delhi NCR 

students was also found to be misleading and the 

same was upheld by ASCI

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 01-06-2016 15:30 01-08-2016 15:09 In Process DOCA 120162672.jpg

120162673 Health News Paper Karnataka National Shathayu Ayurveda Shathayu Ayurveda - Ways to tackle diabesity. The 

paid news advertorial of shathayu ayurveda appears 

to be misleading. There is no term like DIABESITY in 

medical literature. All obese person will never 

become a type 2 Diabetic. This article is inducing 

undue psycho. According to the WHO some 

2.8million people die every day due to weight isuues. 

Hence its high time to take control of diabetes and 

obesity. Ayurvedas Panchakarma approach for 

diabesity is unique and has been found clinically 

effective. When did WHO make the statement that 

2.8 million population die due to obesity. Has 

shtahyu ayurveda patented about the disease 

diabesity and what are their clinical studies.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health / Ministry of IT 

and DoCA to take necessary action.

01-06-2016 15:38 01-08-2016 12:13 In Process DOCA 120162673.pdf

120162674 Other 

Sectors

Internet Tamil Nadu National Lifecell International 

Pvt Ltd

Google adwords ad for lifecell when you search for 

lifecell stem cell banking India etc. The ad states 

multiple things. With relevant links pointing to 

various landing pages. Stem Cell Banking at Rs.9,990 

Gynaecologists recommended. Lifecell the 1 bank. 

Choice of 130000 parents. The landing pages for 1. 

Stem cell banking at Rs. 9,990 has a non function TC 

2. Gynecologists recommended is not substantiated 

either on the landing page 3. Lifecell the 1 Bank is not 

substantiated in the landing page. 4. Choice of 

130000 parents is not sub substantiated.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

01-06-2016 16:39 01-08-2016 12:12 In Process DOCA 120162674.doc

x



120162677 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Amity University Claims - QS ranked amity 18th among world 

universities for distance education. These are the 

universities which exploit aspirations of prospectives 

students and their parents money. This universities 

also claims as a non-profit university. I wonder where 

do they get money for such huge advts in different 

media. This is also need to be posted.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD to take necessary 

action.

01-11-2016 12:35 29/01/2016 

15:06:50

In Process Min. of HRD 120162677.pdf

120162678 Education News Paper West Bengal Local ANIHM Institute of 

Hotel Management

Ananda Bazar Parika dated 09.06.2015 the 

advertisement states 100 percent Job Bond Letter 

which is much obvious that a 100 percent job 

guarantee. Here the institute not only gives verbal 

guarantee but written.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 01-11-2016 13:03 20/01/2016 

15:22:42

In Process DOCA 120162678.jpg

120162679 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Tamil Nadu Local Vasan Eye Care Pvt Ltd 1. Worlds Largest eye care network. 2. Enjoy vaction 

without glasses 3. Get rid of glasses permanently 4. 

Accurate without fail eyesight in just 15 minutes. 

5.ICL can be implanted for dry eyes and thin cornea.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA / Ministry of Health to 

take necessary action.

01-11-2016 14:07 20/01/2016 

15:22:10

In Process DOCA 120162679.doc

x

120162681 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Netralaya Super 

Speciality Eye Hospital

Claims, 1. Freedom from glasses and contact lens 2. 

First time in Ahmadabad to get all types of eye 

treatments under one place 3. Worlds best and 

fastest laser. 4. Removal of 1 number in 1.4 second 

they falsely claim the following things.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA / Ministry of Health to 

take necessary action.

01-12-2016 16:50 20/01/2016 

15:21:11

In Process DOCA 120162681.jpg

120162682 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Clear Visions Eye 

Hospital Pvt Ltd

Claims, 1. For removal of numbers by laser. 2. Quality 

approved surface ablation procedure. 3.C-Lasik wave 

frosurance offer for same. 4. Extremely safe FDA and 

topolink treatment available.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA/ Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

01-12-2016 17:05 20/01/2016 

15:20:33

In Process DOCA 120162682.jpg

120162683 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National DHI Global Medical 

Group

The complaint boasts that hair can be grown within 

one hour, with a caption sayng, results you can see 

within an hour, along with the two pictures one 

showing a complete bald head and other having small 

and little hair. The complaint was about a hair 

treatment advertisement of DHI Global Medical 

Group, which says that a person can grow back 

his/her hair within an hour. It also showed two 

comparative pictures- one was a bald head and later 

with little hair. The picture showed that after one 

hour a person can grow back hair, which is not 

possible in reality.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 01-12-2016 17:33 20/01/2016 

15:19:54

In Process DOCA 120162683.doc

x

120162684 Education News Paper Chhattisgarh National Shri Maharana Pratap 

Private ITI

Shri Mahaana Pratap Private ITI appearance of 

advertisement is just like news from editorial section 

of the national newspaper notification alert given to 

students to not take admissions from any other 

institutions or which provides fire and safety. The 

article says clearly that only 4 institutions in India are 

valid to provide fire and safety courses. I think this a 

clear misleading and confusing statement or 

advertisement which may diversified young 

generation and students community because its is 

looking and appearing like a true copy of news

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 01-12-2016 17:43 20/01/2016 

15:18:45

In Process DOCA 120162684.doc

x

120162685 Other 

Sectors

Internet Karnataka National Keva Ayurveda Claims, 1. Increase Immunity 2. Improves Memory, 

concentration and learning ability. 3.Improves 

digestion and skin tone. Prevents recurrent 

infections, asthma and other allergic conditions. 4. 

Improves speech, hearing and visual acuity. Give 

proper substantaition

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of DCGI / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

13/01/2016 

15:17:00

20/01/2016 

15:18:13

In Process Drug 

Controller

120162685.doc

x

120162686 Other 

Sectors

Billboards Gujarat National Sandesh News Sandesh News channel, number one news channel in 

gujarat state. It claims to be the number one news 

channel in gujarat state without any substantial.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 14/01/2016 

09:58:06

14/01/2016 

13:43:37

In Process DOCA 120162686.doc

x



120162687 Education Leaflet 

Advertisem

ent

West Bengal National National Board of 

Computer Education

Debagram National Board of Computer Education I 

am inform you that, a computer centre of our locality 

named- Debagram National Board of Computer 

Education perhaps missleaded people. Their head 

office at Ranaghat Nadia, WB name of the centre and 

master francisee is doubd full abd they have 

bublished leaflets as affiliate by HRD Dept, govt of 

India, New Delhi. Also claim as aunthenticated by 

organization of Housten, USA

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 14/01/2016 

10:41:12

20/01/2016 

15:16:56

In Process DOCA 120162687.jpg

120162689 Health Television Karnataka Local Ayurwin 

Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd

The TV commercial as well as print advertisement of 

Ayurwins Nutrislim claims speedy and effortless 

significant weight reduction. The product claims that 

it solves the problem of obesity and its TV 

Commercila promises fast weight reduction without 

any efforts, whichis nothing but simply an act of 

misguiding and misleadoing the common consumer 

as its a scientifically a known fact that promblem of 

over weight or obesity is basically a disease and its 

correction is varies with individuals . Moreover its a 

Prima facie act of violating The Drugs and Magic 

remedies objectionable Advertisements Act, 1954

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 14/01/2016 

16:19:15

20/01/2016 

15:16:04

In Process FSSAI 120162689.mp

4

120162690 Health News Paper Karnataka Local Ayurwin 

Pharmaceuticals Pvt Ltd

The Advertisement on 4th page of Nagpur Times 

Supplements of times of India dated 12/01/2016 

promotes an Ayurvedic Slimming Agents namely 

Nutrislim Capsules Nutrislim Powder. Ad claims that 

regular use of this product can make users Slim 

Attractive. This is a blatant Lie, not supported by any 

Scientific evidence. Hence misleading

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 14/01/2016 

16:37:55

20/01/2016 

15:15:37

In Process FSSAI

120162699 Other 

Sectors

Television Maharashtra National Sanjeevani Netralaya 

Retina Care Centre

Claims, to cure eye related disease including disease 

of Retina through medicine, The advertisement 

claims to cure even disease which can not be cured in 

USA by advance medical science using laser. The 

advertiser is misleading consumers through false 

claims having no verifiable scientific basis. Such 

advertisements are dangerous to the patients and 

should be banned.

Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;&#10;We request the Ministry of Health and 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting to take necessary action.

19/01/2016 

12:42:57

20/01/2016 

15:03:53

In Process Min. of I&B

120162700 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) Local Carreer Launcher 3/5 toppers in CLAT15 are Clites. The claim has been 

Upheld by ASCI As dubious and false. Complaint 

under ref 1507-C.387

Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision&#10;&#10;We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 19/01/2016 

13:20:59

20/01/2016 

15:02:42

In Process DOCA

120162701 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) Local Career Launcher 61/100 toppersin Clat 15 are Clites. The Claims have 

been upheld by ASCI as dubious False under 

reference 1507-C.604

Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 19/01/2016 

13:25:45

20/01/2016 

15:01:48

In Process DOCA

120162707 Health News Paper Karnataka National Ayurwin Pharma 1. a testimonial says, last year due to my thin physic I 

had taken resolution to gain weight and started using 

Nutrigain within few months I gained weight and now 

I am totally fit. 2. for better results use nutrigain 

granules and capsules 3. smart way to gain weight

Complaint against similar claim of weight gain was taken up vide Complaint reference No 1510- 

C.870.&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the Advertiser for their response in addressing the grievances of the 

complainant. However, no response was received prior to the due date. The CCC viewed the TVC and the 

print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim of 

Nutrigain, &#8220;helps gaining weight as well as (is meant for) for well-built body&#8221; (&#8220; 

sudhrudh sharrer ke saath vajan badhne mein madad kare&#8221; ) was not substantiated. The 

advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The 

advertiser did not assure their compliance and are continuing the weight gain claim in violation of the ASCI 

CCC decision.&#10;&#10;The matter is being referred to the FSSAI for their intervention.&#10;

25/01/2016 

11:41:32

29/01/2016 

15:37:50

In Process FSSAI 120162707.jpg

120162708 Health News Paper Karnataka National Ayurwin Pharma Also seen on several TV channels 1. with regular use 

of nutrislim though busy with schedule maintaining 

fitness has become very easy 2. lose weight look slim 

and attractive 3. for better results use nutrislim 

granules and capsules

A complaint against similar claim of weightloss was taken up vide complaint Ref. No 1510- C.864. 

&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the Advertiser for their response in addressing the grievances of the 

complainant. However, no response was received prior to the due date. The CCC viewed the TVC. In the 

absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the TVC &#8220;easy 

weight reduction effect of the product&#8221;, &#8220;healthy way to become slim&#8221; were not 

substantiated. The TVC contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was 

UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser did not assure compliance and continues to violate the ASCI CCC 

decision.&#10;&#10;The matter is being referred to the FSSAI and MIB for their intervention &#10;

25/01/2016 

11:55:04

29/01/2016 

15:47:55

In Process FSSAI 120162708.jpg



120162709 Food News Paper Maharashtra National Shree Renuka Sugars 

Limited - Madhur Sugar

Claims, Bitter truth of free sugar and under four 

subtitles gives information 1. Free Sale Sugar VS 

Madhur Sugar 2. Sulphur Free process 3. Best 

uniform quality, natural sweetness and shining white 

crystal 4. Free from hand touch Kindly look into the 

above and investigate.

1507-C.565 &#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser, was considered by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement and 

considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response. Advertiser has not provided data to show that loose sugar has 

sulphur. The CCC concluded that the claims in the advertisement, &#8220;Free (Sale) Sugar v/s Madhur 

sugar&#8221;, &#8220;Sulphur-free process&#8221;, &#8220;Best uniform quality, natural sweetness and 

shinning white crystal&#8221;, &#8220;Free from hand touch&#8221;, were not substantiated with 

supporting comparative data versus sugar sold loose, and the claims were misleading by implication and 

exaggeration. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was 

UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify appropriately or to withdraw the said 

advertisement by 29th September 2015.

25/01/2016 

15:17:58

27/01/2016 

14:49:22

In Process FSSAI 120162709.pdf

120162710 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Maharashtra National Shiseido India -Za True 

White Day Cream

1. SPF 20 PA Plus Plus 2. 94 percent improvement in 

skin clarity, More glowing and radiant skin. 3. 100 

improvement in skin tone, Reduction of spots and 

pigmentation 4. Now see results in just 7 days

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

25/01/2016 

15:23:20

29/01/2016 

15:53:22

In Process Drug 

Controller

120162710.jpg

120162711 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Jharkhand National Ashok Leyand Dost Advertisement attached which offers free android 

phone, we happened to buy the ashok leyand DOST 

from the dealer but even after buying the product 

the dealer did not give the said android phone 

advertised in the paper.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 25/01/2016 

15:37:29

29/01/2016 

15:53:51

In Process DOCA 120162711.jpg

120162712 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National AAFT School of Fashion 

and Design

The ad carries photos of people associated with films 

and television in India and claims to be The only 

Fashion school associated with film Industry when we 

have many prestigious institutes like NIFT and NID 

which are very much associated with industry and 

films.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 25/01/2016 

15:48:44

29/01/2016 

15:55:28

In Process DOCA 120162712.pdf

120162715 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Vidyalankar Classes No.1 Most Experienced Coaching Institute in 

Mumbai.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

09:35:39

29/01/2016 

15:56:02

In Process DOCA 120162715.jpg

120162716 Education News Paper Tamil Nadu National Learn Earn Academy 100 percent Job Placement in India and abroad Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

09:39:11

29/01/2016 

15:56:32

In Process DOCA 120162716.jpg

120162717 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Mediit Educational 

Institute

No.1 Institute for Engineering Medical Entrance 

Exams.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

09:42:41

29/01/2016 

15:57:01

In Process DOCA 120162717.jpg

120162718 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Vidyalankar Classes Job Guranteed Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

09:44:50

29/01/2016 

15:57:26

In Process DOCA 120162718.jpg

120162719 Education News Paper Tamil Nadu National Ponjesly College of 

Engineering

100 percent placement those who attended the 

placement Training.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD to take necessary 

action.

27/01/2016 

09:48:36

29/01/2016 

15:58:02

In Process Min. of HRD 120162719.jpg

120162720 Health News Paper Gujarat National Ramban Liquid Get rid of Drinking- Use ramban herbal liquid 

medicine by vedban Delhi. A person stops drinking 

forever bu using this medicine

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

09:51:44

29/01/2016 

15:58:38

In Process Drug 

Controller

120162720.jpg

120162721 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Aakash Educational Pvt 

Ltd

That twins Rahul and Sahil Bansal AIIMS-2015 ranks 

23 and 40 are from their coaching institutes. There is 

no credibility in advertisement from their coaching 

Institutes. they are taking fees running upto 2 lakhs 

and they cheat parents by making false claims about 

good rank holders being their students.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:10:23

29/01/2016 

15:59:29

In Process DOCA 120162721.doc

x

120162722 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National Blue Bells Innovative 

School

No.1 IIT and Medical Foundation School Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:13:23

29/01/2016 

15:59:55

In Process DOCA 120162722.jpg

120162723 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National UEI Global Education 1. 100 percent Placement 2. UEI Global India s leading 

management institute ranked no.1 institute in India.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:16:09

29/01/2016 

16:00:21

In Process DOCA 120162723.jpg

120162724 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Tajinder Bhatia Achieve 

Max

100 percent Selection Guarantee Course Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:19:02

29/01/2016 

16:00:41

In Process DOCA 120162724.jpg

120162725 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National City Broadband India s No. 1 leading Internet Service Provider. Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA / TRAI to take necessary 

action.

27/01/2016 

10:22:05

29/01/2016 

15:07:45

In Process DOCA 120162725.jpg

120162726 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Karnataka National Amazon Kindle The advertisement is for amazon kindle, an electronic 

reader. It shows an image of a girl reading on a 

kindle. The Price displayed prominently is 4999. the 

price of the device shown in the image is 8999 and 

this is down in fine print in the ad, which many 

readers can miss.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:31:18

29/01/2016 

15:08:25

In Process DOCA 120162726.doc

x

120162727 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vidya Knowledge Park Award for No. 1 in Placements Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:34:21

29/01/2016 

15:08:54

In Process DOCA 120162727.jpg

120162728 Education News Paper Jharkhand National MIST Plus No. 1 Institute for IIT-JEE Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:38:36

29/01/2016 

15:14:56

In Process DOCA 120162728.jpg



120162729 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Karnataka National Sai Wellness Education 100 percent Placement Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:41:20

29/01/2016 

15:15:18

In Process DOCA 120162729.jpg

120162730 Education News Paper Jharkhand National The Prayag 

International Institute 

of Hotel and Tourism

Placement Guaranteed in 5 star Hotels India and 

Abroad

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:44:05

29/01/2016 

15:15:35

In Process DOCA 120162730.jpg

120162731 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National The Mentors Academy 1. Get a reputed government job. Get bank, Railway, 

Police etc in just one day exam. 2. 100 percent money 

back guarantee

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

10:47:10

29/01/2016 

15:15:52

In Process DOCA 120162731.jpg

120162733 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National VLCC Health Care Ltd The advt promotes a weight loss program that is 

supposedly based on a persons DNA- It appeared on 

25 th July 2015 Claims, 1. Running 4KM daily helped 

your colleague lose weight 2. Lose 4 kgs or get your 

money back

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

10:59:38

29/01/2016 

15:17:13

In Process DOCA 120162733.pn

g

120162735 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National The Times Group -Alive 

App

Download app and get Rs.50 recharge from paytm 

Download app and login with fb account then you get 

a coupon code so you can recharge from Paytm but 

they didnt give any code. I read the advertisement 3-

4 day ago and downloaded the app I delete it 

because they are not giving recharge.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

11:57:06

29/01/2016 

15:21:13

In Process DOCA 120162735.jpg

120162736 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Cure Sight Laser Centre Falsely claims Wavelight EX-500 which is US FDA 

approved and can remove 1 eye number in just 1.4 

seconds, By India s the most experience doctors Dr. 

Parimal Desai, Dr.Arun Bhade, Dr. Ashish Bhojak and 

associated team.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

12:04:26

29/01/2016 

15:21:53

In Process DOCA 120162736.jpg

120162737 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Career Launcher - CAT 

Coaching

Advertisement give a statement that 5911 IIM Calls 

by 973 CL Students from Delhi NCR in CAT 2014 they 

can be asked to substantiate the claim with necessary 

support data

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

12:09:47

29/01/2016 

15:22:43

In Process DOCA 120162737.jpg

120162738 Education News Paper Chhattisgarh National Shri Maharana Pratap 

Private ITI

The ad shows that people are not doing courses from 

shri Maharana Pratap ITI of fire and safety their 

future is in danger or other institutes are doing fraud 

with them. No university or Institutes are granted to 

run and safety courses In the ad it clearly states, 1. 

100 percent government job provided if they do 

courses from Shri Maharana Pratap ITI 2. number of 

jobs in govt sector 15000 and private secor 500000 

they provide a telephone number as a student 

helpline numbers from their numbers they 

misleading students that its is a news not a 

advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

12:18:41

29/01/2016 

15:23:04

In Process DOCA 120162738.doc

x

120162739 Other 

Sectors

Internet Haryana National Saturday Sunday Media 

Internet - 

Bookmyoffer.com

An advertisement displayed on the site 

bookmyoffer.com about the sale of the certain 

products under the name combo offer which includes 

a sandisk ultramicro sdhc USH 16 gb memory card, 

samsung data cable and sony earphone just rupees 

199- Pack 3. As a customer I ordered from the site 

and paid Rs.300 to the courier person. When I 

opened the packet instead of which has been 

described.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

12:29:59

29/01/2016 

15:23:56

In Process DOCA 120162739.pn

g

120162740 Education News Paper Gujarat National IANT - Institute of 

Advance Network 

Technology

the advertisement claims, 1.The only institutes in 

India which offers to students 5 international, 9 

participation and 1 IANT totaling 15 certificates. 2. 

The company gives 100 percent job guarantee in 

writing. It also declares its IT Job Portal as the only 

one available in India This needs official clarification 

from the Govt Body. The company tries to lure the 

candidate by tall claims and promises giving 

information which government is declared policy or 

programme

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and the Ministry of IT to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

12:36:15

29/01/2016 

16:01:37

In Process DOCA 120162740.jpg



120162741 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd -

The ad has published by sarthak in the Samaj dated 

14 August 2015 which tries to divert the attention of 

viewers from the unique success of Tarang and in the 

process they have made clear defamatory statements 

like Digahara directionless, Bhramatmaka misleading, 

Hasyaspada funny against tarang all these words are 

highlighted is attached ad. It is quite intention and 

unethical on the part of Sarthak to publicly blame 

taranag through a leading odia newspaper.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

12:44:07

29/01/2016 

16:02:01

In Process DOCA 120162741.doc

x

120162742 Other 

Sectors

Radio Haryana National FoodPanda An announcement from the online aggregator Food 

Panda say that you will get flat 50 percent off in case 

you order food using their platform. As a consumer 

when I planned and was ordering I came across that 

maximum discount is only INR 200 and not 50 

percent of the order value.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

12:49:05

29/01/2016 

16:02:36

In Process DOCA 120162742.mp

3

120162743 Health News Paper West Bengal National Ayusya Herbal Clinic The advertisement claims, 1. Consult for treatment of 

piles, fistula fissure 2. Over 3 lac satisfied patients 3. 

Pioneer Panchakarma Therapy in Eastern India.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and Ministry of AYUSH to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

12:53:24

29/01/2016 

16:04:04

In Process DOCA 120162743.jpg

120162744 Real Estate Television Maharashtra National Goyal Group of 

Companies

The TVC of Goyal group of companies Housing Project 

termed as Bharatiya Jan Ghar Yojana coming up 

around pune with different offerings. The term 

Bharatiya Jan ghar Yojana itself is misleading and 

having simil,arity with Pradhanmantri Jan Dhan 

Yojana. Common man will take it as some housing 

project promoted by government.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the MIB to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

13:00:24

29/01/2016 

16:05:42

In Process Min. of I&B 120162744.mp

4

120162745 Health News Paper Tamil Nadu National Rathna Siddha Hospital The Print Advertisement claims, Discoverd medicine 

for austim. Autism is a neuro development disorder 

in children that has no known cure. this disorder is 

increasing in number worldwide and the emtional , 

social, and financial burden is so huge. Parents run 

after each claim and spend huge money on it and get 

trapped. This is misleading without proper evidence 

and can cause huge impact on the social fabric.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and Ministry of Health to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

13:09:18

29/01/2016 

16:07:57

In Process DOCA 120162745.pdf

120162746 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Career Launcher- Mock 

IBPS PO

The advertisement claims, 1. Compete with aspirants 

from 200 cities. 2. Over 1.2 millions students trust CL 

with their exam preparation every year. Infact in CL 

website the totak mumber of cities where they have 

bank coaching centres is less than 90 but they care 

claiming aspirants from over 200 cities. These claims 

are unrealistic and have been used just to misguide 

the aspirants. There is no evidence for these claims 

that CL makes and these claims may be misleading.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 27/01/2016 

13:16:11

29/01/2016 

16:09:19

In Process DOCA 120162746.doc

x

120162748 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Aradhana Maternity 

and Kidney Hospital

The Print advertisement claims 1. First and only 

qualified Nephrologist of MP 2. Services like -CAVH, 

Foresis, CVVH and continuous peritoneal dialysi are 

first time avialable in Bhopal at Aradhana Maternity 

and Kidney Hospital Advertisement which are 

considered as false, misleadin, illegal, leading to 

unsafe practices and unfair trade practice has been 

adopted. Claims are misleading

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and Ministry of Health to 

take necessary action.

27/01/2016 

14:40:46

29/01/2016 

16:11:47

In Process DOCA 120162748.jpg



120162749 Education News Paper Karnataka National Byju Classes 1. Announcing excellent success ratio in our first IIT 

batch with 161 of 212 students clearing JEE Mains 2. 

Bangalore Biggest Scholarship Test for 7 to 12 Class 

students 3. Get Classes from Indias Best Teacher 

There is no evidence, support, validation given for all 

above mentioned claims that Byju classes 

advertisement makes and those claims may be 

misleading.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

12:55:50

29/01/2016 

16:12:23

In Process DOCA 120162749.jpg

120162750 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Rocket Capsules Claims To enhance sexual power with either direct or 

veiled presentation A daily newspaper is for viewing 

of all members of a family including kids.The subject 

ad has harmful contents for viewers of all and 

particularly for small children,

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

28/01/2016 

13:01:43

29/01/2016 

16:13:28

In Process Drug 

Controller

120162750.jpg

120162751 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd

The Samaja daily odia newspaper comparing the 

viewership of various odia channels and claiming 

them number one. However being a GEC channel 

they have mentioned the name of OTV in that Ad. 

Whereas OTV is the number one news channel of 

odisha. They should not compare GEC with NEWS as 

the genre is absolutely different.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

13:07:24

29/01/2016 

16:13:57

In Process DOCA 120162751.jpg

120162752 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd

The advertisement of sarthak TV the advertiser has 

shown the viewership of the competitor channels in a 

bad taste. To substantiate its claim of more 

viewership the advertiser has considered those 

channels which can help its claim, but the entire 

competition should have been considered and not 

the few against which the advertiser numbers are 

more.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

13:12:39

29/01/2016 

16:14:16

In Process DOCA 120162752.jpg

120162753 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd

Sarthak TV is comparing viewership of channels with 

different genres to claim leadership position. The 

advertiser has published the advertisement with 

wrong intention to claim leadership. Channels of 

different genres should not compared on one scale. 

An apple can be compared with another apple but 

not with grape.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

14:30:32

29/01/2016 

16:14:36

In Process DOCA 120162753.jpg

120162754 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd

Sarthak TV which with bad taste compares OTV 24x7 

news channel with general entertainment channels 

The advertiser sarthak TV has compared to the 

viewership of OTV a complete 24x7 odia news 

channel with other general entertainment. the 

comparison is unjustified since the viewership of 

different genre channels can not compared. The 

advertiser has tried to create confusion among the 

viewers by comparing channels of different genres on 

one scale. The advertiser has done with malicious 

intention.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

14:39:52

29/01/2016 

16:15:00

In Process DOCA 120162754.jpg



120162755 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Sarthak Entertainment 

Pvt Ltd

The advertiser has selectively considered those 

channels of competition against which they can claim 

leadership. Alankar is a 24x7 movie channel and can 

not be compared to GEC. If the advertisement was 

meant to improve leadership agianst the competition 

the rating of the entire network channels should have 

been considered, intentionally the advertiser has left 

out the ratings of Prarthana and tarang Music.Claims 

of the advertiser its viewership is higher than rest of 

the channels taken together is misleading since the 

viewership of a few channels have not been included 

with wrong intention. The advertiser has also claimed 

of running original content whereas it has been 

barred by the Honorable court of law to telecast two 

duplicates reality contents namely dance queen and 

suna bohu

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 28/01/2016 

14:47:41

29/01/2016 

16:15:16

In Process DOCA 120162755.jpg

120162756 Other 

Sectors

Internet Karnataka National Espon India Pvt Ltd - 

Epson

Epson states, Maximize your savings with Epson 143 

ink cartridges that yield upto 945 black and 755 

colour A4 pages. With a very cost per page of 

USS0.016 for black and USS0.048 for colour running 

costs are reduced by upto 50 percent compared to 

laser printers. The WF 7511 utilities only 20W in 

printing or standalone copying mode, helping to cut 

energy consumption by upto 70 percent versus laser 

printers.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and Ministry of IT to take 

necessary action.

28/01/2016 

15:12:15

29/01/2016 

16:15:50

In Process DOCA

120162757 Education Television Haryana National Kimberley The 

International School

1. Ranked no. 1 in Haryana and Punjab 2. Amongst 

the top ten schools in India

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request MIB and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

28/01/2016 

15:20:52

29/01/2016 

16:16:36

In Process Min. of I&B 120162757.mp

4
120162758 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Teeth Care Centre 

Dental Hospital

No.1 Dental Hospital in Gujarat Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

28/01/2016 

15:23:44

29/01/2016 

16:17:14

In Process DOCA 120162758.jpg

120162759 Health Facebook 

Advertisem

ent

Karnataka National Shathayu Ayurveda The slide presentation on shathayu Ayurveda on 

facebook states that WHO says 80 percent 

population uses alternative and complementary 

medicines for their primary health care. Ayurveda is 

used and practiced widely only in India. In other 

countries only spas and supplements of herbs are 

recognised. The slide claims Treated over 8000000 

customers over 80 percent results. This statements 

appears to be misleading and require proper 

substantiation

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision for this website advertisement. We request 

Ministry of IT and Ministry of Health and DoCA to take necessary action.

28/01/2016 

17:29:50

02-02-2016 12:26 In Process DOCA 120162759.doc

x

120162760 Health Internet Karnataka National Shathayu Ayurveda The ad of Shathayu Ayurveda claims, Special 

Detoxification at Shathayu Ayurveda increases the 

natural Insulin Production in the body by activating 

pancreases and Ayurveda says Diabetes is curable. 

The complainant question How does it increase the 

natural insulin production. How can detox activate 

pancreas and also the picture say diabetes is curable.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision for this website advertisement. We request 

Ministry of IT and Ministry of Health and DoCA to take necessary action.

28/01/2016 

17:37:18

02-02-2016 12:25 In Process DOCA 120162760.pn

g

120162761 Health Internet Karnataka National Shathayu Ayurveda Redefine your natural curve with detox and fat 

burning paste massage to enhance metabolism and 

reduce bodyfat. This is displayed on slideshares on 

homepage. How does paste masaage burn fat and 

reduce body fat. How does detox enhance 

metabolism. Can shathayu ayurveda please 

substantiate these claims and what do they mean by 

fat burning paste massages.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision for this website advertisement. We request 

Ministry of IT and Ministry of Health and DoCA to take necessary action.

28/01/2016 

17:43:42

02-02-2016 12:25 In Process DOCA 120162761.jpg

120162762 Education News Paper Gujarat National EduNova Educational 

Research and Training 

Pvt Ltd

Join us for sure success program SSP with Guarantee 

of selection in IIT and Medical or Get full Fees Refund.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 29/01/2016 

09:39:51

02-02-2016 12:23 In Process DOCA 120162762.jpg

120162763 Education News Paper Karnataka National Mangalore Institute of 

Fire ans Safety 

Engineering

MIFSE India No.1 Safety Institution and the winner of 

Indian Education Excellence Award 2014

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 29/01/2016 

09:44:03

02-02-2016 12:23 In Process DOCA 120162763.jpg



120162764 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Maharshi Charak 

Ayurved Bhavan

1. 100 percent treatment of Joint pain and obesity. 

This treatment cures joint cures joint pain and 

obesity from its root without any slimming machine, 

without starving, wrinkles, loose motion, imported 

powder,juice,exercise,side effect. This treatment 

technique is based on a complete and balanced diet 

according to nature invention.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

29/01/2016 

09:49:59

02-02-2016 12:22 In Process Drug 

Controller

120162764.doc

x

120162765 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Galaxy The advertisement in Daily amar Ujala kanpur Edition 

Showing a poor quality phone which is using a big 

brand name as galaxy and stating that its price is 

Rs.12000 but being sold at a very low price. Please 

investigate.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 29/01/2016 

09:55:20

02-02-2016 12:22 In Process DOCA 120162765.jpg

120162766 Health News Paper Rajasthan National Vitromed Healthcare - 

Vitro Naturals

1. Organic 2. Why chemical based products Which 

can use cancer. disease of livr, kidney etc 3. USDA 

Organic 4. ECOCERT

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

29/01/2016 

10:01:59

02-02-2016 12:21 In Process Drug 

Controller

120162766.jpg

120162767 Other 

Sectors

Internet Maharashtra National Johnson and Johnson 

Ltd - Aveeno Active 

Naturals

According to the aveeno website as well as what is 

described on their individual packs as seen on 

Amazon.in website 1. Aveeno Active Naturals 

ingredients are carefully selected from nature and 

uniquely formulated by Aveeno through the power of 

science to deliver visible benefits for skin and hair. 

Active Naturals OAT, Triple Oat Complex and Oat 

Complex 53 Products, Soy Total Soy Complex 15 

Products, Wheat Complex 9 Products, Feverfew 3 

Products, Shiitake Natural Shiitake Complex 6 

Products, Southernwood 3 Products, Lotus Complex 1 

Product Seaweed Extract 4 Products. Drug Facts 

Active Ingredient Dimethicone - X Inactive 

Ingredients-Avena Sative OAT among others

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. The product visual with the claim objected to 

continues to appear in Amazon India web-site. We request DoCA and Ministry of IT to take necessary action.

29/01/2016 

10:24:47

02-08-2016 11:51 In Process DOCA 120162767.pdf

120162768 Education Television Odisha National Triveni Academy Plus 2 

Science College

To be awarded as the best plus 2 Science college by 

CEF in 2012

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the MIB and HRD to take necessary 

action.

29/01/2016 

10:31:48

02-02-2016 12:20 In Process Min. of I&B 120162768.mp

4
220162772 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Varco 1. Blue vein remover 2. Get relief from painful 

varicose veins with the help of varco 3. 

Pharmacologically and Topologically evaluated oil 

helpd in varicose veins spider veins heavy aching 

uncomfortable legs, restless legs sydrome, swollen 

feet and ankles, burning or throbbing sensation in 

legs, muscles cramps in legs 4. For more beautiful 

legs avoid surgery which results in scarring and blood 

clots with future complication.

A similar complaint under the reference 1507-C.557 (1) Varco was viewed by the Consumer Complaints 

Council (CCC).&#10;&#10;The claim support data was reviewed by the technical expert of ASCI. The CCC 

viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response as well as the opinion of 

the Technical expert presented at the meeting. The CCC concluded that &#8211;Claim, &#8220;Varicose 

Veins heal with Varco&#8221;, is not clinically validated. Claim, &#8220;Varco, the revolutionary organic bio-

energetic phyto oil, is an effective solution to varicose veins, without surgery&#8221;, is not substantiated. 

Claim, &#8220;Varco Blue vein remover Therapeutic Phyto Oil&#8221; is not adequately substantiated. The 

complaint was Specific to the claims related to treatment of varicose veins (a condition referred in Schedule 

J of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act) is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Cosmetics Rule 106. 

The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was 

UPHELD.&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement 

by September 24, 2015. &#10;&#10;&#10;However, the advertiser continues to violate the ASCI CCC 

decision and making claims in breach of the law. We request the DCGI and &#8216;Department of 

Consumer Affairs&#8217; to urgently take necessary action. &#10;&#10;This matter was reported earlier on 

GAMA as well&#10;

02-02-2016 10:47 02-02-2016 12:14 In Process Drug 

Controller

220162772.jpg

220162780 Health News Paper Rajasthan National Arogyam Ayurveda and 

Panchakarma - Obesity 

Killer

The advertisement is about some ayurveda product 

to reduce weight and it mentions that a person can 

reduce weight without much efforts and very easily 

and weight can be reduced from 5 to 55 kg. That too 

with only medicine. It is impossible to reduce weight 

just by taking some medicines. 5 to 55 kg weight loss 

is possible/ Advertisement is not disclosing what has 

been used and what are the basic ingredients. 

Advertisement is misleading as it says in just 15 days 

5 to 10 kg weight loss is possible.

Reference No.1512- C.945 &#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the advertiser for their response in addressing 

the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from the advertiser prior to the due 

date. The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC 

concluded that the claim in the advertisement, &#8220;in just 15 days 5 to 10 kg weight loss is 

possible&#8221;, was not substantiated. Also, the claim &#8220;Motapa ab samasya nahi, sampoorna 

samadhan&#8221;, implying cure from obesity was considered to be in breach of the law as it violates the 

Drugs and Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify or withdraw the advertisement 

prior to 15th January 2016. However, the advertiser has not assured compliance and is challenging the ASCI 

CCC decision.&#10;&#10;We request DCGI and DoCA to kindly take urgent steps to intervene

02-02-2016 12:05 02-02-2016 12:11 In Process Drug 

Controller

220162780.jpg



220162794 Education Internet Delhi (NCT) National Jamboree Education 

Pvt Ltd

Various claims are made on website of Jamboree 1. 

Highest scores since 1993 Best result since 1993 

Highest number of 700 plus scores in GMat in India 

and SAT in India The most experienced trainers in the 

industry Most exhaustive collection of questions and 

mock tests The only curriculum and teaching 

methodology India No. 1 institute for GMAT, GRE, 

SAT, IELTS ,admission consulting 2. The website also 

contains names of students and their score 3. 

Jamboree the most trusted name in india for 

education abroad Jamboree is the no. 1 study abroad 

company in India

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision for this advertisement. We request DoCA and 

the Ministry of HRD to take necessary action.

16/02/2016 

10:58:22

16/02/2016 

11:42:51

In Process DOCA 220162794.doc

x

220162795 Food Print and 

website 

advertisem

ent

Delhi (NCT) National Jivo Wellness Pvt Ltd - 

Jico Canola Oil

Print advertisement claims, 1. Approximately 4 

people may be dying per minute because of heart 

problem and 2 people every 2 minute of diabetes. 

Surely you do not want to be one among 66.8 million 

diabetes patients in India 2.Let your hand be where 

your heart is the lap of canola health 3. Make no 

compromise when it comes to health of yourself and 

family. Bring the worlds most preferred and 

healthiest choice- Canola oil in your kitchen 4. A 

slight lifestyle modification can save you from so 

many health problems 5. Why canola oil is a better 

choice as your cooking oil 6. In the US canola is the 

second most consumed oil, Canada over 70 of the 

population use nothing but canola. In japan over 50 

percent of population swears by canola.

Advertiser has not ensured compliance with the ASCI decision and continues to make objectionable claims in 

their website advertisement. We request FSSAI to take necessary action.

16/02/2016 

11:09:59

16/02/2016 

11:41:52

In Process FSSAI 220162795.pdf

220162806 Health Billboards Uttar Pradesh Local Baljiwan Medicines P 

Ltd

Advertisement is of Ayurved Medicine manufacturing 

their baby health tonic Baljiwan Ghutti. 

Advertisement is done through various sources which 

the packaging of their product is displayed and 

mentioned original and adjacent to it is a different 

packaging displayed with a cross on it and mentioned 

duplicate and benefits of the medicine are written 

and details of the company are mentioned. In the 

advertisemnet the packaging mentioned duplicate 

with a cross on it is available in the market and i 

brought it from a medical store and got a proper bill 

with a batch no. And it is of another company, he 

told me that those are fake advertisement and 

confusing the costumer. Recently the government is 

very serious about health maintenance of new born 

babies. This activity is illegal and should be 

challenged.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 22/02/2016 

12:12:41

03-01-2016 12:15 In Process DOCA 220162806.jpg

220162807 Education News Paper Rajasthan National Knowledge Sation India 

Private Limited

1. Rajasthan s No. 1 School 2. India s 1st Brain school 

with DMIT Technolody

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

22/02/2016 

14:39:58

03-01-2016 12:14 In Process Min. of HRD 220162807.jpg

220162808 Real Estate Ad 

Hoarding

Maharashtra National Nirmal One Spirit The nirmal builder in his project call one sprit is 

calming an return on investment of 12 percent per 

annum which is misleading. Also he is not having any 

disclaimer or justification to substantiate this claim. 

Need to stop asap as this is misleading An builder 

claiming about an ROI of 12 percent is misleading. 

this claim is neither back with any past data or 

calculation

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of UD to take necessary 

action.

22/02/2016 

14:45:47

03-01-2016 12:13 In Process Min. of UD 220162808.jpg

220162809 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Dr.Ved Vyas Mishra Advertisement assuring guaranteed cure by a 

homeopathy doctor for various ailments. The 

textbook and journals of homeopathy based on 

which practice of homeopathy is run does not assure 

guarantee cure so how a practitioner of such therapy 

guarantee a cure. It is misleading advertisement for 

public. Further the ethical rules of homeopathic 

council for its registered homeopathic doctors does 

not allow a doctor to advertise about his practice in 

such a manner.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

22/02/2016 

14:54:55

03-01-2016 12:12 In Process DOCA 220162809.jpg



220162810 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Haryana National Baba Mirza Ji This is regarding a complaint against one false 

advertisement by a person called Baba Mirza ji who 

dumped me of Rs.5200. the concerned person has 

placed his advertisement in Hindustan Times last 

week wherein he claimed to provide some solution to 

tour problems. After taking the said amount he asked 

for Rs. 21000 to do some prayers but when I refused 

to pay any further amount. He threatened and told 

me not to call again. I request you to investigate this 

matter so that innocent people are not cheated by 

this man. The details regarding the concerned person 

are as follows Phone No- 088266228933 / 

09818296388 A/c No - 125605500407 ICICI Bank 

Account in name of Mohd Babey

Advertiser / Media house carrying the advertisement has not provided their assurance of compliance. We 

request the DoCA to take necessary action.

22/02/2016 

15:02:28

03-01-2016 12:11 In Process DOCA 220162810.pdf

220162811 Education Internet Karnataka National Think and Learn Pvt Ltd - 

Byju Classes

Claims Objected to, 1. Why is success guaranteed in 

GRE with Mumbai s top GRE Coaching Classes- BYJU 

Classes 2. 60 sec is what you need to crack any verbal 

question using our mathematical approach. 3. Best 

teacher Best - Teacher as a claim is plainly wrong. 4. 

70 percent of our students cross 320 in GRE with our 

courses.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

22/02/2016 

15:20:02

03-01-2016 12:10 In Process DOCA 220162811.jpg

220162812 Education Internet Karnataka National Think and Learn Pvt Ltd - 

Byju Classes

In the online campaign page of Byju classes, there are 

some claims that are made which is misleading 1. Bell 

the CAT with India No. 1 CAT Trainers 2. 2000 

students attend BJYU Classes together in a single 

batch in single center making it India's Biggest 

classroom 3. BYJu raveendran makes a claim that he 

sis the no. 1 trainer for the CAT. He also makes a 

claim in the ad that he is a serial CAT Topper The First 

one simply cannot be substantiated and second one 

is not validated

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

22/02/2016 

15:37:30

03-01-2016 12:09 In Process DOCA 220162812.doc

x

220162813 Education Internet Karnataka National Byju Classes The online advertising campaign of Byju Classes for 

GMAT Classes makes these claims, 1. 70 percent of 

our students have a score of 700 plus in GMAT 2.60 

sec is what you need to crack any GMAT verbal 

question using our Patented Mathematical Approach 

3. 760 is the minimum GMAT score if our trainers.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/02/2016 

10:24:58

03-01-2016 12:08 In Process DOCA 220162813.pn

g

220162814 Education Internet Maharashtra National Exam Victor - Online 

MBA Entrance Coaching

Claims made on the website regarding its online MBA 

Entrance Coaching, 1. India s finest online MBA 

Entrance coaching period 2. So you can rest assured 

that your study material is of the highest quality. 

3.We leverage the best technology and cutting edge 

analytic to closely follow your progress and provide 

you timely feedback Comparison chart How is 

learning online with exam victor better

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/02/2016 

15:12:48

03-01-2016 12:07 In Process DOCA 220162814.doc

x

220162815 Other 

Sectors

SMS 

Promotiona

l Mailer

Haryana National Aircel Business 

Solutions - Offer of free 

Discount Coupons

SMS of Aircel Claims, Free coupons / disounts and 

had an associated USSD number along with it to dial -

in. No information about a subscription charge was 

mentioned. When you dial the USSD number you are 

automatically subscribed to the service without 

confirmation. The customer has no way of knowing if 

there is a subscription charde and if there is no way 

of knowing how much it is. I need my Rs.30 back

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request TRAI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

23/02/2016 

15:21:42

03-01-2016 12:40 In Process DOCA 220162815.pn

g



220162816 Education Internet Karnataka National Think and Learn Pvt Ltd - 

Byju Classes

Claims, 1. Best CAT Coaching Institute in India 2. 

GMAT Topper 3. Unique CAT pattern workshop 4. 

Cant compare with Byju and Santosh 5. Study 

material of most of the institutes have no value 

differentiation 6. 80 percent of the student have 

crossed 90 percentile over the last 5 years 7. Unique 

approach to RC 8. 80 percent of the student have 

crossed the 700 plus score over the last 5 years 9. 

Best Team of IAS Trainers 10. India No. 1 Aptitude 

Trainer 11. India s IAS Faculty 12. 20,000 test takers 

across the country 13.No national level tests 14. Best 

teacher

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/02/2016 

15:40:09

03-01-2016 12:41 In Process DOCA 220162816.pdf

220162817 Other 

Sectors

SMS 

Promotiona

l Material

Maharashtra National Reliance 

Communication Limited

Jadoo Recharge. Get upto 1 GB extra Free on every 3 

G Data Recharge of Rs. 197 along with normal 1 GB 3 

G data plus unlimited whatsapp, Facebook and 

twitter for 28 days. I received this marketing cum 

promotional sms from rcom gsm prepaid no. on 27 

august 2015. Tempted by the offer I recharged for Rs. 

197. howver I only got 1 GB and Not 1 plus 1 GB as 

mentioned. I wrote to customer service and I reced a 

call from an exec who claimed that this was a random 

offer and was not applicable to all. However this 

being a random offer is NOT mentioned into the SMS.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request TRAI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

23/02/2016 

15:51:30

03-01-2016 12:40 In Process DOCA 220162817.doc

x

220162818 Other 

Sectors

Facebook 

and Ad-

Promo

Maharashtra National Times Global 

Broadcasting Co, Ltd - 

Times Now

Misleading , incorrect, unsubstantiated and 

disparaging advertisement and promo published 

telecast by the English news channel - Times Now, 

No. 1 English News Channel

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of IT and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/02/2016 

16:00:03

03-01-2016 12:39 In Process DOCA 220162818.doc

x

220162820 Other 

Sectors

Internet 

and 

Packaging

Maharashtra National Reliance 

Communication Limited 

- Reliance Pro 3

Reliance Pro 3 claims, they have made available high 

speed internet service at Pune region as follows, 

Download speed upto 14.7 mbps, Upload speed upto 

5.7 mbps. I am using a reliance recommended 

postpaid paln Rs. 999 plus service tax with the 

reliance pro 3 data car, But I actually got max mbps 

download speed / 1.5 mbps unload speed.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request TRAI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

23/02/2016 

16:45:19

03-01-2016 12:38 In Process DOCA 220162820.pdf

220162821 Health Internet Haryana National The BodyCare Claims, Pay Rs. 49 only and get service worth Rs. 

5000. And all services were written which totaled 

upto 5000. But after purchaseing the deal voucher. I 

visited them, they said you have to pay 800 as service 

tax and then you can avail this service. But It was not 

mentioned there. They have refused to entertain.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of IT and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/02/2016 

16:54:51

03-01-2016 12:37 In Process DOCA 220162821.doc

x

220162822 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vibes Healthcare 

Limited - Vibes weight 

Loss Assurance

Vibe weight loss assurance. The third October 

advertisement of vibes is misleading. the before and 

after picture is very much misleading.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

24/02/2016 

10:40:20

03-01-2016 12:37 In Process DOCA 220162822.jpg

220162823 Other 

Sectors

Internet Delhi (NCT) National Bio veda Action 

Research Company - Big 

Margosa Anti Dandfruff 

Shampoo and 

Conditioner

Biotique claims to on their website that its 100 

percent Natural, No Chemicals, No Preservative but 

their package only states 17 percent ingredients. 

Where are the rest 83 percent ingredients in their 

packge which ensures that its 100 percent chemical 

free.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH / DCGI and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

24/02/2016 

10:48:30

03-01-2016 12:36 In Process DOCA 220162823.pdf

220162826 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National The Body Care and Cure The body care and cure claims, No gym. no machine, 

no yoga, no crash diet, no medicine, no 

supplementary foods. The visuals are misleading. The 

claims in the as were not substantiated. visulas 

showing the before and after effect of the treatment 

are misleading. Also the claim related to weight loss 

was in breach of the law violated the drugs and 

cosmetics rule 106.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

10:31:02

03-01-2016 12:34 In Process DOCA 220162826.pdf



220162827 Other 

Sectors

Television Maharashtra National Idea Cellular Limited - 

Idea Network

Guy comes and announces he has come from patna 

to pune and not able to find internet/ data 

connection anywhere in Pune including parks and 

open areas. Dancing crew comes in and says get idea 

with some jingle. Puts pune in bad name. every major 

operator in India has a good coverage in this city. To 

declare Pune doesn't have signals for a given 

operator is wrong. Either mention which is being 

referred in the ad or just withdraw the ad.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of I&amp;B to take 

necessary action.

25/02/2016 

10:46:48

03-01-2016 12:33 In Process Min. of I&B 220162827.mp
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220162828 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vacurect Vacurect pertain to products connected with sex life. 

No ingredients are mentioned. Only mention is they 

are a mixture of ayurvedic herbs which maintain the 

body and strength and vigour. The ad of vacurect 

mentions that its safe, US FDA approved intrument 

for men who cannot take pleasure with their 

partners. It is not a tablet,injection or spray. It makes 

one fully capable and it has no side effects. It is 

suitable for every age person and every medically 

affected conditions. Its benefits are listed as 100 

percentb safe and approved by doctors, simple to use 

for longer periods, no medical advice or approval 

necessary patients of diabetes and prostate can also 

use it.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

11:06:35

03-01-2016 12:32 In Process DOCA 220162828.jpg

220162829 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Chaturbhuj Pharma 

Company - Japani M 

and F Capsules

Japani M and F Capsules ads of common M and F 

products depict an elderly couple with caption at 

every age. Maintain company and partners seem 

satisfied. Ads pertain to product connected with sex 

life. No ingredients are mentioned. Only mention is 

they mixture of ayurvedic herbs which maintain the 

bodys strength and vigour. They give a feeling in 

mind and body of new found youth, enthusiasm, 

strength and vigour. Along with they advocate use of 

oil under the same names. The product are 100 

percent ayurvedic and dose 1 capsule each in the 

morning and evening is suggested. This is what they 

advocate in their regular columns in newspaper and 

magazine condition is somewhat secretive no one 

wants to talk about it and searches for easy 

solutions.The gullible public is misguided and fall 

victim to such claims made in the advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

11:18:45

03-01-2016 12:31 In Process DOCA 220162829.pdf

220162830 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Chaturbhuj Pharma 

Company - Japani Oil

Japani Oil individual ad for M only for men depicts a 

lady with caption aap muze achache lagane lage, 

Japani tel istemal jo karne lage- with a note to use 

Japani Tel capsule along with oil for better results. Ad 

pertains to product connected with sex life. No 

ingredients are mentioned. Only mention is they are 

mixture of ayurvedic herbs which maintain the bodys 

strength and vigour. The product are 100 ayurvedic 

and dose of 1 capsule of each in morning and 

evening.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

11:40:55

03-01-2016 12:31 In Process DOCA 220162830.pdf

220162831 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Chaturbhuj Pharma 

Company- Japani Oil

Japani Oil individual ad for M only for men depicts a 

couple, lady embracing. The gent with caption for 

strength and vigour start using today. Ad pertain to 

products connected with sex life. No ingredients are 

mentioned. Only mention is they are a mixture of 

ayurvedic herbs which maintain the bodys, strength 

and vigour.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

11:53:55

03-01-2016 12:31 In Process DOCA 220162831.pdf



220162832 Other 

Sectors

Internet Karnataka National Myntra.com Muntra advertisement says Extra 35 percent off is all 

yours for 3 hours today on the largest catalogue ever 

9 AM-12PM. Use coupon code HH11PR2NFTYTK. 

Enjoy now. After clicking the enjoy now hyper link on 

mobile phone it takes me to myntra app with the 

catalogue items. After adding items and when 

applying the coupons it is not giving it is not giving 35 

percent. When I contacted the cistomre service via 

email it odes not made sense so I asked manager to 

contact me so to get a proper answer.Even if they 

have sent for the sake of it to terms and conditions 

page there is no reference on the main ad about 

terms and condition apply. A total misleading 

advertisement by Myntra. A proper action is required 

against myntra for such advertisement and customer 

service.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of IT and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

25/02/2016 

12:05:06

03-01-2016 12:30 In Process DOCA 220162832.pdf

220162833 Health Hoarding 

Ad

Telangana Local Homeocare 

International Pvt Ltd

The advertisement board of Homeocare International 

read We found solution to keep your diabetes under 

control and had the picture of an old man with a 

gulab jamun held with a spoon close to his mouth 

and lip smacking with the expression of getting ready 

to eat it. The ad is misleading as if the hospital has 

found a cure soluions for daibetes falsely luring 

people that they can eat whatever they want if they 

eat the medicines from them. Being a doctor most 

importantly being son of a diabetic this is highly 

unacceptable as my father himself will tell me to take 

to that hospital so that he doesn't have to be in a diet 

regimen.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of AYUSH and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

12:17:46

03-01-2016 12:29 In Process DOCA 220162833.jpg

220162834 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Shyamli Institute of 

Hotel Management

In the newspaper Dainik Bhaskar edition dated 30 

October 2015 showing naukri sunishit Job Guarantee 

and 100 percent Job guarantee written on website. 

The shyamli institute is providing wrong information 

about recognition of hotel management courses by 

UGC and ACITE. It runs unauthorized 7 unapproved 

courses from Himalayan University under private and 

online mode which is not allowed. Institute has no 

authorization certificate still claims UGC and AICTE 

approved and offers job guarantee Naukri Sunishit.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

25/02/2016 

12:27:44

03-01-2016 12:29 In Process DOCA 220162834.doc

x

220162835 Health Facebook 

Advertisem

ent

Karnataka National Shathayu Ayurveda Promotional material of shathayu ayurveda appears 

to be misleading. Manage diabetes by ayurveda 

panchkarma detox. Diabetes can never be managed 

by ayurveda detox alone. Managing diabetes 

arequires a lifestyle changes and caloric restriction 

and good medication. The shortcut fixes of just 

promoting detox of ayurveda is misleading The 

benefits of panchakarama are not scientifically 

proven.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request the Ministry of AYUSH, Ministry 

of IT and DoCA to take necessary action.

25/02/2016 

12:36:56

03-01-2016 12:28 In Process DOCA 220162835.pn

g

220163826 Other 

Sectors

Facebook 

advertisem

ent by 

Punjab 

Keasri TV

Punjab National Devi Lal Tantrik This commercial is about devi lal tantrik who claims 

to do some black magic type of thing. Hence 

promoting superstition in people.Such people are 

cheats in the society and many people fall in their 

trap. I dont know about the proper guidelines about 

such commercials but such things are not good for 

the society and govt must interfere and stop such 

kind of malpractice in the society.

Advertiser / the concerned media has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA and 

Ministry of IT to take necessary action.

26/02/2016 

09:46:21

03-01-2016 12:27 In Process DOCA 220163826.jpg



220163828 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Honda cars India Ltd - 

Honda Amaze

The TVC shows a family of four drives through 

crowded streets and potholed roads to reach a 

friends house. Visulas shown during the drive include 

lowest running radius, 25.8 kmpl and high ground 

clearance. These claims needs to be substantiated 

with independent scientific reports. Supers shown in 

the ad are in very small letters and for very short 

duration. They are not at all legible for the viewers

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of I&amp;B to take 

necessary action.

26/02/2016 

10:16:57

03-01-2016 12:26 In Process Min. of I&B 220163828.mp

4

220163829 Real Estate News Paper Maharashtra National Wadia Group - Bombay 

Realty

The advertisement of Bombay reality says in the copy 

Project approvals received, but in small prints 

disclaimer both mention approval of plans etc from 

competent authorities are to be obtained subject to 

approvals from competent authorities. Developers 

reserve the right to make changes without notice. 

Terms and conditions are applicable. This is nothing 

but cheating the customers to lure and book the flats 

and later raise hands and brush off responsibility 

telling that it was already mentioned in the Ad 

Disclaimer.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of UD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

26/02/2016 

10:22:58

03-01-2016 12:25 In Process Min. of UD 220163829.jpg

220163830 Other 

Sectors

Television Delhi (NCT) National Microtek International 

Pvt Ltd - Microtek 

Inverter UPS

The advertisement projects Microtek inverter as 

energy saving device which is not so. Actually all 

inverters are energy consuming devices. What so 

ever be the input energy, output will be lesser than 

input. The device is meant for storage of energy in 

batteries when there is power and retrieval from 

battery when there is no power. Hence claiming this 

as a energy saving device is a wrong and misleading 

notion. Claims of payback 3 years is incorrect.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of I&amp;B to take 

necessary action.

26/02/2016 

10:39:17

03-01-2016 12:24 In Process Min. of I&B 220163830.mp

4

220163831 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National CL Educate Ltd - Career 

Launcher

The Advertisement is given by Career Launcher 

Classes an institute which provides training for CAT. 

The advertisement is published for CAT 16/17 

classroom program in Times of India, New Delhi 

Edition page 5 which mentions that the Institute has 

stated your Gateway to IIMs Closest to CAT, 9629 IIM 

calls by CL students in CAT 14 and the most 

comprehensive CAT 16/17 classroom program.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 26/02/2016 

10:59:24

03-01-2016 12:23 In Process DOCA 220163831.jpg

220163832 Education Internet Karnataka National Think and Learn Pvt Ltd -

Byju CAT Coaching 

Institute

The advertisement put up by Byju Coaching claims 

that they are the number one institute in Delhi. It 

also claims that their trainers Bjyu and santosh are 

the best trainers in India.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 26/02/2016 

11:06:19

03-01-2016 12:23 In Process DOCA 220163832.jpg

220163833 Education Internet Karnataka National Think and Learn Pvt Ltd - 

Byju Classes

Byju Classes is promoting and claiming the below on 

google search and on their website www.byjus.com 

Join the best coaching for CAT and Boost you CAT 

preparation.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DoCA to take necessary action. 26/02/2016 

11:10:24

03-01-2016 12:22 In Process DOCA 220163833.pn

g

520151146 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Herbal Masti Range of 

Products

1.Successful treatment of inability of organ, 

premature ejaculation, impotency, semen in urine. 

nightfall, energy, nil sperms, mistakes in childhood 2. 

Visual meant to enhance sexual pleasure

1504-C.36&#10;We received no response from the advertiser. The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD. The 

CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded 

that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Herbal Masti Capsule - Spray &amp; Oil - Successful treatment of inability 

of organ, premature ejaculation, impotency, semen in urine, nightfall, energy, nil sperms, mistakes in 

childhood&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, specific to the claims related to treatment of sexual 

impotency, and Ad visual implying that the product is meant for enhancement of sexual pleasure, the Ad is 

in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;Advertiser was to comply by 

May 22 2015&#10;

05-06-2015 10:41 18/06/2015 

16:40:26

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151146.jpg

520151155 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National FDDI - Footwear Design 

&amp; Development 

Institute

100 % Placement Record &#10;Complaint being referred to HRD for action 05-11-2015 12:41 14/05/2015 

20:48:27

In Process Min. of HRD 520151155.doc

x



520151156 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal National Raylon Industries Ltd - 

Regen Hair Vitalizer

1.Clinically Proven 2.For 1st time ever, a clinically 

proven herbal breakthrough that stimulates hair 

growth &amp; prevents Hair Fall in men. women 

&amp; children. 3.Stops Hair loss, Starts hair growth --

Naturally 4.Treats Alopecia

&#10;Complaint being referred to DCGI for action 05-11-2015 12:51 14/05/2015 

20:47:49

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151156.pn

g

520151159 Other 

Sectors

Television Jharkhand National Tata Motors Co. (Kbc) Action against Cinema TV Channel carrying Chehra 

Pehachano contest

&#10;&#10;&#10;Advertisement is not provided for reference. &#10;This appears to be a case of fraud. 

Kindly contact the National Consumer Helpline for guidance.

14/05/2015 

17:27:46

14/05/2015 

19:47:22

In Process DOCA 520151159.pdf

520151160 Other 

Sectors

Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National Sri News Media 

Channel

Action against Sri News media Channel carrubg 

Chehra Pahchano contest

&#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This matter 

should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.

15/05/2015 

13:43:56

17/05/2015 

20:10:17

In Process DOCA 520151160.pdf

520151161 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Doordarshan Television Action against Tata Lucky Winner &#10;&#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile number has been provided. This should 

be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant

15/05/2015 

14:29:46

17/05/2015 

20:08:25

In Process DOCA 520151161.pdf

520151162 Other 

Sectors

Television Odisha National Manoranjan Television Action against Manoranjan TV Channel carrying 

Chehra Pahchano contest

&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided. &#10; &#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the 

mobile numbers have been provided. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to 

guide the complainant further.&#10;

15/05/2015 

14:43:43

17/05/2015 

20:21:30

In Process DOCA 520151162.pdf

520151164 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Sri News Channel Action against Sri News Channel carring Chehra 

pahchano cotest

&#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided. &#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and 

the mobile numbers have been provided. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to 

guide the complainant further.&#10;

15/05/2015 

15:27:48

17/05/2015 

20:18:47

In Process DOCA 520151164.pdf

520151165 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Chehara Pahchano 

contest through TV 

channles

Chehra pahchano contest &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided. &#10;The Matter is being looked into by the 

investigating agencies. &#10;This could be forwarded to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting for 

their action.

15/05/2015 

15:49:28

17/05/2015 

20:15:06

In Process DOCA 520151165.pdf

520151168 Other 

Sectors

Internet Uttar Pradesh National Oysterconnect.com The company had posted an advertisement asking for 

applications for a project by another company, and 

Oysterconnect.com had promised stipend on 

successful completion of project.However they refuse 

to pay stipend to me even after successful 

completion

&#10;This is a case of non-fulfillment of commercial obligations. This should be forwarded to the National 

Consumer Helpline / VCOs. &#10;

17/05/2015 

22:08:33

18/05/2015 

14:50:38

In Process DOCA 520151168.jpg

520151169 Other 

Sectors

Internet Karnataka National EZTrolley.com EZTrolley.com had advertised on a website for 

stipendiary project. I completed the project 

successfully within deadline as acknowledged by 

project mentor but still am being refused the stipend.

&#10;&#10;This is a case of non-fulfilment of commercial obligations. This should be forwarded to the 

National Consumer Helpline / VCOs.

17/05/2015 

22:16:31

18/05/2015 

14:51:39

In Process DOCA 520151169.jpg

520151170 Health News Paper Gujarat Local Freedom Eye Laser 

Centre

Makes misleading claims - 1] Freedom from glasses 2] 

Latest Wavefront 3] The one and only successfully 

running laser centre since the last 14 years 4] FDA 

(USA Approved)

&#10;&#10;Decision: C.7676: -------&#10;The complaint was considered by the Consumer Complaints 

Council (CCC) at their meeting.&#10; As per their decision, the complaint was UPHELD. The CCC viewed the 

print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in 

the Ad, &#8220;Freedom from glasses&#8221;, &#8220;Latest Wavefront&#8221;, &#8220;The one and 

only successfully running laser centre since the last 14 years&#8221;, and &#8220;FDA (USA 

Approved)&#8221;, were not substantiated. The advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI 

Code.&#10;The Advertiser was to comply by April 30, 2015 - However continues to violate the ASCI 

decision.&#10;

18/05/2015 

15:06:48

18/05/2015 

15:13:53

In Process DOCA 520151170.doc

x

520151171 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Herbal Clinic 1. Obesity - Who says obese can't become slim.Lose 

weight 10-15kgs. Presenting the most precise 

measure in the world to reduce weight. Use obesity 

killer sure shot traditional herbal treatment (famous 

for old time) consume daily with buttermilk.

&#10;This has reference to our letter No. C.7326 dated 8th December 2014,&#160; to which we had 

received no response from the publication / Advertiser. The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in January 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, 

the complaint has been UPHELD.&#160; The CCC viewed the print advertisement.&#160; In the absence of 

comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Obesity - Who says an 

obese cannot become slim. Lose weight upto 10 - 15 kg&#8221;, &#8220;Presenting the most precise 

measure in the world to reduce weight&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Use Obesity-Killer, sureshot traditional 

herbal treatment (famous from old time) consume once daily along with buttermilk or curd for 40 

days&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;100% Safe Natural remedy&#8221;, were not substantiated.&#160; The 

advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#160; &#160;&#10;&#10;Compliance due date 

was 10th February 2015.&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision&#10;

18/05/2015 

15:25:33

18/05/2015 

17:16:45

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151171.jpg

520151172 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Ratan Ayurvedic 

Sansthan - Sudol Body 

Toner Capsules

1. Tried &amp; trusted by lakhs of ladies of our 

country - Sudol gives a new identity to women's body 

2. Ayurvedic medicine

&#10;C.7329 dated 8th December 2014 to which ASCI received no response from the advertiser. The 

complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in 

January 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the print 

advertisement. In the absence &#10;of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in 

the Ad, &#8220;Tried and trusted by &#10;Lakhs of ladies of our country - Sudol gives new identity to 

women&#39;s body&#8221;, &#8220;Ayurvedic medicine&#8221;, were not substantiated. The 

advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. &#10;&#10;Compliance due date was 12th 

February 2015&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision&#10;

18/05/2015 

15:42:07

18/05/2015 

17:13:58

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151172.jpg



520151174 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Buster Health Care Pvt 

Ltd - Herbal Super 30 

Capsule &amp; Oli

1. Herbal Super 30 Capsules &amp; Oil - World's No. 

1 Sexologist. 2. With powerful and effective formula 

it increases amazing passion , energy&amp; power in 

masculine weakness, and gives more energy ,joy 

&amp; stamina

C.7345&#10;A complaint against the said print advertisement of &#8220;Buster Health Care P. Ltd &#8211; 

Herbal Super 30 Range of Products&#8221; with the claims &#8220;Herbal Super 30 - Capsule &amp; Oil - 

World&#39;s No.1 Sexologist&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;With powerful and effective formula it increases 

amazing passion, energy and power in masculine weaknesses, and gives more energy, joy &amp; 

stamina&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, the Ad claims read in conjunction with the Ad visual implies 

that the product is meant for enhancement of sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it violated 

The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI 

Code.&#160; The complaint was UPHELD. &#160;The print advertisement was not to appear in its original 

form with the claim / content that was objected to after 10th February 2015.&#10;

20/05/2015 

12:04:47

06-08-2015 14:19 In Process Drug 

Controller

520151174.jpg

520151175 Other 

Sectors

Television Odisha National Shri News Channel Chehra Pehchano carried b Shri News Channels &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;This matter has been looked into by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 

and it may be referred back to them for their action.

21/05/2015 

15:50:03

21/05/2015 

20:19:56

In Process DOCA 520151175.pdf

520151176 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National P 7 News Channel Chehara Pehchano carried by P-7 News Channel &#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;This matter has been looked into by the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 

and it may be referred back to them for their action.&#10;&#10;

21/05/2015 

16:00:26

21/05/2015 

20:17:31

In Process DOCA 520151176.pdf

520151177 Other 

Sectors

Television Karnataka National Manoranjan TV Chehra Pehachano carries by Manoranjan TV &#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;&#10;This matter has been looked into by the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting and it may be referred back to them for their action.&#10;

21/05/2015 

16:07:04

21/05/2015 

20:15:35

In Process DOCA 520151177.pdf

520151179 Other 

Sectors

Television Bihar National TV Channel Chehra Pechano carreid by TV Channel &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;The matter may be referred back to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting to 

issue an advisory to the channels.

21/05/2015 

16:47:20

21/05/2015 

20:10:26

In Process DOCA 520151179.pdf

520151180 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National TV Channel Chehara Pechano carried TV Channel &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This 

matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.

21/05/2015 

17:39:59

21/05/2015 

20:03:14

In Process DOCA 520151180.pdf

520151181 Other 

Sectors

Television Himachal 

Pradesh

National Cinema TV Chehra pechano carried by Cinema TV &#10;&#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be processed. 

&#10; &#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This matter 

should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.&#10;

21/05/2015 

17:49:34

21/05/2015 

20:00:55

In Process DOCA 520151181.pdf

520151182 Health Television Delhi (NCT) National Fair Look Gold It is an infomercial for the said brand which has a 

supposedly &quot;Ayurvedic&quot;, 

&quot;Natural&quot; &quot;Fairness cream&quot; 

which reinstates the stereotypes of &quot;fair is 

good and beautiful&quot; in our society and Horribly 

politically incorrect quotes from the brand 

ambassador

&#10;For this Teleshopping advertisement, the matter is being referred to the DCGI office to verify the 

product registration, claims and efficacy. &#10;The advertiser in the past has taken a stay on ASCI&#39;s 

CCC decision on the old advertisement.

22/05/2015 

11:26:22

22/05/2015 

12:06:34

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151183 Other 

Sectors

Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National TV Channel Chehra Pehchano carried by TV Channel &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This 

matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.&#10;

22/05/2015 

13:50:16

24/05/2015 

21:14:59

In Process DOCA 520151183.pdf

520151184 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National TV Channel Chehra Pehchano carreid by Cinema TV &#10;&#10;The Advertisement has not been provided, therefore the complaint can not be 

processed.&#10;&#10;This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This 

matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.&#10;

22/05/2015 

14:55:20

24/05/2015 

21:16:27

In Process DOCA 520151184.pdf

520151186 Health News Paper Gujarat National Dr. Urmika's 

Homeopathic Clinic

Increase height with homeopathic treatment &#10;Reference - C.4382&#10;&#10;A complaint against an earlier advertisement of the same advertiser 

was taken up in CCC 332 March 12, 2013.&#10;The CCC concluded that the claims regarding Height Increase 

was not substantiated. The advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the Code. The complaint was UPHELD. 

&#10;&#10;The claim is also in violation of the Drugs and Magic Remedies Regulations&#10;&#10;Action 

needs to be taken by the Ministry of Health for this persistent offender&#10;

22/05/2015 

17:41:55

24/05/2015 

21:27:35

In Process Drug 

Controller

520151186.jpg

520151187 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Krishna Helathcare - 

Ashrafi Lotion

1.Ayurvedic Oil Asharfi Lotion-Worlds No. 1 2. 

Successful treatment of sexual diseases 3.Traditional 

medicine invention for white spots. 4.This medicine 

made after years of research claims to cure white 

spots from its roots

C.7349&#10;A complaint against the said print advertisement (Annex &#8211;I) of &#8220;Krishna Health 

Care &#8211; Ashrafi Lotion&#8221; with the claims &#8220;Ayurvedic Oil Asharfi Lotion - World&#39;s 

No.1&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Traditional medicine invention for white spots, kabrepan&#8221;,&#160; 

&#8220;It cures white spots, kabrapan, cheep, cracked heels from its roots&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;This 

medicine made after years of research claims to cure white spots from its roots&#8221;, 

&#8220;Guaranteed freedom from white spots&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Successful treatment of sexual 

diseases&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, specific to the claims related to the cure of white spots, and 

treatment of sexual diseases, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies 

Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD. 

&#160;&#10;

25/05/2015 

15:58:22

06-08-2015 14:13 In Process Drug 

Controller

520151187.jpg



520151191 Health News Paper Punjab National Prince Pharma - 2 Much 

Breast Ayurvedic 

&amp; Medicated 

Cream

1. Awakens the feeling of beauty &amp; makes 

breast attractive. 2. 2 Much Breast Cream - Ayurvedic 

Capsules &amp; Ayurvedic Medicated Cream

C.7400&#10;&#10;This has reference to our letter no.&#160;C.&#160;7400 dated&#160;February 10, 2015, 

conveying the decision of the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) with respect to the print advertisement 

of&#160;&#8220;Prince Pharma &#8211; 2 Much Range of Products&#8221;.&#10;&#10;The CCC viewed 

the print advertisement.&#160; In the absence of comments from the Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC 

concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Awakens the feeling of beauty and makes breasts 

attractive&#8221;,&#160;&#8220;2 Much Breast Cream - Ayurvedic Capsules and Ayurvedic Medicated 

Cream&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, specific to the claims related to Breast development, 

and&#160;pack visual implying bust enhancement, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs 

&amp; Magic Remedies Act.&#160;The complaint was UPHELD&#160;as the advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The advertisement was not to appear in its original form with claims 

objected to across media including internet, packaging, etc&#160;as applicable after 24th February 

2015.&#160; &#10;&#10;It has been brought to our attention that the above referred Ad was spotted with 

the objected claims in Hindustan &#8211; various editions.

27/05/2015 

12:53:40

06-08-2015 14:06 In Process Drug 

Controller

520151191.jpg

520151192 Other 

Sectors

Brochures, 

Website, 

TV

Delhi (NCT) National Kent RO Systems 

Limited

Misleading claims - &quot;World's Best RO 

Purifiers&quot; &quot;World's Best Domestic RO 

Purifiers&quot; &quot;100% Pure&quot; 

&quot;100%Purity&quot; &quot;Kent se pani 100% 

pure hota hai&quot;

1504 - C.77 &#10;The claim support data provided by the advertiser was reviewed by the technical expert of 

ASCI. The comments as conveyed in the advertiser&#8217;s response and the expert opinion, was 

considered by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in April 2015. As per their 

decision, the complaint has been UPHELD. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the TVC and the Website claims, and 

considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response and the technical expert opinion. It was noted that the 

advertiser provided numerous certificates and test reports, none of which did a technical comparison of 

their purifier against other purifiers to justify any comparative claim with currently marketed products in 

India or internationally. The technical testing by third party agencies showed performance meeting or 

exceeding BIS standards in a stand-alone manner. The claim of &#8220;best&#8221; is not technically 

justified. The technical testing by third party agencies showed that use of the product gave a water quality 

meeting or exceeding BIS standards, thereby demonstrating a fitness for use and &quot;purity&quot;. It is 

impossible for any purification device to produce 100% or totally pure water. The test reports showed that 

there was a residual mineral content in the water produced by the system; which is one of the USPs of their 

technology. The CCC concluded that the claims, &#8220;World&#39;s Best RO Purifiers&#8221;, 

&#8220;World&#39;s Best Domestic Purifiers&#8221;, &#8220;100% Pure&#8221;, &#8220;100% Purity; 

Totally pure&#8221;, were not substantiated and were misleading by exaggeration. The TVC and the 

Website claims contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. &#10;&#10;Advertiser was asked to modify the 

above referred advertisement appropriately or to withdraw the same prior to 05th June 2015. &#10;&#10; 

&#10;&#10;

28/05/2015 

10:49:05

28/05/2015 

10:51:39

In Process DOCA 520151192.jpg

520151194 Education News Paper Haryana National Life Essentials Personal 

Care Pvt Ltd - W2 

Noveau Hair Oil

100% Natural Hair Oil that prevents greys and hair fall C.7448&#10;&#10;This has reference to our letter no.&#160;C.&#160;7448 dated&#160;February 9, 2015, 

conveying the decision of the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) with respect to the print advertisement 

of&#160;&#8220;Life Essentials Personal Care Private Limited - W2 Noveau Hair Oil&#8221;.&#10;&#10;The 

CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response. The CCC Concluded 

that the claim in the Ad, &#8220;Prevents Greys and Hair Fall&#8221;, was not substantiated with proof of 

efficacy of the product. The complaint was UPHELD&#160;as the advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 of 

the ASCI Code. The advertisement was not to appear in its original form with claims objected to across 

media &#10;including internet, packaging, etc&#160;as applicable after 23rd February 2015.&#160; 

&#10;&#10;It has been brought to our attention that the above referred Ad was spotted with the objected 

claims in Femina &amp; Filmfare on 16th &amp; 25th March 2015. &#10;

29/05/2015 

10:37:11

06-08-2015 14:04 In Process Drug 

Controller

520151194.jpg

520151196 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Sun Laboratories Pvt 

Ltd - Titanic Extra Time 

Capsules

1. Complete satisfaction by 1 capsule 2. Power 

Booster for Men 3.Most Powerful Capsules 4.No side 

Effects 5.Completely Ayurvedic

C.7627 &#10;This&#160; has reference to our e-mail letter No. C.7627 dated 9th February 2015,&#160; to 

which we received no response from the advertiser.&#160; The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in February 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, 

the complaint has been UPHELD.&#160; The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of 

comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Complete satisfaction 

by 1 capsule&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Power Booster for Men&#8221;, &#8220;Completely 

Ayurvedic&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;No Side Effect&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Most Powerful 

Capsule&#8221;,&#160; were not substantiated. Also, the Ad claims imply that the product is meant for 

enhancement of sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic 

Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. 

&#10;&#10;Compliance due date was April 6, 2015 However advertiser continues to violate the ASCI 

decision&#10;&#10;

29/05/2015 

10:46:04

06-08-2015 14:01 In Process Drug 

Controller

520151196.jpg

520151197 Food Television Haryana National Carlsberg India Pvt 

Limited

Tuborg Soda being advertised during IPL slots. 

Appears to be surrogate ad

1506-STVC-2 &#10;Further to our e-mail of 3rd June 2015, we had requested the Advertiser for proof of 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) and CBFC (Censor Board) approval of the product/service 

being advertised, and the Ad respectively as per the Cable TV Act Rules ad code proviso. However, as the 

Advertiser was not able to provide these documents, we are referring this matter to the Department of 

Consumer Affairs (DCA) &amp; Food Safety Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) accordingly for their perusal 

and necessary action.

29/05/2015 

12:05:13

14/07/2015 

11:02:46

In Process FSSAI



520151198 Food Television Karnataka National United Breweries Ltd Kingfisher Calendar Ad Surrogate 1505-STVC-3&#10;&#10;We had requested the Advertiser for proof of Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting (MIB) and CBFC (Censor Board) approval of the product/service being advertised, and the Ad 

respectively as per the Cable TV Act Rules ad code proviso. However, as the Advertiser was not able to 

provide these documents, we are referring this matter to the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA) &amp; 

Food Safety Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) accordingly for their perusal and necessary action.

29/05/2015 

12:33:03

14/07/2015 

14:13:38

In Process FSSAI 520151198.pdf

620151201 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Shree News Channel Chehara Pehchano contest carried by Shree News 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.&#10;&#10;The advertisement has not been provided with.

17/06/2015 

12:03:46

18/06/2015 

17:27:59

In Process DOCA 620151201.pdf

620151202 Education Internet Delhi (NCT) National Career Launcher 

Educate Ltd

Career Launcher has done some false and misleading 

comparison of their CAT Test Series course with that 

of T.I.M.E. CAT Test Series course. These fake 

comparisons are based on some online survey done 

during Nov14 to Jan15 and audited by some 

unknown third party. The source and third party data 

is not available in public which shows these claims 

are fake. Also, the student feedback of CL Mock 

shows data of survey done in August2014. It shows 

the ambiguity of data and survey in whole. The claims 

like Best rates Test Series, Most recommended Test 

Series, The No.1 CAT test series,etc are false and 

misleading. These fake claims and comparisons have 

been done just to degrade the credibility and brand 

name of T.I.M.E. pvt ltd- which is the market leader in 

CAT training space.

C.7301&#10;&#10;Advertiser is violating the ASCI decision &#10;&#10;This has reference to our e-mail of 

28th November 2014, to which we had received no response from the advertiser. The complaint was 

considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in December 

2014.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the Website 

advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC concluded that the 

claims in the Ad, &#8220;No.1 &#10;CAT test series program&#8221;, &#8220;Closest to CAT Test series - 

on the new CAT pattern&#8221;, &#8220;Best rated test series by students&#8221;, &#8220;true percentile 

predictor enabled test series&#8221;, &#8220;CL was also the only player to predict accurately &#10;the 

change in pattern and the even the likely dates!&#8221;, were not substantiated. The Website Ad 

contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the 

ASCI Code. &#10;

17/06/2015 

14:20:41

18/06/2015 

17:26:00

In Process Min. of HRD 620151202.jpg

620151203 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National ETV Urdu ETV Urdu Channel This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

17/06/2015 

15:28:59

18/06/2015 

17:17:47

In Process DOCA 620151203.pdf

620151205 Other 

Sectors

Television Punjab National Sahara One TV Channel Chehra Pehchano contest carried by Sahara One TV 

Channle

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

10:43:33

18/06/2015 

17:08:16

In Process DOCA 620151205.pdf

620151206 Other 

Sectors

Television Manipur National B4U Movies TV 

Channels and Tata 

Motros

Complaint application to B4U Movies, Authority of 

Chehara Pehchano Contest and Tata Motors 

Company.

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

11:09:53

18/06/2015 

17:07:25

In Process DOCA 620151206.pdf

620151207 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Filmy TV Channel Chehara Pehachano Cotest by Filmy TV Channle This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

11:23:44

18/06/2015 

17:05:20

In Process DOCA 620151207.pdf

620151208 Other 

Sectors

Television Jharkhand National Dabang TV Channel Chehra Pehachano contest carried by Dabang TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

11:45:10

18/06/2015 

16:59:24

In Process DOCA 620151208.pdf

620151209 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Cinema TV Channel Chehara Pehachano Contest carried by Cinema TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

12:01:03

18/06/2015 

16:58:21

In Process DOCA 620151209.pdf

620151210 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Cinema TV Channel Complaint on Cinema TV channel chehara pehchano 

contest.

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

12:20:20

18/06/2015 

16:44:46

In Process DOCA 620151210.pdf

620151211 Other 

Sectors

Television Gujarat National B4U Movies TV 

Channels

Chehara Pehchano Contest carried by B4U Movies TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further. The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

12:31:27

18/06/2015 

16:43:44

In Process DOCA 620151211.pdf

620151212 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National B4U Movies TV 

Channels

Chehara Pehchano contest carried by B4U Movies TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.&#10;The advertisement has not been provided with.

18/06/2015 

12:50:24

18/06/2015 

15:32:51

In Process DOCA 620151212.pdf

620151213 Other 

Sectors

Television Delhi (NCT) Local Oscar Movies TV 

Channel

Chehara Pehchano contest carried by Oscar Movies 

TV Channel

Ref No. 1506-C. 377 &#10;&#10;&#10;The concerned media responded post the CCC meeting with the 

contact details of the Advertiser and Ad Agency. &#10;&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in June 2015. &#10;As per their decision, the 

complaint has been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the TVC. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser or 

the channel, the CCC concluded that the TVC of &#8220;Chehra Pahachaano&#8221; contest is false, 

misleading and contravened Chapters I.1, I.4 and I.5(f) of the Code (&#8220;Ads inviting public to take part 

in prize competitions permitted under law or which hold out the prospect of gifts shall state clearly all 

material conditions as to enable the consumer to obtain a true and fair view of their prospects in such 

activities&#8230;.&#8221;).&#10;&#10;Advertiser did not respond to ASCI communication and also did not 

confirm compliance with ASCI CCC decision.&#10;&#10;We request MIB and DOCA to take necessary action. 

&#10;&#10;

19/06/2015 

10:33:14

02-02-2016 12:52 In Process Min. of I&B 620151213.pdf

620151214 Other 

Sectors

Television Punjab National B4U Movies TV 

Channels

Chehara Pehchano Contest carried by B4U Movies TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

10:52:17

20/06/2015 

18:43:19

In Process DOCA 620151214.pdf

620151215 Other 

Sectors

Television Haryana National Khabar Fast TV Channel Chehra Pehchano contest carried by Khabar Fast 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This matter should be 

forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

11:20:09

20/06/2015 

18:41:15

In Process DOCA 620151215.pdf

620151216 Other 

Sectors

Television Andhra Pradesh National Mtunes TV Channel Chehara Pehchano Contest carried by Mtunes TV 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

11:36:10

20/06/2015 

18:40:01

In Process DOCA 620151216.pdf

620151217 Other 

Sectors

Television Assam National India News Channel Chehra Pehchano contest carried by India News 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

11:57:09

20/06/2015 

18:38:38

In Process DOCA 620151217.pdf

620151218 Other 

Sectors

Television Assam National India News Channel Chehara Pehchano contest carried by India News 

Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud and the mobile numbers have been provided. This matter should be 

forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

11:59:55

20/06/2015 

18:37:33

In Process DOCA 620151218.pdf



620151220 Other 

Sectors

Television Haryana National Khabar Fast TV Channel Chehara Pehchano Pratiyogita carried by Kharbar Fast 

TV Channel

This appears to be a case of fraud. This matter should be forwarded to Consumer Helpline / VCOs to guide 

the complainant further.

19/06/2015 

16:08:26

20/06/2015 

18:35:51

In Process DOCA 620151220.pdf

620151222 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal Local Rashtriya Swasthya 

Samiti

Fake employment advertising - indicative vacancy 

notification for West Bengal Application Fee Rs 360/- 

SC/ST Rs 260/-

Ministry of Health is requested to confirm if this is an authentic advertisement. 22/06/2015 

13:12:21

22/06/2015 

13:22:12

In Process Drug 

Controller

620151222.pdf

620151223 Education Internet Delhi (NCT) National Jamboree Claims Indias No. 1 Institute for GRE GMAT etc 

www.jamboreeindia.com

C.6700&#10;&#10;A similar complaint was processed in year 2014. Advertiser had responded via their 

advocate on 28th June 2014,(Global Law Consultants (India)), in response to ASCI letter No. C.6700 dated 

19th June 2014.&#160; The comments as conveyed in the letter, was considered by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in July 2014.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint 

was UPHELD. &#160;The CCC concluded that the claim, &#8220;India&#39;s &#8220;No.1 Test Prep 

Institute for GMAT, GRE and SAT&#8221;, was not substantiated with authentic validated data. The 

advertisement contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as 

Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#160; &#160;&#10;&#10;It has been brought to our attention that the 

advertiser continues this misleading claim. &#10;&#10;Suitable action may be taken by the Ministry of 

HRD&#10;

22/06/2015 

13:20:11

22/06/2015 

13:27:30

In Process Min. of HRD 620151223.doc

x

620151225 Health News Paper Karnataka Local Dr Vinay Sarvotham Advertiser is not a doctor and is publishng fake things Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

23/06/2015 

15:07:47

16/12/2015 

16:22:05

In Process DOCA 620151225.jpg

720151229 Health Internet Haryana National www.noaddiction-

powder.in

Sir, this is with reference to my earlier complaint no 

620151221 dated 21 jun 15. On receipt of the 

powder I consumed it for two days but some kankar 

like small hard particles were felt by me. Then I 

contacted the customer care no 9599437308 given 

on the website and told them that I want to return 

the item. After that they stopped picking my phone. 

Presently this no is also changed on their website. 

Then I sent the powder through courier service to the 

shipper address M-40, sec-38, gurgaon within 15 

days of I received the powder accouding to the 

refund policy given on the website, but the powder 

was returned back to me by my courier service with 

remarks that wrong address. Sir, I request you to 

please do something so that these people are 

stopped from doing such type of frauds. Thanks and 

Regards.

&#10;DCGI office is requested to scrutinize the product approval and claim support. Website advertisement 

claims assessment by DCGI office is required.

07-01-2015 23:14 07-02-2015 14:26 In Process Drug 

Controller

720151230 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Career Launcher Claims that National Law Universities a better 

opportunity than IIT. 1044 out of 1637 selections in 

CLATs 13, 4/5 67/100 toppers in CLAT14

The Consumer Complaints Council deliberated on an advertisement with similar claims at their meeting held 

in June 2014.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the CCC concluded that the claim, &#8220;1003 out of 1637 

selections in CLAT&#8217;13&#8221;,&#160; was not substantiated with third party verification.&#160; The 

advertisement contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as 

Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#160; This complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to make 

unsubstantiated claims. Ministry of HRD could take necessary action&#10;

07-02-2015 15:10 07-02-2015 15:15 In Process Min. of HRD 720151230.jpg

720151232 Health News Paper Odisha National Makewell 

Pharmaceuticls

Japani Oil - very popular and effective for male 

energy, Brings smoothness in the relation of husband 

and wife, for better results use Japani M Capsules 

and Oil regularly, pack visuals imply product meant to 

enhance sexual pleasure.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

07-06-2015 11:21 16/12/2015 

16:23:32

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151232.jpg

720151233 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Om Sai Ayurved India Reduce Weight else get your money back, an ISO 

90012008 Certified company which is engaged in 

deep research in Ayurveda has found out such 

medicines use of which is helpful in reducing your 

extra weight and giving it correct shape. it has no side-

effects. with use of this medicine for 90 days you will 

see yourself by reducing 5 to 35 kg weight or else 

money back. GMP Certified

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.6463&#10;&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in May 2014.&#10;&#10;&#160;&#10;&#10;As 

per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as the advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 

of the ASCI Code.&#160; In the absence of comments from the Advertiser,&#160; the CCC concluded that 

the claims, &#8220;Obesity is the cause of many diseases.&#8221;, &#8220;Reduce weight Or else get back 

your money&#8221;,&#160; were not substantiated. Also, specific to the claims implying treatment of 

obesity, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act.&#10;Advertiser 

was requested to comply by June 2014&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. 

&#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

07-06-2015 11:57 15/07/2015 

12:41:02

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151233.jpg



720151234 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Om Sai Ayurved India Dainik Bhaskar - Jamshedpur on 28th April 2015 

Increase height, GMP Certified, engaged in research 

since many years, an ISO 9001 2008 certified 

company which founded out such medicines which 

help in increasing height, it has no side effects, with 

its use for 90 days you will see yourself that you have 

increased your height.

Advertiser is persistent violator&#10;&#10;VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.7162&#10;The 

complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in 

November 2014.&#160;&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD.&#160; In the 

absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Increase 

your height or get the money back&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Today almost 40% of the boys-girls are troubled 

by their small height because some people believe that the height of a person with small height cannot 

increase whereas due to some reasons some of our heights&#39; portion remains in a dormant position 

which can be locomoted upto the age of 35 years with Ayurvedic Medicines&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;It 

provides nutrition to the glands by proper blood circulation in the body and gives sense to the height 

increaser hormone&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;It has no side effects&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;By only 90 days of 

use of this medicine you will see increase in your height or else money back&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;GMP 

Certified&#8221;, were not substantiated.&#160; Also, specific to the claims related to increase in height, 

the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies 

Act.&#160;&#160;&#160;&#160; The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI 

Code.&#160; &#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply by December 2014. &#10;&#10;Advertiser 

continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;&#10;&#10;&#10;

07-06-2015 12:17 15/07/2015 

12:38:21

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151234.jpg

720151235 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Om Sai Ayurved India Dainik Jagran - New Delhi 23rd April 2015. Get rid of 

any kind of addition in 60 days, GMP Certified, pure 

ayurvedic medicine, world famous Vidarikand for 

curing addiction, which has proved very useful is 

found in addition leave. it protects from the 

consumption of atbacco, gutka, cigrette, alcohol and 

other addictive elements. it has no side effect, by 

continuous us of Addiction Leave for 60 days, you can 

get rid of any kind of Addiction.

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.7367&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in January 2015.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, 

the complaint has been UPHELD.&#160; The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of 

comments from the Advertiser , the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;Get rid of any kind of 

addiction in 60 days&#8221;, &#8220;World famous Vidarikand for curing addiction, which has proved very 

useful is found in addiction leave. It protects from the consumption of tobacco, gutka, cigarette, alcohol and 

other addictive elements and the best thing is it has no side effect. By continuous use of Addiction Leave for 

60 days, you can get rid of any kind of addiction&#8221;,&#160; were not substantiated. The advertisement 

&#160;contravened&#160; Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#10;Advertiser was to comply by February 11, 

2015&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

07-06-2015 12:33 15/07/2015 

12:35:40

In Process DOCA 720151235.jpg

720151236 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Om Sai Ayurved India Dainik Jagran- Delhi - Jagran City on 13th April 2015. 

Increase passion and Energy, GMP Certified, Visual 

implies product meant to enhance sexual pleasure

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.6046&#10;&#10;No response was received from the advertiser. 

The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting 

held&#160; in&#160; January 2014. &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as 

the advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. In the absence of comments from the 

Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad were not substantiated and also implied that the 

product is meant to enhance sexual pleasure, thus was in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; 

Magic Remedies Act.&#160;&#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply by 18th February 

2014.&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

07-06-2015 12:47 15/07/2015 

12:20:30

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

Drug 

Controller

720151236.jpg

720151237 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Shree Maruti Herbals - 

Stay on Oral Liquid

Lokmat - Nagpur on 21st April 2015 Quick Effective 

Stay on Oral Liquid - 1st Time in India, stay on made 

up of 100 Ayurvedic Formula brings unbelievable 

passion in your body that brings enthusiasm and 

happiness in your life. Product meant to enhance 

sexual pleasure

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-06-2015 13:12 15/07/2015 

12:27:19

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

Drug 

Controller

720151237.jpg

720151238 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Shree Maruti Herbals - 

Stay on Capsules and 

Oil

Times of India- Bangalore on 24th April 2015. Stay on 

Power Capsules - herbal supplement for Men, men 

swear and women admire the unchallenged power of 

Stay- on, no wonder men swear by Stay on for their 

Vim, Vigour and vitality and women admire it for the 

same in men. countless couples have rediscovered 

their passion for life in each other like never before 

with Stay On. Helps Improve Vitality, Stamina Energy. 

Product Visual meant to enhance sexual pleasure.

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-06-2015 15:07 15/07/2015 

12:27:36

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

Drug 

Controller

720151238.jpg



720151239 Health News Paper Bihar National REPL Range of Products 

- TATKAL

Business Standard - Mumabi on 29th April 2015. 

Tatkal Ayurvedic Medicine - Enriched with 

Ashwagandha, white Musl, Shilajit, Product meant to 

enhance Sexual Pleasure

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.6199&#10;ASCI received no response from advertiser.&#160; 

The complaint was&#160; considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting 

held&#160; in March 2014. &#160;&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as the 

advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code.&#160;&#160; In the absence of 

comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims, &#8220;Tatkal - Ayurvedic 

Medicine.&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;100% Ayurvedic, No Side effects.&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Enriched with 

&#10;Ashwagandha, White Musli and Shilajit&#8221;, were not substantiated.&#160; Also, the Ad claims 

imply that the product is meant to enhance sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it&#160; 

violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act.&#160;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply by 1st April 

2014.&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;Please take necessary action.

07-06-2015 16:19 15/07/2015 

12:06:29

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151240 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Ayurved Vikas Sansthan 

- Anant Shakti

Danik Jagran - Moradabad on 25th April 2015 

Masculine Energy Booster Capsule, Visual meant to 

enhance sexual Pleasure

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-06-2015 17:08 15/07/2015 

12:26:42

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

Drug 

Controller

720151241 Health News Paper Gujarat National Bharatbhai Anandvala 

healthcare

Gujarat Samachar - Rajkot on 28th April 2015 100 

PERCENT Ayurvedic Treatment, Sex Weakness, 

Premature Ejaculation, problem of loose penis, 

benefits in case of Diabetes as well

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-06-2015 17:25 15/07/2015 

12:23:36

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151241.jpg

720151243 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Herbal Masti Range of 

Products

Amar Ujala - New Delhi on 30th April 2015 Herbal 

Masti Capsule - Treatment for Sexual Weakness, 

Premature Ejaculation, Impotency, Semen in Urine, 

nightfall, energy and passion, nil sperms, mistakes in 

childhood. Visual implies product meant to enhance 

sexual pleasure.

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-07-2015 10:40 15/07/2015 

12:23:08

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151243.jpg

720151244 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal Local Japani Capsule Advertisement claims to enhance sexual power with 

either direct or veiled presentation

C.7302&#10;&#10;A similar advertisement was viewed by the CCC. &#10;In the absence of comments from 

the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;100% Ayurvedic&#8221;, 

&#8220;Testimonial by Dr.Dhirendra Chauhan &#8211; &#8220;Japani-F Capsule for women and Japani-M 

Capsule for men gives them a unique feeling. I prescribed it to &#10;my patients and even to them who did 

not suffer from any problem to get complete happiness and they all were satisfied. I also advice everyone to 

use it once and see its effect. Effective from the first day and complete course of 1 month&#8221;, were not 

substantiated. Also, the Ad claims read in conjunction with the Ad visual and the pack visual, implies that 

the product is meant for &#10;enhancement of sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it violated 

The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement &#10;contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the 

ASCI Code.&#10;&#10;In view of the above decision, ASCI requested the advertiser / publication to ensure 

that the Print Advertisement does not appear in its present form and does not contain the claims mentioned 

therein on or after 16th January 2015.&#10;&#10;The advertiser and publication continue to violate the 

ASCI decision&#10;

07-07-2015 11:16 07-07-2015 11:21 In Process Drug 

Controller

720151244.jpg

720151246 Health News Paper Haryana National Venus Remedies 

Limited - Ezenus

Amar Ujala - Chandigarh on 14th April 2015 Ezenus 

Anti Stress Candy, Detoxifies Liver, Enhances 

Immunity, Purifies Blood

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION &#10;&#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in October 2014.&#160;&#10;&#10;As per 

their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as the advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the 

ASCI Code.&#160; The CCC concluded that the claims, &#8220;One candy many benefits&#8221;, 

&#8220;Detoxifies Liver&#8221;, &#8220;Enhances Immunity&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;Purifies 

Blood&#8221;, &#8220;Clinically Proven&#8221;,&#160; &#8220;No Side Effects&#8221;, were 

inadequately substantiated and were not supported with relevant independent clinical data. The claim 

&#8220;By taking 3-6 candies per day for 30 days you can reduce upto 60% stress&#8221;,&#160; was 

misleading by ambiguity as the &#160;data refers to cellular stress and not mental stress as 

implied.&#160;&#160;&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision

07-07-2015 16:42 15/07/2015 

11:44:48

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151246.jpg

720151249 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National OPTM Health care Times of India - Delhi on 21st April 2015. No Surgery, 

No Medicine, No Injection. Asias Most Promising 

Brand

Advertiser is persistent violator 07-08-2015 10:51 15/07/2015 

12:22:13

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151249.jpg

720151250 Health News Paper West Bengal National Goodcare Pharma 

Products - Ezi Slim

Dharitri - Bhubaneshwar on 25th April 2015 Burns 

Excess fat, Increases Metabolism, Limits False 

Hunger, Reduces transformation of carbohydrates to 

fats, 100 Percent natural, No Side Effects.

C.5659 - VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION &#10;&#10;A complaint regarding the same advertisement under 

reference C.5659 was considered by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC).&#10;As per their decision, the 

complaint has been UPHELD. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the 

claims &#8220;Burns excess fat&#8221;, &#8220;Increases metabolism&#8221;, &#8220;Limits false 

hunger&#8221;, &#8220;Reduces transformation of carbohydrates to fats&#8221;, &#8220;Keeps the heart 

healthy&#8221; , &#8220;100% natural, No Side-effects.&#8221; were not substantiated. The 

advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The advertiser was asked to withdraw the said 

advertisement&#10;&#10;The above referred advertisement being a violation of the earlier CCC decision. 

We request you to take necessary action.&#10;

07-08-2015 11:57 15/07/2015 

11:34:06

In Process FSSAI 720151250.jpg



720151252 Health Television West Bengal National Japani Tel A captivated snake slept in a snake catcher basket 

wakes up after the snake catcher blows his pungi - 

enraged snake - Symbolic Men mood to ejaculate

Advertiser is persistent violator - Also not adhering to the advisory by 

MIB&#10;&#10;C.6592&#10;&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints 

Council (CCC) at their meeting held in June 2014.&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been 

UPHELD.&#160; In the absence of comments from the Advertiser,&#160; the CCC concluded that the 

claims,&#160;&#8220;Japani Oil helps men for enhancing sexual performance&#8221;, &#8220;Japani Oil is 

exclusively meant for the moments of sexual pleasure&#8221;, &#8220;product is &#10;particularly meant 

for men and is 100 per cent herbal&#8221;, &#8220;product claims to increase the sexual craving and 

stamina of men which consequently will bring them more sexual pleasure&#8221;. were not 

substantiated.&#160; Specific to the claims related to the enhancement of sexual pleasure, the Ad is in 

&#10;Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code as well as Advertising Code &#8211; 7 [5] under the Cable Television 

Network Rules, 1994 &#160;(&#8220;No advertising shall contain references which are likely to lead the 

&#10;public to infer that the product advertised or any of its ingredients has some special or miraculous or 

super-natural property or quality, which is difficult of being proved.&#8221;)&#160; &#10;&#10;Advertiser 

continues to violate the ASCI decision as well a MIB advisory. &#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

15/07/2015 

12:58:04

15/07/2015 

13:12:15

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151252.w

mv

720151253 Health Television Kerala National R P Telebuy Sky Shop The advt appearing on TV claims that Ervamatin has 

ingredients imported from the Amazon Forests in 

Brazil and regenerates hair for bald persons Weblink 

on You tube provided

&#10;VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.6120&#10;No response was received from the advertiser . 

&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting 

held in February 2014&#10;&#10;As per their, decision, the complaint has been UPHELD&#160;&#160; as 

the Ad contravened Chapters I.1 and&#160; I.4 of the ASCI Code.&#160; In the absence of comments from 

the Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC concluded that the claim, &#8220;application of the oil would help the 

applier to REGAIN the lost-hair and improve the hair density&#8221;,&#160; was not substantiated and was 

considered to be misleading.&#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply by March 

2014.&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. &#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

15/07/2015 

13:19:33

15/07/2015 

13:27:28

Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 720151253.pdf

720151254 Food News Paper Delhi (NCT) Local Jivo Wellness Pvt 

Limited

Claims to be Worlds most preferred Light and Healthy VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION&#10;&#10;C.7210&#10;&#10;The comments as conveyed by advertiser was 

considered by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in November 

2014.&#160;&#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as the print advertisements 

contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#160; The CCC concluded &#10;that the claim &#39;The 

World&#39;s Most Preferred Healthy Cooking Oil&#39;, was not substantiated with scientific 

evidence.&#160; The advertisements also did not have any qualifiers for the claims. Advertiser was 

requested to comply by December 15 2014&#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. 

&#10;Please take necessary action.&#10;

15/07/2015 

13:24:23

15/07/2015 

13:31:01

In Process FSSAI 720151254.pdf

720151257 Education Internet Delhi (NCT) National Career Launcher 

Educate Ltd

CL claims - The No.1 CAT Test Series Program, The 

best rated Test series program, True percentile 

predictor and Most recommended test series. They 

have also done a direct comparison of their product 

with that of their competition TIME. All these claims 

and comparison have been done based on some 

mysterious online survey and for which no data is 

available publicly. They are just using the phrase - 

audited by third party. These are fake and 

unsubstantiated claims.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

21/07/2015 

17:54:31

26/11/2015 

15:36:17

In Process Min. of HRD 720151257.jpg

720151272 Health News Paper Himachal 

Pradesh

National Nirog Ayurvedic Center Treatment for Paralysis now completely possible - 

Patients of Stroke, Non-functioning of legs, hands 

and tongue, facial muscle drop, loss of control over 

urine stool discharge and other dangerous initial 

symptoms of paralysis like stumbling, shocks, skin 

crawling, heaviness, numbness etc. can now be saved 

from paralysis by treating them with Ayurvedic 

Medicine Developed by NAC - This medicine removes 

the dead blood cells and smoothens the blood 

circulation. It saves from being paralysed by curing 

the weakened cells after attack. This medicine has no 

side effects and can be consumed with Allopathic 

medicines. Clear improvements will be seen in few 

hours in new patients and within few days incase of 

old patients. 2. Epilepsy Special medicine for all types 

of brain attacks frothing in mouth, crooked neck, 

becoming moony, tongue not working, tremors, 

weakness of brain by balancing the cells and cures 

attacks.

1507-C.594&#10;In the absence of comments from the Publication, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting.&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the Publication for 

their response in addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from 

the Publication. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and concluded that the claims in the Ad, 

&#8220;Treatment for Paralysis now completely possible in Himachal - Patients of Stroke, Non-functioning 

of legs, hands and tongue, facial muscle drop, loss of control over urine &amp; stool discharge and other 

dangerous initial symptoms of paralysis like: stumbling, shocks, skin crawling, heaviness, numbness etc., can 

now be saved from paralysis by treating them with Ayurvedic Medicine developed by N.A.C&#8221;, 

&#8220;This medicine removes the dead blood cells and smoothens the blood circulations. It saves from 

being paralysed by curing the weakened cells after attack&#8221;, &#8220;This medicine has no side effects 

and can be consumed with Allopathic Medicines. Clear provement can be seen within few hours in new 

patients and within few days in case of old patients by this medicine&#8221;,&#10;&#8220;Epilepsy: Special 

medicine for all types of brain attacks, frothing in mouth, crooked neck, becoming moony, tongue not 

working, tremors, weakness of brain by balancing the cells and cures attacks. With the help of this English 

medicines stop slowly and gradually&#8221;, were not substantiated. Also, specific to the claims related to 

treatment/cure for Paralysis and Epilepsy, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; 

Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint 

was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;We had requested the publication to convey the above decision to the advertiser 

to modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by 6th October 2015

28/07/2015 

11:27:42

29/09/2015 

11:44:55

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151272.jpg



720151274 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Alaska Water Marketing 

- Amazing Water

1. First Time in India 2. Amazing Water - Anti- Oxidant 

- Anti- Ageing - 7X Faster Hydration -Increase 

Performance and Energy - Enhanced Electrolyzed 

Alkaline Functional Water -More PH More Healthy

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 28/07/2015 

11:40:44

26/10/2015 

16:54:48

In Process FSSAI 720151274.jpg

720151275 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Goa National BSY Noni India - BSY 

Noni Black Hair Magic

1. BSY Noni Black Hair Magic 2. No More Chemicals 3. 

No more Dye - Black 4. Used Confidently by People in 

Over 28 Countries across the world. 5. Just 10 

minutes

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

28/07/2015 

12:22:43

26/11/2015 

15:38:24

In Process Drug 

Controller

720151275.jpg

720151276 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Banda Para Medical 

College

100 percent Government Job Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/07/2015 

12:31:11

26/10/2015 

16:45:33

In Process Min. of HRD 720151276.jpg

720151277 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vivekananda Institute 

of Professional Studies - 

Delhi School of 

Business

1. First Rank among Emerging Business Schools in 

India by Times Group faculty. 2. Innovation B-School 

Award by DNA-Star Group for innovation in Teaching. 

3. 100 percent students placed.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/07/2015 

12:38:15

26/10/2015 

16:44:54

In Process Min. of HRD 720151277.jpg

720151278 Education News Paper Karnataka National Millenium Institute of 

Management

First Time in India an MBA Program with 100 percent 

Placement Guarantee

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/07/2015 

12:41:59

26/10/2015 

16:52:59

In Process Min. of HRD 720151278.jpg

720151280 Other 

Sectors

Television Delhi (NCT) National Lotus Herbals Limited - 

Lotus Herbals Youth RX

1. A firmer and younger skin in just 7 days. 2. In 4 

weeks 96 percent of users have agreed that effects of 

ageing are almost gone

1505-C.354&#10;Complaint UPHELD. &#10;Advertiser has NOT assured compliance. &#10;&#10;The 

complaint under reference was placed before the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) for Review at their 

meeting held in August 2015. &#10;&#10;The advertiser representative was given personal hearing by the 

ASCI. The advertiser was explained about the importance of robustness of product evaluation studies in 

terms of statistically significant sample sizes and the choice of study design as per objective of the study (i.e. 

product benefit / evaluation methods &#8211; objective/instrumental/ subjective / impact of 

demographics/ climate / skin parameters etc.). The CCC viewed the TVC and considered the 

Advertiser&#8217;s response for Review. Based on the data provided by the Advertiser, the CCC concluded 

that the sample size of 33 users is inadequate for self-assessment parameters in the context of skin related 

product efficacy claims. The CCC concluded that the claims, &#8220;A firmer and younger skin in just 7 

days&#8221;, &#8220;In 4 weeks 96 percent of users have agreed that effects of ageing are almost 

gone&#8221;, were inadequately substantiated. The TVC contravened Chapter I.1 of the Code. The decision 

of complaint being Upheld stands on Review.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify the above 

referred TVC appropriately or to withdraw the same prior to 7th October 2015. &#10;

28/07/2015 

14:33:41

10-05-2015 10:15 In Process Min. of I&B 720151280.mp

4

820151334 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal National Telemart Shopping 

Network Private 

Limited - Sandhi Sudha 

Pain Relief Oil

1. Sudha - Suitable medicine for curing Joint Pain 

Arthritis from its roots. 2. 100 percent effective 3. 

Ayurveda has won over many diseases which have 

been a challenge on Medical Science. Sandhi Sudha is 

an old, sureshot and ayurvedic medicine for all joint 

pains and arthritis. Made from the rare and essential 

herbs from Himalaya Sandhi Sudha enters till the last 

layer of the skin and increases the fluid found in the 

joints, provides strength to the weak tissues which 

gives energy to the bones of the joint, swelling and 

pain come to an end. 4. Sandhi Sudha helps to get 

you rid of all joint related problems and you can 

enjoy every moment of life.

1504-C.112&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has 

been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and concluded that the claims in the Ad, 

&#8220;Sudha - Suitable medicine for curing Joint Pain (Arthritis) from its roots&#8221;, &#8220;100% 

Effective&#8221;, &#8220;Ayurveda has won over many diseases which have been a challenge on Medical 

Science. Sandhi Sudha is an old, sureshot and ayurvedic medicine for all joint pains and arthritis. Made from 

the rare and essential herbs from Himalaya Sandhi Sudha enters till the last layer of the skin and increases 

the fluid found in the joints, provides strength to the weak tissues which gives energy to the bones of the 

joint, swelling and pain come to an end&#8221;, &#8220;Sandhi Sudha helps to get you rid of all joint 

related problems, and you can enjoy every moment&#8221;, were not substantiated. The advertisement 

contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify appropriately 

or to withdraw the said advertisement by July 8, 2015. &#10;

08-07-2015 16:25 09-08-2015 15:22 In Process Drug 

Controller

820151334.jpg

820151367 Health News Paper Maharashtra Local Dr. Bhavana Shah 

Fitness Highway

The advertisement appeared on 30th April 2015 in 

Mid day and Hindustan Times. 1. Dr. Bhavana shah is 

a doctor where the advertisement does not mention 

her degree. 2, Advertisement is selling a home use 

machine called U-Lipo and heating Blanket and 

claiming No diet or exerciseis needed for weight loss 

or slimming. 3. Selling U-lipo machine for personla 

/home use, which is a medical equipement and hence 

harardous for personal use, 4. Ad says 7 days free 

trail session. The advertisement is full of misleading 

claims. Violation of ASCI decision C.7357

The advertiser is a persistent violator. &#10;Claimed qualification of the advertising individual is 

questionable. &#10;Kindly forward this matter to the Ministry of Health for necessary action.

08-11-2015 14:52 09-05-2015 19:23 In Process DOCA 820151367.jpg

820151372 Food News Paper West Bengal National Dhunseri Tea and 

Industries Limited - Lal 

Ghoda and Kalaghoda 

Tea

1. Drink and serve tea full of Anti-Oxidants, make 

healthy and agility of mind and body 2. 100 percent 

Pure Assam CTC Tea

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action 

against the claim of &quot;make health&quot;.

14/08/2015 

12:58:31

26/10/2015 

16:54:04

In Process FSSAI 820151372.jpg



820151397 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National OPTM Healthcare 

Private Limited

1. Varicose veins heal with Varco 2. Varco, the 

revolutionary organic bio-energetic phyto oil from 

the house of OPTM, is an effective solution to 

varicose veins without surgery. 3. Varco Blue Vein 

Remover, Therapeutic Phyto Oil

1507-C.557 &#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser, was considered by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The claim support data was reviewed by the technical 

expert of ASCI. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response as 

well as the opinion of the Technical expert presented at the meeting. The CCC concluded that 

&#8211;&#10;Claim, &#8220;Varicose Veins heal with Varco&#8221;, is not clinically validated.&#10;Claim, 

&#8220;Varco, the revolutionary organic bio-energetic phyto oil, is an effective solution to varicose veins, 

without surgery&#8221;, is not substantiated.&#10;Claim, &#8220;Varco Blue vein remover Therapeutic 

Phyto Oil&#8221; is not adequately substantiated. Specific to the claims related to treatment of varicose 

veins (a condition referred in Schedule J of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act) is in Breach of the law as it violated 

The Drugs &amp; Cosmetics Rule 106. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI 

Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify appropriately or to 

withdraw the said advertisement by 24th September 2015. &#10;

21/08/2015 

11:35:14

29/09/2015 

11:52:00

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151397.jpg

820151404 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Chandigarh 

(UT)

National Yogis Ayurveda Since 1944 Worldwide Safe and Successful Ayurvedic 

Herbal Treatment for Every One 1. Height Increase 2. 

Takat Da Tohfa Kesar - Gold Course for newly married 

couples

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

16:38:41

26/10/2015 

16:32:36

In Process Drug 

Controller
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820151406 Health News Paper Rajasthan National Parthvimeda Gau Utpad 

Pvt. Ltd. - Pathmeda 

Products

Consume Pathmeda gomutra ark regularly to get 

protected from the incurable diseases like Obesity, 

Diabetes, Heart Diseases and Cancer

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI /Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

16:54:27

26/10/2015 

16:33:11

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151406.jpg

820151407 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Shreeji Herbal Products Shreeji Herbal Products - Stops hairfall in 24 hours - 

Money back if no results are seen - 100 percent result 

on damage caused due to medicines of thyroid - 

Makes skin whiter in 20 days

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

17:03:35

27/11/2015 

13:09:48

In Process Drug 

Controller
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820151409 Health News Paper Jharkhand National Vaidic Clinic 100 percent Ayurvedic Treatment by advanced 

technique - Premature Ejaculation - Night Fall - 

Problem in penis - Impotency - Sexual weakness - Skin 

diseases - Arthritis - Female diseases - Piles - Obesity

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

17:26:08

26/10/2015 

16:33:59

In Process DOCA 820151409.jpg

820151410 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Maharashtra National Hair Doc Hair Clinic 1. Complete Baldness Treatment 2. White Hair 

Control 3. Specialized HDHT plus for 100 percent 

natural hair growth 4. Awarded with Keshratna 5. 

Visuals are misleading 6. Stop Hair Loss 7. Advanced 

Non Surgical Mesotechnology for Hair Loss Control

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

17:32:28

26/10/2015 

16:35:49

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151410.doc

x

820151411 Health News Paper Maharashtra National RV New Visios 

Healthcare Private 

Limited - RV Caps

1. After research by Dr. Manju Ray of Kolkata - a 

reputed scientist of Bose Institute and felicitated by 

Government of India, the effectiveness of this 

treatment M.G Methyl / Glyoxal has been proved, 

which was successfully tested at Kolkata as well as at 

the Chinchwad based hospital of Lokmanya Group of 

Hospitals. This medicine works very well as 

complementary to the regular cancer medicines and 

treats it. 2. Suitable for preventing regrowth of 

cancer tumor after removing it with surgery. 3. It acts 

as a complementary while starting radiation or 

chemotherapy, making it more beneficial and helpful 

in preventing its side effects. 4. Starting this 

treatment immediately is effective when radiation or 

chemotherapy is not possible.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

24/08/2015 

17:47:40

26/10/2015 

16:36:26

In Process Drug 

Controller
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820151414 Education News Paper West Bengal National ICA Infotech Pvt Ltd - 

The Institute of 

Computer Accountants

100 percent Job Guarantee VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION &#8211; C.4308&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting held in February 2013. As per their decision, the complaint is 

UPHELD as the advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. In the absence of comments from 

the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims mentioned in the advertisement and cited in the 

complaint were not substantiated. &#10;&#10;We had requested the advertiser to withdraw and modify 

the advertisement by March 18, 2013. Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI decision. We request you to 

take necessary action.&#10;

25/08/2015 

14:34:00

25/08/2015 

14:55:57

In Process Min. of HRD 820151414.pdf

820151416 Education News Paper Gujarat National Aim Entertainment 

Acting Academy

100 Placement Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 25/08/2015 

16:14:42

27/11/2015 

13:11:28

In Process DOCA 820151416.jpg



820151417 Health News Paper Uttarakhand National Astha Ayurveda Successful treatment of nil sperms / less sperms, 

impotency, premature ejaculation, less stress, 

looseness, nightflall, semen in urine, less desire of 

sex, etc. Ovarian / Uterus Clot, blocked ovary tube, 

irregular periods, leucorrhea / white discharge, lack 

of desire in women by ayurvedic technique.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

25/08/2015 

16:23:31

26/10/2015 

16:38:13

In Process DOCA 820151417.jpg

820151425 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Mardana Josh Range of 

Products

Mardana Josh Herbals Majun and Capsule - Increases 

masculine energy, provides stoppage, increases 

stimulation and potential, stops pre mature 

ejaculation, successful in curing physical weakness

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

26/08/2015 

15:46:32

26/10/2015 

16:38:53

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151425.jpg

820151437 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National Sea Academy 100 percent pass guarantee coaching 1508-C.550 &#10;&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at 

their meeting held in September 2015&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the advertiser for their response in 

addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from the advertiser. The 

CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded 

that the claim in the Ad, &#8220;100% Pass Guarantee Coaching&#8221;, was not substantiated. The 

advertisement contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as 

Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply 

prior to 16th October 2015. However, advertiser has not assured their compliance. We request DoCA/ 

Ministry of HRD to take necessary action.

26/08/2015 

17:24:58

27/11/2015 

13:15:03

In Process DOCA 820151437.jpg

820151438 Health News Paper West Bengal National Dilco Slimming Capsule 1. Dilco Slimming Capsule - Get rid of Obesity, 

immediately - Reduce Obesity - Reduce Fat - Increase 

energy - Without any side effect - Without operation - 

Without crash dieting - Without yoga - Without any 

exercise 2. Now Obesity, will never trouble you. 3. 

Obesity gets over with Dilco Slimming 4. We have 

brought a natural and easy to reduce weight. 5. Dilco 

Slimming melts your fat like wax 6. Before and After 

Visual is misleading

1507-C.556&#10;In the absence of comments from the Publication, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting.&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the Publication for 

their response in addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from 

the Publication. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and concluded that the claims in the Ad, 

&#8220;Dilco Slimming Capsule - Get rid of obesity, immediately - Reduce obesity - Reduce fat - Increase 

energy - Without any side effect - Without operation - Without crash dieting - Without yoga - Without any 

exercise&#8221;, &#8220;Now Obesity, will never trouble you&#8221;, &#8220;Obesity gets over with Dilco 

Slimming&#8221;, &#8220;We have brought a natural and easy way to reduce weight&#8221;, 

&#8220;Dilco Slimming melts your fat like wax&#8221;, were not substantiated. The visuals of before and 

after the treatment were misleading. Also, specific to the claims related to cure / prevention of Obesity, the 

Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement 

contravened Chapters I.1, I.4 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;We had 

requested the publication to convey the above decision to the advertiser to modify appropriately or to 

withdraw the said advertisement by 30th September 2015.

26/08/2015 

17:31:20

29/09/2015 

10:27:57

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151438.jpg

820151439 Education Internet Maharashtra National Kendriya 

Vishwavidyalaya 

University

The following web page http//kvtni.org/bac.php 

suggest that this university is accredited/reochnised 

by the British Accreditation Council BAC. KVTNI 

Website is giving incorrect misleading information. 

The university is not accredited by the British 

Accreditation Council nad never has been.

Violation of C.5827&#10;&#10;The complaint was considered exparte by the Consumer Complaints Council 

(CCC) at their meeting held in November 2013. &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been 

UPHELD. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser (yourselves), the CCC concluded that the website 

claim of &#10;the &#8220;University being accredited by the British Accreditation Council&#8221;, was not 

substantiated and was misleading. The Website claim contravened Guidelines for &#10;Advertising of 

Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. &#10;&#10;In view of 

the above decision, we requested the advertiser to modify appropriately or to withdraw the content of the 

Website by 19th December 2013. &#10;We have noticed a violation of our decision and request the Ministry 

of HRD to take necessary action against the said advertiser.&#10;

26/08/2015 

20:37:51

26/08/2015 

20:42:54

In Process Min. of HRD 820151439.jpg

820151440 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National SMG Healthcare Private 

Limited

Sugar Haran - For relief in sugar control, continue 

with your healthy lifestyle, regular medicines, 

exercises, nutritious and balanced diet and take only 

10 drops of Sugar Haran per day.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

17:06:23

26/10/2015 

16:41:08

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151440.jpg

820151441 Health News Paper Punjab National Weitrex Forte Capsule 

and Drops

Weitrex Forte Capsule and Drops 1. Reduce Obesity 

2. No Dieting 3. No Side Effects with pure ayurvedic 

treatment

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

17:10:08

26/10/2015 

16:41:41

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151441.jpg

820151442 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Kiran Homeopathic 

Clinic

Successful treatment of piles, stones, pre mature 

ejaculation in men, masturbation, weakness and 

impotency

1507-C.571 &#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting.&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the advertiser for 

their response in addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from 

the advertiser. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and concluded that the claims in the Ad, 

&#8220;Successful treatment of piles, stones, premature ejaculation in men, masturbation, weakness 

&amp; impotency&#8221;, were not substantiated. Specific to the claims related to successful treatment for 

Piles, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated Schedule J of The Drugs and Cosmetic Act, 1940 and Rules, 

1945.&#10;Also, specific to the claims related to successful treatment of Stones, impotency, the Ad is in 

Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested 

to modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by 29th September 2015.

28/08/2015 

17:14:49

29/09/2015 

11:18:32

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151442.jpg



820151443 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Sultan Forte Sultan Forte - For the lost energy, passion and 

stoppage in men/women - Beneficial in nightfall, bad 

nerves, erectile dysfunction, nil sperms and all kinds 

of sexual problems.

1507-C.573&#10;In the absence of comments from the Publication, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting.&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the Publication for 

their response in addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from 

the Publication. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and concluded that the claims in the Ad, 

&#8220;Sultan Forte - For the lost energy, passion and stoppage in men/women - Beneficial in nightfall, bad 

nerves, erectile dysfunction, nil sperms &amp; all kinds of sexual problems&#8221;, were not substantiated. 

Also, the Ad claims read in conjunction with the pack visual implies that the product is meant for 

enhancement of sexual pleasure, which is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Magic 

Remedies Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was 

UPHELD.&#10;&#10;We had requested the publication to convey the above decision to the advertiser to 

modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by 28th September,2015

28/08/2015 

17:18:33

29/09/2015 

11:24:49

In Process Drug 

Controller

820151443.jpg

820151453 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National KIPM College of 

Engineering and 

Technology

11 National and International Awards for 100 percent 

placement, excellence education

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

18:14:30

26/10/2015 

16:39:41

In Process Min. of HRD 820151453.jpg

820151455 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National Chalapathi Institute of 

Pharmaceutical Science

1. We do not claim, we are No.1 We just are. 2. 

Chalapathi - The one and only educational institution 

in AP with NAACs A Grade Rating

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD /DoCA to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

18:23:13

27/11/2015 

12:26:29

In Process Min. of HRD 820151455.jpg

820151457 Education News Paper Jharkhand National Center for 

Bioinformatics

Placement Assured Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

18:28:50

26/10/2015 

16:40:29

In Process Min. of HRD 820151457.jpg

820151459 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National SKML Defence 

Academuy

100 percent Job Guarantee Coaching Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

28/08/2015 

18:35:35

26/10/2015 

16:42:17

In Process Min. of HRD 820151459.jpg

820151461 Education News Paper Jharkhand National NIV Foundation - NIV 

School of Hotel 

Management

1. 10th and 12th pass - Get a job in 4 Star and 5 Star 

Hotels 2. 100 percent written placement guarantee - 

Legal Agreement

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

31/08/2015 

10:55:48

26/10/2015 

16:43:37

In Process Min. of HRD 820151461.jpg

820151463 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Stay on Power Capsules 

by Maruti Herbal

The advertisement on Stay-On- Power capsules 

appeared in Times of India Newspaper on 22nd 

July,2015. The photograph is obscene but also the 

very content of the advertisement is totally 

misleading and full of motivated statements.

Also forwarding to DCGI for necessary action 31/08/2015 

15:44:29

09-05-2015 19:13 Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

Drug 

Controller

820151463.pdf

920151464 Food News Paper Maharashtra National Dhariwal Industries 

Limited - Manikchand 

Oxyrich

300 percent more oxygen Misleading Advertisement. FSSAI to take action.&#10;&#10;C.2790&#10;A complaint against the claim 

&#8220;300% more oxygen&#8221; was taken up by ASCI in August 2005.&#10;&#10;The Consumer 

Complaints Council concluded that the claim mentioned in the advertisement, and cited in the complaint, 

&#8220;300% more oxygen&#8221;, was not substantiated, and was misleading by exaggeration. The 

complaint was UPHELD as the advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The 

advertisement was not to appear with claim objected to across media.&#10;&#10;However, the advertiser 

continues to violate the ASCI decision despite repeated requests for compliance. &#10;

09-01-2015 10:37 09-01-2015 11:18 In Process FSSAI 920151464.pn

g



920151479 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Kent Mineral RO Water 

Purifier

Misleading claims as per attached complaint in 

various ads across TV, print and internet - 1 Doctors 

first choice RO purifier 2 Kent deta hai sabse shudh 

pani

1506-c.394 &#10;ASCI also received four complaints (including CERC - VCO) against the claims. The 

complaints were UPHELD and advertiser has been requested to comply by September 15, 2015 

&#10;&#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser along with the supporting data, was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) of ASCI at their meeting. &#10;The claim support data was reviewed 

by the technical experts of ASCI. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the 

Advertiser&#8217;s response as well as the opinion of the Technical experts presented at the meeting. The 

CCC concluded that &#8211; The study being relied upon is not methodologically strong, the research 

credentials of the organisation conducting it (Womens Health Organization: 

http://womenhealthorganization.org/) are not well known in India and nothing is known about the 

qualifications and experience of the persons in conducting such a study, nor is any information available on 

the Project Advisory Group that has advised them. It is difficult to ascertain the nature and authenticity of 

this NGO. The journal where the study is published is not a journal that is widely known or quoted. No 

impact factor for this journal can be found on the web. Some of the points highlighting why the study details 

are not adequate were as follows - &#10;1.&#9;The methodology. &#10;a.&#9;The sampling &#8211; It was 

not clear how the distribution of respondents was accounted for per city.&#10;b.&#9;Sample selection. No 

data is provided on the manner of selecting the sample. Was it from a list of doctors? How comprehensive 

was that list? If there was a list, what was the method of selecting individual doctors from that list? Did it 

include only GPs or also specialists &#8211; including public health specialists?&#10;c.&#9;The details of 

response rate of the sample was not available.&#10;2.&#9;The questionnaire.&#10;a.&#9;It is a rather basic 

questionnaire with a large number of Yes/No questions. Moreover, there are a number of obvious 

questions. i.e. &#8220;Is RO water better for health of your patient than boiled 

water?&#8221;&#10;b.&#9;In a survey concerned with safe drinking water, the four options given in Qs. 4 

and 5 are boiling, use of alum, candle filter and RO only. It is not clear why the options provided are only 

basic and moving to most sophisticated and excludes other different types of water purifiers. On what basis 

were these brands were chosen by the study investigators, why not other brands. One of the objectives of 

the study being to &#8220;Understand &#8230;&#8230;..knowledge regarding various water purification 

process (sic) and technologies.&#8221;; however, the study suggests a somewhat greater interest in RO 

water purifiers than in other forms of water purification such as UV purifiers. This is unusual for a study 

design.&#10;c.&#9;In Q. 8 &#8211; four brands are listed and the order is: Kent, Aquaguard, Zero B and 

Livepure. The order of these options could create a bias. &#10;d.&#9;The question &quot;The most 

recommended *brand* by doctors&quot; is not an appropriate one - because this is not a medicine/drug; 

09-11-2015 12:34 09-11-2015 15:52 In Process Min. of I&B 920151479.pdf

920151483 Health Billboards Uttar Pradesh Local APPOLO MISLEADING NEWS PAPER INSERTION THEY ARE NOT 

PROVIDING HOME DELIVERY OF MEDICINE AFTER 8 

PM AND NOT GIVING IF DELIVERY AMOUNT IS LESS 

THEN 500

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 15/09/2015 

12:03:47

27/11/2015 

12:31:56

In Process DOCA 920151483.pdf

920151489 Other 

Sectors

Internet Uttar Pradesh National LG Electronics India Pvt 

Ltd - LG Water Purifier

Misleading claim as per attached complaint in 

website advertisement and demonstration videos 

Claim - LG water purifiers is India s only true water 

purifier

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 21/09/2015 

16:37:03

11-10-2015 12:20 In Process DOCA 920151489.pdf

920151490 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Chandigarh 

(UT)

National Torque Pharmaceuticals 

- UB Fair

Even after your notice to torque pharma and even 

after FDA Maharashtra ban they are relentless in 

their shameless advertising campaign. These were 

published in Anandabazar Patrika 18 September 

2015.The largest circulated daily in India with a reach 

of 10 lacs readers per day. Another product rupa 

mantra joins the frey with fairness cream tag in the 

advertisement. This is clear violation of Schedule J 

clause 18 of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act as no 

product can claim fairness. Please take a note of 

these.

Violation - 1506-C.395 &#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser, was considered by the Consumer 

Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The claim support data for Review was reviewed by 

the technical expert of ASCI. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the 

Advertiser&#8217;s response for Review as well as the opinion of the Technical expert presented at the 

meeting. Based on the FDA licence provided by the advertiser, the CCC noted that the product is a drug 

product containing steroid combination. The name &#8220;U-B Fair&#8221; does not have FDA approval 

nor is it stated on the product licence. The name of the product itself presents it as a Fairness product (U-B 

Fair) and along with the claims in body copy of various advertisements, promotes its use for several cosmetic 

benefits. The product contains topical steroids which are potentially dangerous when used over a prolonged 

period. &#10;The CCC concluded that the name of the product and information provided in the ad will 

encourage its unsafe use. The advertisement is misleading and is likely to exploit the lack of knowledge 

among consumers. It would also encourage unsafe usage of the product. Specific to the reference of this 

&#8220;drug product&#8221; for fairness claim, the advertisement is in violation of Schedule J clause 18 of 

the Drugs and Cosmetics Act. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.4, I.5, III.3 and III.4 of the ASCI 

Code. The decision of complaint being Upheld stands on Review.&#10;&#10;The Advertiser continues to 

violate the ASCI decision. We request you to take necessary action.

22/09/2015 

13:21:53

22/09/2015 

14:27:43

In Process Drug 

Controller

920151490.pdf

920151491 Health News Paper Chhattisgarh National Dr. Amit Sharma Completely cure HIV AIDS and any kind of cancer 

through ayurvedic treatment

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.

23/09/2015 

16:15:47

26/10/2015 

16:29:46

In Process Drug 

Controller

920151491.mp
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920151492 Education News Paper Telangana National Vivekananda Degree 

and PG College

Number 1 College from last 22 years Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD to take 

necessary action.

23/09/2015 

16:32:03

26/10/2015 

16:31:35

In Process Min. of HRD 920151492.jpg

920151493 Education News Paper Gujarat National One Dream 100 percent Guaranteed Job Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD /DoCA to take 

necessary action.

23/09/2015 

16:38:48

27/11/2015 

12:27:30

In Process Min. of HRD 920151493.jpg



920151495 Other 

Sectors

Internet Goa National Michael and Michael 

Pvt Ltd

This is in continuation to my complaint. The website 

of Michael and Michael are still using IS 458/1988 on 

their website against the direction given by ASCI. 

Please do the needful

1507-C.563&#10;&#10;Non &#8211; compliant Website/Internet advertisement of &#8220;Michael &amp; 

Michael Pvt Ltd-Michael &amp; Michael&#8221; &#10; &#10;This has reference to our letter no. 1507-C.563 

dated September 8, 2015, conveying the decision of the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) with respect to 

the Website/Internet claim of &#8220;Michael &amp; Michael Pvt Ltd-Michael &amp; 

Michael&#8221;&#10; &#10;The CCC viewed the Website advertisement and considered the 

Advertiser&#8217;s response. &#10;Advertiser did not provide evidence of the advertised product meeting 

the requirements of IS 458/1988 by the Bureau of Indian Standards. The advertisement misrepresents and 

attempts to deceive the viewers with reference to the IS standards, without BIS certification. The CCC 

concluded that the claim of IS 458/1988 was not substantiated and is misleading by ambiguity. The website 

advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10; 

&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media including Website 

/Internet, etc., after 23rd September, 2015. &#10; &#10;It has been brought to our attention that the above 

referred content was spotted with the objected claim &#8220;IS 458/1988&#8221; on advertiser&#39;s 

website.&#10; &#10;We request the DoCA to take necessary action

29/09/2015 

15:15:59

16/10/2015 

16:34:04

In Process DOCA 920151495.pn

g

920151496 Education Internet Delhi (NCT) National CL Educate Ltd - Career 

Launcher LST

Claim - 61/100 toppers in CLAT 15 are LSTians This 

advertisement still shows on their website. They have 

not removed it. www.lawentrance.com

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION - 1507-C.604&#10;&#10;The ASCI approached the advertiser for their 

response in addressing the grievances of the complainant. However, no response was received from the 

advertiser. The CCC viewed the Website advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, 

the CCC concluded that the claim in the Ad, &#8220;61/100 toppers in CLAT &#39;15 are LSTians&#8221;, 

was not substantiated. The Website advertisement contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational 

Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10; 

&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media including Website 

/Internet, etc., after 23rd September, 2015. &#10; &#10;It has been brought to our attention that the above 

referred content was spotted with the objected claim &#8220;61/100 toppers in CLAT &#39;15 are 

LSTians&#8221; on your website www.lawentrance.com&#10;&#10;&#10;Ministry of HRD is requested to 

take necessary action.

29/09/2015 

16:49:11

16/10/2015 

16:30:52

In Process Min. of HRD 920151496.jpg

1.02E+09 Health News Paper West Bengal National BT-36 Caps Oil and 

Cream

1. India s most reliable BT-36 caps oil and cream. 2. 

Ayurvedic proprietary medicine helps you get the 

correct size and shape. Visuals in the ads implies bust 

enhancement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

10-06-2015 17:13 16/12/2015 

16:39:57

In Process Drug 

Controller

1020151500.jp

g

1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal National Vaccum Therapy 1. The American agency and FDA have together come 

up with a vaccum therapy which enables a man to 

increase the size of his penis from seven to eight 

inches length wise and four to five inches thickness 

wise making it thicker and harder. 2. It also treats 

other problems like impotency, swift flattening of the 

penis and helps in making the penis look better.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

10-06-2015 17:23 16/12/2015 

16:41:05

In Process Drug 

Controller

1020151501.p

df

1.02E+09 Health News Paper West Bengal National Japani M and Japani F 

Capsules

1. The effect starts from the very first day. 2. Use it at 

least one in their life to experience erotic pleasure. 

3.Japani Capsule F works for females and Japani M 

Capsules works miracles for men by providing them 

extreme pleasure. Product Packaging visual implies 

that the product is meant to enhance sexual 

pleasure.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

10-06-2015 17:30 16/12/2015 

16:41:33

In Process Drug 

Controller

1020151502.d

ocx

1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

Internet Delhi (NCT) National Kent RO System Limited 

-Kent Mineral RO Water 

Purifier

Kent deta hai sabse shudh paani This is a complete 

misleading ad as no one can claim that it has the 

purest form of water. Also based on this ad the unit I 

bought is getting algae deposits in the tank and 

company says it is NORMAL. So it means algae 

deposits are normal in the purest form of water. They 

are just misleading the consumers by their ad. Link - 

www.kent.co.in/About-Fifty-Reasons

1506-C.394 &#10;&#10;Advertiser is violating the ASCI&#39;s CCC decision&#10;&#10;The comments as 

conveyed by the advertiser along with the supporting data, was considered by the Consumer Complaints 

Council (CCC) at their meeting held in July 2015. &#10;&#10;The claim support data was reviewed by the 

technical experts of ASCI. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s 

response as well as the opinion of the Technical experts presented at the meeting.&#10;&#10; The 

justification data for claim, &#8220;Sabse Shudh Paani&#8221; provided by the Advertiser does not prove 

the claim of &#8220;sabse shudh&#8221; as they have not compared the purity of their samples with the 

ones from all their competitors&#39;. Advertiser justifies (a) their technology to be patented mineral 

technology- This is not a valid defence to prove &quot;Sabse Shudh&quot;; &#10;(b)Kent has been certified 

by agencies of highest repute. This does not validate the Sabse Shudh claim &#10;(c)Multiple test reports on 

water samples that the purity meets IS: 10500 standards - This is not a valid defence. It only shows that 

water is pure as per stated standard. &#10;(d)The letter from IMA simply states the Kent RO water is better 

than boiled water. &#10;None of the above proves the claim of &quot;Sabse Shudh&quot;. The claim, 

&#8220;Sabse shudh paani&#8221; was not substantiated and contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. 

This complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply with the ASCI&#39;s CCC 

decision by 15th September 2015. However, advertiser continues with this claim.&#10; &#10;Subsequently, 

the advertisers has filed a case in Court challenging the CCC decision.

10-06-2015 18:03 11-10-2015 12:17 Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 1020151504.p

ng



1.02E+09 Education News Paper Rajasthan Local CICA kota CICA publish false advertise since four year. institute 

of chartered accountants of India declare only first 10 

rank but CICA advertise and claim after 10 rank which 

are false and only for inducing student to attract and 

give money for admission in their institute.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

10-06-2015 23:05 16/12/2015 

16:43:45

In Process Min. of HRD 1020151505.p

df

1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

Internet Delhi (NCT) National Kent RO System Ltd Kent Deta Hai Sabse Shudh Paani 1506-C.394 &#10;&#10;Advertiser is violating the ASCI&#39;s CCC decision&#10;&#10;The comments as 

conveyed by the advertiser along with the supporting data, was considered by the Consumer Complaints 

Council (CCC) at their meeting held in July 2015. &#10;&#10;The claim support data was reviewed by the 

technical experts of ASCI. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s 

response as well as the opinion of the Technical experts presented at the meeting.&#10;&#10; The 

justification data for claim, &#8220;Sabse Shudh Paani&#8221; provided by the Advertiser does not prove 

the claim of &#8220;sabse shudh&#8221; as they have not compared the purity of their samples with the 

ones from all their competitors&#39;. Advertiser justifies (a) their technology to be patented mineral 

technology- This is not a valid defence to prove &quot;Sabse Shudh&quot;; &#10;(b)Kent has been certified 

by agencies of highest repute. This does not validate the Sabse Shudh claim &#10;(c)Multiple test reports on 

water samples that the purity meets IS: 10500 standards - This is not a valid defence. It only shows that 

water is pure as per stated standard. &#10;(d)The letter from IMA simply states the Kent RO water is better 

than boiled water. &#10;None of the above proves the claim of &quot;Sabse Shudh&quot;. The claim, 

&#8220;Sabse shudh paani&#8221; was not substantiated and contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. 

This complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;Advertiser was requested to comply with the ASCI&#39;s CCC 

decision by 15th September 2015. However, advertiser continues with this claim.&#10; &#10;Subsequently, 

the advertisers has filed a case in Court challenging the CCC decision. &#10;

10-07-2015 12:29 11-10-2015 12:17 Sent to 

Ministerial 

Group

DOCA 1020151506.jp

g

1.02E+09 Food Internet Maharashtra National Food Panda The ad claims 50 percent discount on purchase of 

food article using the app but once after 

downloading the maximum allotted discount is only 

30 percent

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision for this internet advertisement. We request 

Ministry of IT and DoCA to take necessary action.

10-11-2015 20:25 02-02-2016 12:41 In Process DOCA 1020151511.p
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National Hanuman Chalisa 

Yantra

The advertisement for this product can be seen on its 

official website hanumanchalisayantra.com. The ad 

can be seen for the same product can be seen on 

television channel ZeeCinema at 6.25 AM. The 

advertisement shows this locket has divine powers 

which help people in difficult periods of their life. The 

product acc to the advertisement is a locket made up 

of gold which is to be worn in the neck and the 

product contains a lens on it through which one can 

see. Hanuman Chalisa which has been inscribed 

through Nano Graphic Technology. The 

advertisement shows some TV artists who give 

review of the product. The reviews show how 

different individuals escaped the worst time period of 

their life after buying this locket. The reviews can be 

found on their website too. It also claims to provide 

people with free gifts if they buy their product.

MIB is requested to look into this to take necessary action. &#10;&#10;This is in violation of the advisory 

issued by the MIB in August 2014.
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Karnataka National Nisargalaya Herbals 

Private Limited - 

Nisargalaya Brahmi Oil

Nisargalaya Company is still publishing same ads in all 

media after 8th October, 2015 Observation TV- 

Colour Kannada, Zee TV Kannada, Suvarna GEC, TV9 

News, Suvarna News, Public News, RajMusic 

Newspaper-Prajavani, Vijaykarnataka, Udayavani, 

Vijayavani, and Kannadaprabha Outdoor - More than 

300 buses in Bangalore In all above media still 

nisargalaya is publishing same matter and cheating 

people, even after your decision. I request you to 

kind take serious action and stop this kind of 

nonsense. I do not want somebody else also get 

fooled like me.

VIOLATION OF ASCI DECISION - 1504-C.646&#10;&#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser, were 

considered by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the TVC 

and the print advertisements and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response. The CCC concluded that the 

claims made in the TVC and in the print advertisements, and as cited in the complaint, &#8220;using 

sanjeevani yuktha 21 herbs&#8221;, &#8220;procuring herbs from Himalaya Everest&#8221;, &#8220;3 

years of constant research and R&amp;D they have developed this oil&#8221;, &#8220;clinically and 

medically proven&#8221;, &#8220;by using nisargalaya brahmi oil nourishes the root and two or three hair 

will grow single follicle&#8221;, &#8220;showing images representing multiple hair growing from single 

follicle and making claims regarding period within which the product performs (15 / 20 / 40 / 70 days etc.) 

&#8221;, &#8220;presence of protein will help three hair growing in single follicle&#8221;, &#8220;showing 

testimonial advertisements featuring people&#8221; were not substantiated with product efficacy data. 

Also, the images implying instant growth of hair on application of the product were considered to be 

misleading. The print advertisements and the TVC contravened Chapters 1.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint was UPHELD.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to modify appropriately or to withdraw 

the said advertisement by 8th October, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI 

decision.&#10;Matter is being referred to the regulatory authorities (I&amp;B. DoCA) for them to take 

necessary action &#10;
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Andhra Pradesh National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic

1. 7 days fast track program. 2.Instant fat reduction 

inch loss 3.Lose upto 15-50 cms from 

abdomen,hips,thighs. 4.Get rid of Baldness. 5. 

Permanent solutions in just 6 weeks by non -surgical 

stem cell therapy The ad shows before and after 

visuals are misleading

1504-C.1&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In the 

absence of comments from the Advertiser the CCC concluded that the claims in the advertisement, 

&#8220;7 Days Fast Track Program&#8221;, &#8220;Instant fat reduction &amp; Inch Loss&#8221;, 

&#8220;Lose up to 15-50 cms from abdomen, hips, thighs&#8217; Slim Lipo Laser&#8221;, &#8220;Get rid 

of Baldness!&#8221;, &#8220;Permanent solution in just 6 weeks by non-surgical Stem cell 

Therapy&#8221;, were not substantiated. The visuals showing the images of before and after the treatment 

were misleading. Specific to the claims implying cure of baldness (a condition referred in Schedule J of the 

Drugs and Cosmetics Act) is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs &amp; Cosmetics Rule 106. The 

advertisement contravened Chapters I.1, I.4 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint has been UPHELD. 

&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media including TV, Print, 

Digital media, etc., as applicable after 6th May 2015. &#10;Advertiser did not assure compliance with the 

ASCI decision. We request you / Ministry of Health to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Maharashtra National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic for Men and 

Women

The advertisement claims 1. 1 month challenge 2. Fat 

Reduction and inch loss - Reduce upto 6-8cms from 

tummy, hips and thighs 3. Longlasting and get up to 

5kgs weight loss. Before and after images are 

misleading

1504-C.2&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. 

In the absence of comments from the Advertiser the CCC concluded that the claims in the advertisement, 

&#8220;1 month Challenge&#8221;, &#8220;Fat Reduction &amp; Inch Loss &#8211; Reduce upto 6-8cms 

from Tummy, Hips &amp; Thighs&#8221;, &#8220;*Long lasting&#8221;, and &#8220;Get up to 5kgs 

Weight Loss&#8221;, were not substantiated. The visuals showing the images of before and after the 

treatment were misleading. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint has been UPHELD. &#10;&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to 

across media including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 11th May 2015. &#10;Advertiser has 

not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you / Ministry of Health to take necessary 

action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Andhra Pradesh National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic for Men and 

Women

The ad claims, 1.Lose kilos in minimal time, 2.Naya 

burn fat 360 degree cellu tucks treatment. 3.Lose 6 

inches aasani se and 10 kilo Plus 40-50cms tak wajan 

ghataye. The ad shows before and after visuals which 

are misleading

1504-C.5&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by the 

Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. 

In the absence of comments from the Advertiser the CCC concluded that the claims in the advertisement, 

&#8220;Lose Kilos in minimal time&#8221;, &#8220;Naya Burn Fat 360 degree-Cellu Tucks 

Treatment&#8221;, &#8220;Lose 6&#39; inches Aasani se&#8221;, and &#8220;10 Kilo + 40-50 cms tak 

wajan ghataye&#8221;, were not substantiated. The visuals showing the images of before and after the 

treatment were misleading. The advertisement contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint has been UPHELD. &#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across 

media including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 11th May 2015&#10;Advertiser has not 

assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you / Ministry of Health to take necessary action
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1.02E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Karnataka National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic for Men and 

Women

The ad claims, Infrared cavitation therapy lose upto 5 

to 8cms from one area. Lose upto 10kgsPlus upto 

10to 50 cms for Rs.599 The before and after visual in 

the advertisement appears to be misleading

1504-C.14&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the print 

advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser the CCC concluded that the claims in the 

advertisement, &#8220;Infrared cavitation therapy lose upto 5 to 8 cms from one Area&#8221;, 

&#8220;Lose upto 10 kgs + upto 40 to 50 cms for Rs.599&#8221;, were not substantiated. The visuals 

showing the images of before and after the treatment were misleading. The advertisement contravened 

Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. The complaint has been UPHELD. &#10;The advertisement was not to 

appear with the claim objected to across media including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 

11th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you 

to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Health News Paper Odisha National Dharmani Drugs 

Research Institute - 

FitFat Ayurvedic 

Capsules

1. Useful in increasing appetite, keeps you active 

throughout the day, brings sound sleep, purifies 

blood and makes you healthy. 2. Visual is misleading

1504-C.33&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the print 

advertisement. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim in the 

advertisement, &#8220;Useful in increasing appetite, keeps you active throughout the day, brings sound 

sleep, purifies blood, and makes you healthy&#8221;, was not substantiated. The advertisement 

contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint was UPHELD.&#10;The advertisement was not to 

appear with the claim objected to across media including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 

13th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request 

DCGI to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Education News Paper Odisha National G Media 100 percent Job assurance 1504-C.41&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Publication, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting &#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In 

the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim in the advertisement, 

&#8220;100% Job Assurance&#8221;, was not substantiated. The advertisement contravened Guidelines for 

Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint 

was UPHELD.&#10;We had requested the publication to convey the above decision to the advertiser to 

modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by 13th May, 2015. &#10;Advertiser has not 

confirmed compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Education News Paper Chhattisgarh National Best Accounts 

Education

100 percent Job Gurantee 1504-C.42&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Publication, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting &#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In 

the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim in the advertisement, 

&#8220;100% Job Guarantee&#8221;, was not substantiated. The advertisement contravened Guidelines 

for Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The 

complaint was UPHELD.&#10;We had requested the publication to convey the above decision to the 

advertiser to modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by 12th May, 2015. 

&#10;&#10;Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you to take necessary 

action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Power House Gym - 

Powerhouse fitness

Guaranteed Job 1504-C.53&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting &#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In 

the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim in the advertisement, 

&#8220;Guaranteed Job&#8221;, was not substantiated. The advertisement contravened Guidelines for 

Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint 

has been UPHELD. &#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media 

including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 12th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not 

assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request you to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Education News Paper Rajasthan National Ambition Career 

Institute

1. 100 percent success 2. Get full refund of fees if not 

selected.

1504-C.54 &#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting &#10;The CCC viewed the print advertisement. In 

the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claims in the advertisement, 

&#8220;100% Success.&#8221; &amp; &#8220;Get full refund of fees if not selected&#8221;, were not 

substantiated. The advertisement contravened Guidelines for Advertising of Educational Institutions and 

Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint has been UPHELD. &#10;The advertisement 

was not to appear with the claim objected to across media including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as 

applicable after 15th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. 

We request you to take necessary action.&#10;
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1.02E+09 Education Television West Bengal National Gems Education - Gems 

Akademis International 

School

To be ranked No. 1 in Kolkata and ranked No 5 in 

West Bengal

1504-C.65&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting &#10;The CCC viewed the TVC. In the absence of 

comments from the Advertiser, the CCC concluded that the claim in the TVC, &#8220;To be ranked # 1 in 

Kolkata and ranked # 5 in West Bengal&#8221;, was not substantiated. The TVC contravened Guidelines for 

Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint 

has been UPHELD.&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media 

including TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 11th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not 

assured their compliance. We request you to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.02E+09 Education Television Andhra Pradesh National Vignan Institute of 

Technology and Science

95 percent of their graduates secure placements 1504-C.66&#10;&#10;In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the complaint was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;The CCC viewed the TVC. In the 

absence of comments from the Advertiser the CCC concluded that the claim in the TVC, &#8220;95% of their 

graduates secure placements&#8221;, was not substantiated. The TVC contravened Guidelines for 

Advertising of Educational Institutions and Programs as well as Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. The complaint 

was UPHELD.&#10;The advertisement was not to appear with the claim objected to across media including 

TV, Print, Digital media, etc., as applicable after 11th May, 2015. &#10;&#10;Advertiser has not assured 

compliance. We request you to take necessary action. &#10;
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1.12E+09 Health Television Andhra Pradesh National Women Perfect Breast 

Enlargement Oil

The advertisement of Women Perfect Breast 

Enlargement Oil claims that the product contains 

some medicinal Ayurvedic properties which enhances 

the breast and make women feel perfect, confident 

and beautiful. The ad seems to suggest that fuller 

breasts are more important criteria in finalizing a 

marriage. It depicts the female form and breasts in 

derogatory and indecent manner and thus violates 

program me code 6 I K prescribed under the cable 

television Network Rules 1994

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Bliss Lifecare Pvt Ltd - 

Life care health care

The company offers franchise business with luring 

and misguiding promise. The ad benefits of Rs.4500 

on purchase of drugs worth rs.1500 which are of best 

quality and more than 350 of them being patented 

ayurvedic drugs. Total investment of Rs.425000 and 

shows monthly income of Rs.30000 which works out 

to almost rs. 360000 which is 90 per year. Even the 

share market does not show such income earning 

capability so how come this company promises its 

customers such windfall income. Doctor Facility full 

time ayurvedacharya doctor but his/her services may 

be advised as a consultant or guide which should be 

clarified. The lady with stethoscope represents a 

doctor like status Who is she. Is she the owner or is 

she a model. Ayurveda field since 61 years and 

honoured with national health award and bhartiya 

udyogratna award. It seems strange that this name 

has not been heared till now nor seen at any medical 

shops in city and this a gujarat based company. This 

appears to be misleading

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 11-09-2015 11:22 11-10-2015 11:18 In Process DOCA 1120151534.d

ocx

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Navjeevan Hospital 1. Permanent freedom from unwanted hairs- No side 

effects 2. For the first time in Gujarat completely 

ayurvedic. 3.Money back if hair regrows

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Punjab National Ayur Cure Ayurcure ayurvedic treatment centre has been 

treating below mentioned 10 incurable disesase since 

1995 with 20 years of experience successfully 

Ulceartive colitis,migraine,obesity,eczema, 

acidity,arthritis, nasal allergy,uric acid, sleeplessness 

and backache

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Chetan Herbals 1. Thin-skinny weak develop health. 2. If you are not 

able to build good health even after eating then per 

our advice order medicines siiting at home to gain 

hunger, weight, digestion, strength and health see 

the difference in 10 days . 3.Both men and women 

can consumer it without any side effects.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Navjeevan Dawakhana 1.Lifetime successful treatment of chronic epilepsy by 

ayurvedic bhasmas. 2.Successful treatment of stone, 

piles without operation. 3.Successful tretment of 

joint pain, sciatica,psoriasis, paralysis,headache, 

sexual diseases at any age benefit start from first 

intake

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI , Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Education News Paper Gujarat National Institute of Advance 

Network Technology 

IANT

1. India s no.1 hardware ,networking, software, 

ethical hacking and cyber. 2.100 percent job 

guarantee

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Academy of Commerc Most trusted brand in commerce education with 

highest selections and success rate for past 34 years

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Education News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Career Power Delhi s no.1 institute for bank and SSC Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Signo Rina - Signo Rina 

Hair Remover

Prevents darkening, Fortified with vitamin b complex Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Styrus Aromas and 

Organic Sciences - Tuff 

Body Toner Kit

1.Tuff Body toner kit- Worlds No.1 brand since 17 

years. 2. Visuals imply that products is meant to 

enhance bust size

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Natural Healthcare Grow natural hair with complete ayurvedic treatment 

with 100 percent guarantee

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Jeevan Speciality 

Hospital and Test Tube 

Baby Center Pvt Ltd

Successful treatment of infertility in women and 

impotency in males

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Safe Care Yunani Super 

Speciality And Hijama 

Clinic

1. Permanent treatment of all incurable diseases. 

2.Benefits in 7 to 15 days.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Punjab National Ayu Vridhi Herbals- 

Wonder Doze

1.Wonder doze - Say bye-bye to all kinds of masculine 

weakness 2.A result of many years of research made 

from herbs of Himalaya wonder doze oil. chura and 

doze for the first time in India. 3.Cures physical 

weakness and makes an attribute body and is capable 

in keeping the body newly youthful

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.
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1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper West Bengal National Hair Toner Range of 

Products

1.Before and after Visuals are misleading. 2. We can 

get rid of the complex problems like pre mature hair 

greying problems and balness.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 13:05 11-10-2015 11:05 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151550.jp

g

1.12E+09 Education News Paper West Bengal National The George Telegraph 

Group

100 percent job lifetime support guarantee Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 11-09-2015 13:09 27/11/2015 

13:19:03

In Process DOCA 1120151551.jp

g
1.12E+09 Education News Paper Jharkhand National Northern Ship Maritime 

Acdemy

100 percent job placement in ships Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

11-09-2015 13:18 11-10-2015 11:03 In Process Min. of HRD 1120151552.jp

g
1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Ambic Ayurved India 

Pvt Ltd - Hopeliv DS 

Sugar Free Range of 

Products

1. Hopeliv DS Sugar Free Syrup and Tablet - 100 

percent ayurvedic 2. 5 Benefits - Stops the ill effects 

of alcohol -Increases the efficiency of liver -Increases 

appetite, improves digestion - Useful for diabetic 

people - Increase immunity power

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 13:59 11-10-2015 11:02 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151553.jp

g

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Jyoti Herbs - Fair Lady 

Daily Facial

1.Massage for just 2 minutes and get facial like 

glowing skin. 2. Get rid of dark circles. pimples and 

spots on face. 3.100 percent alo vera base herbal 

products 4. No side effects

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 14:04 11-10-2015 11:02 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151554.jp

g

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Ambic Ayurved India 

Pvt Ltd - Navroop DS 

Range of Products

Navroop D.S Sugar Syrup and Tablet - Solution to all 

the health related problems of women - 

Leucorrhoea,Swelling in duct, Pain in pelvis, Mental 

stimulation, Scarcity of Blood, Hormonal Imbalance, 

Waist Pain 2.Other benefits of Navroop D.S.Syrup - 

Helps to cure acne- pimples and marks - Helps to cure 

freckles and dark circles - Helps to clear the colour of 

skin -Helps to stop hair fall -Helps to remove excess 

fat - Helps to remove the roughness and looseness of 

the skin

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 14:11 11-10-2015 11:01 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151555.jp

g

1.12E+09 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Bharat Ayurvedic 

Aushadhalay - Split 

Stone Range of 

Products

Split stone syrup and capsule -Lacs of people have 

got rid of kidney stone -Less consumption of water 

increases the chances of stone formation in humans. -

Split stone syrup removes stone from the kidney and 

urinary tracts slowly and gradually. It also reduces the 

inflammations in urine. This medicine is made by 

ayurvedic elements - Beneficial medicine for 

removing stone

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 14:17 11-10-2015 11:00 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151556.jp

g

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Maharashtra National Ratan Global 

Incorporation - Daily Fit 

Karela Power 

Concentrate

1. Daily fit vegetable power concentrate - Daily fit is 

made from the fresh bitter gourds from the farms - 

Daily fit plays an important role to reduce the level of 

sugar - With Daily fit you can get the best results in 

high blood sugar 2. An ayurvedic proprietary 

medicicne

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI and DoCA to take necessary 

action.

11-09-2015 14:22 11-10-2015 11:00 In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151557.jp

g

1.12E+09 Education News Paper Tamil Nadu National AJK College of Arts and 

Science

The ad claims, Moment of Pride and good luck- 1 

College 1052 Appointment Orders. 2. As per the 

complainant, AJK college of Science and arts is having 

only 748 passing out students including PG so the ad 

of disbursement of 1052 appointment orders is 

misleading

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

11-09-2015 14:35 11-10-2015 10:58 In Process Min. of HRD 1120151558.jp

g

1.12E+09 Education News Paper Gujarat National Live Wires - The Media 

Institute

1. The ad claims - India s most successful institute is 

not substantiated 2. The claim- India s most 

successful institute is not accompanied by a 

disclaimer. Substantiate theses claims with necessary 

support data

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

11-09-2015 14:43 11-10-2015 10:58 In Process Min. of HRD 1120151559.jp

g



1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Sharp India Ltd - Sharp 

Air Purifiers

The ad claims, -License to kill swine flu -Kills most 

viruses including H1N1 and H5N1 - Destroy Bacteria - 

Trusted by WHO -Reduces asthma Triggers - 

Neutralise particular matter - Eliminates toxins - 

Stops fungal Growth Can the advertiser substantiate 

these claims with proof of efficacy.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 11-09-2015 14:52 11-10-2015 10:56 In Process DOCA 1120151560.jp

g

1.12E+09 Education News Paper Chandigarh 

(UT)

National Grey Matters The ad says IELTS all India topper whereas there is no 

such ranking as this exam is non competitive in a 

nature. The Ad says India s no. 1 IELTS Institute with 

maximum 9 bands which is misleading information as 

there is no such data available. I saw this ad n visited 

the institute. There was no evidence available with 

the company regarding the authenticity of the ad 

claims.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

11-09-2015 14:59 11-10-2015 10:55 In Process Min. of HRD 1120151561.jp

g

1.12E+09 Health Television Delhi (NCT) National Daiveey Anusandhan 

Sansthan - Health Plus

The TVC States, Dr. Deepak Mishra of Daiveey 

Anusandhan Sansthan sells Health Plus medicines 

and says that it will cure all disease. This is misleading 

advertisement. Deepak Mishra is not a registered 

doctor.Claims to cure all disease is false Please 

substantiate these claims made in the advertisement 

with necessary support data

MIB and Ministry of Health requested to take action as necessary as the advertiser has not confirmed their 

compliance with the ASCI decision

11-09-2015 15:17 11-10-2015 10:53 In Process Min. of I&B

1.12E+09 Food Television Gujarat National Vishnu Pouch Packaging 

Pvt Ltd - Vimal Pan 

Masala

The TVC shows Mr.Ajay Devgan playing holi with 

kesar and the entire city enjoys kesar rain. In the end 

voice over daane daane mein kesar ka dum.Following 

supers are displayed Pan masala chabana swathya ke 

liye haanikaarak hai. Not for minors and 0 percent 

tobacoo and no added nicotine. Objection - Mr.Ajay 

devgan is promoting and endorsing pan masala a 

product harmful to health. The youth and children 

emulate his action and follow what does or says. -

This harmful product there is a statutory warning 

which states pan masala. -Daane daane mein kesar ka 

dum implies product is full of saafron in each pack. 

Are there independent test reports to substantiate 

the quality and quantity of saffron in product. - TVC is 

advertising pan masla highlightining kesar. This is 

surrogate advertising and may lead to general public 

to believe that its healthy to consume. -0 percent 

tobacco and no added nicotine need substantiatiobn 

from independent studies.

FSSAI and MIB requested to take action as advertiser continues to advertise in violation of the ASCI&#39;s 

decision given below - &#10;&#10;1508-C.674 - Complaint received against the TV and radio Commercial of 

&#8220;Vimal Pan Masala&#10;&#10;The Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) viewed the TVC and 

considered the Advertiser&#8217;s response. The advertiser argues that TVC depicts consumers celebrating 

with saffron as saffron is one of the product content. Saffron flavor is the product USP and saffron when 

mixed creates a uniform flavor and creativity has been used to make the ad without exceeding limits. 

However, Advertiser did not submit a sample of the product nor evidence of FSSAI approval indicating that 

Saffron is one of the ingredient of their product. The quantity of saffron in the product was not disclosed by 

the advertiser. The self-declaration provided by the advertiser stating that saffron is one of the main 

ingredients was not considered to be adequate given that its presence in the product has been questioned 

by the complainant. The advertiser&#8217;s declaration also states that the product has added flavours and 

it was not specified if this flavor is saffron flavor. &#10;The CCC concluded that the visual presentation in the 

TVC showing the celebrity playing Holi with saffron (kesar) and the entire city enjoying the saffron rain, is 

grossly misleading by exaggeration. These visuals seen in conjunction with the voiceover claim of, 

&#8220;Daane Daane Mein Kesar ka Dum&#8221;, implies that the product has significant quantity of 

saffron as an ingredient, were considered to be misleading by implication. The claim, &#8220;Daane Daane 

Mein Kesar ka Dum&#8221;, was not substantiated with lab test reports confirming saffron content. The 

TVC contravened Chapters I.1 and I.4 of the ASCI Code. &#10;&#10;Part of the supers in the TVC 

(&#8220;Not for minors. 0% Tobacco, No added Nicotine&#8221;) were not in the same language as the 

voice over of the TVC. This contravened the ASCI Guidelines on Supers. &#10;&#10;The complaint was 

UPHELD. &#10;

11-10-2015 10:39 11-10-2015 10:50 In Process FSSAI 1120151564.3g

p

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National LG Electronics India Pvt 

Ltd - LG Inverter V Air 

Conditioners

1. India s Only AC that keeps mosquitoes away. 2. 

Mosquito Protection

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 11-10-2015 13:09 27/11/2015 

13:16:46

In Process DOCA 1120151565.jp

g

1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National SAHARA ONE TV 

CHANNEL

I HAVE BEEN FRAUDED THROUGH ADVERTISEMENT 

ON SAHARA ONE TV CHANNEL

Kindly refer to decision for complaint reference number - &#10;42015140&#10;&#10;Query being 

forwarded to the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting to respond.

17/11/2015 

09:24:36

20/11/2015 

13:07:09

In Process Min. of I&B 1120151569.m

p4
1.12E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Delhi (NCT) Local Microtek Inverter UPS Microtek Inverter UPS claims that it saved energy. 

Parent goes to electronic goods Shop with kid and 

inquires about different equipment Ye kitani Bijali 

Bachata Hai. Then the Kids asks the salesman 

referring to Micro tek Inverter Ye Kitani Bijali Bachat 

hai and the salesman says Ye Bijali Bachata Hai. and 

there is big irritating backgroung sound Khamosh, ye 

bijli bhi Bachati hai Ye itni Bijali bachae ke 3 sal me ho 

jaye free.

Violation of ASCI CCC decision - Ref. C.5891&#10;&#10;MIB is requested to look into this to take necessary 

action. &#10;&#10;The complaint was deliberated upon by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their 

meeting held in December 2013. &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint was UPHELD as the TVC 

contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code. In the absence of comments from the Advertiser, the CCC 

concluded that the claims in the Ad were not substantiated. &#10;The advertiser was requested to comply 

by January 2014. &#10;&#10;

25/11/2015 

18:25:20

27/11/2015 

12:17:13

In Process Min. of I&B 1120151574.m

p4



1.12E+09 Health News Paper Gujarat Local Daves Noni and Juice 

Pvt Ltd

Advertisements of Dave Noni and of Noor 

Davakhanan advocating cure for Cancer , Heart 

diseases and Diabetes. Treatment of cancer and 

benefits in curing cancer are subject not to be 

covered in advertisements as it is considered 

incurable.

C.6619-Violation&#10;The complaint was deliberated by the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their 

meeting held in July 2014.&#10;As per their decision, the complaint has been UPHELD as the advertisement 

contravened Chapters I.1 and III.4 of the ASCI Code. The CCC concluded that the claims, &#8220;Drink Daves 

Noni and enjoy a healthy life.&#8221;, &#8220;Benefits with regular consumption - Reduces cancer related 

risk, - Brings energy in life, - Reduces heart disease related risk, - Gives disease free life, - Reduces diabetes, - 

Relieves from stress, - Purifies blood, - Re-stabilizes energy, - Reduces blood pressure, - Stops the 

development of tumour&#8221;, were not substantiated with clinical data. The effectiveness of the product 

for specific claims made and how this product is helpful, has not been adequately substantiated. Also, 

specific to the claims related to cancer and tumor, the Ad is in Breach of the law as it violated The Drugs 

&amp; Magic Remedies Act. &#10;The advertiser was requested to confirm compliance prior to 28th July 

2014. However, it has been bought to our notice that the advertiser continues to make the misleading 

claims in Divya Bhaskar (Vadodara Edition). &#10;We request the DCGI / Ministry of Health to take 

necessary action.&#10;&#10;

27/11/2015 

16:24:55

27/11/2015 

16:49:14

In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151577.p

df

1.12E+09 Health Internet Delhi (NCT) National Wet and Dry Personal 

Care Pvt Ltd

Everteen Vaginal Tightening gel Helps maintain 

vaginal health, tighten and revitalize vagina, 

rejuvenates vaginal muscles, tone and vigor in vagina, 

improves lubrication and reduce dryness, removes 

vaginal harmful bacteria, restores post - delivery 

vaginal elasticity and enhances sexual pleasure

Advertiser continues to violate the ASCI&#39;s CCC decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and DoCA 

to take necessary action.

30/11/2015 

12:20:11

16/12/2015 

16:54:11

In Process Drug 

Controller

1120151578.p

df

1.12E+09 Education Internet Jharkhand National Shyamli Institute of 

Hotel Management

100 Placement Guarantee of Shyamli Institute of 

Hotel Management

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

30/11/2015 

13:51:35

16/12/2015 

16:52:43

In Process Min. of HRD 1120151579.jp

g
1.22E+09 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National Sri Chaitanya 

Educational Institutions

All India No.1 School Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

12-03-2015 15:49 16/12/2015 

15:11:44

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151580.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Food News Paper Karnataka National Ayurwin Pharma Pvt Ltd 

- Nutrislim Range of 

Products

1. Are you weight. Natural way to become slim and 

attractive. 2. Ayurwins Nutrigain - Beneficial due to 

herbal combination. 3. We us Ayurwin nutrislim plus 

everyday in our family to maintain our fitness. We are 

slim and attractive. For better results use nutrislim 

powder and capsules.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 12-03-2015 16:15 16/12/2015 

15:12:46

In Process FSSAI 1220151581.jp

g

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

Radio Haryana National Honda Motrocycle and 

Scooter India Pvt Ltd - 

HondaUnicorn CB160 

CC

The advertisement of stated that existing Unicorn 

customers will get a special exchange bonus when 

they want to exchange their old bike for a new honda 

Unicorn CB 160 CC. I contacted both the dealers in 

kerala-kozhikode viz, KTC Honda and adithya honda. 

Both of them have informed me that there is no such 

offer and the information is false.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-03-2015 16:26 16/12/2015 

15:14:02

In Process DOCA 1220151582.m

p3

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Maharashtra National Arena Animation 

International Program

The sign off online varsity is misleading. The 

disclaimers that its courses do not require 

government recognition is dangerous if you read it in 

the context of the headline. Now success isnt just a 

dream. Enough naive students and poorer sections 

will fall prey and spend huge sums on some course 

which may not get them jobs. We have to be 

cautions about providers of e-learning masquerading 

as universities. Please substantiate these claims with 

necessary support data.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

12-03-2015 16:49 16/12/2015 

15:14:48

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151583.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Education Promotiona

l Material

West Bengal National Lalani Group - Lalani 

Computer Academy

The private computer training center is using the 

national emblem in every advertisement category viz 

leaflets, banner, prospectus etc, The center is 

misleading the students by convincing them that the 

center is a government of India. undertaking or 

partner in placement assistance. The courses they 

offer are diploma in computer application-6 months 

and certificate courses -2,3,4 months which are 

purely illegal. A diploma course must be one year and 

the certificate course should be of minimum 6 

months. This appears to be misleading.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

12-03-2015 17:02 16/12/2015 

15:16:20

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151584.jp

g

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Rajasthan National Sojatia Classes 1. No. 1 Institute in commerce education 2. No.1 

Institute in Competition Education

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-04-2015 10:21 16/12/2015 

15:49:29

In Process DOCA 1220151586.jp

g



1.22E+09 Health Television West Bengal National B.C.Ghosh Research 

Center and Welfare 

Home

1. Freedom for life time diseases likes piles fissure 

and fistula or any kind of an problems without any 

surgery. 2. Worlds First Ayurvedic Cancer Hospitl

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-04-2015 12:30 16/12/2015 

15:48:58

In Process DOCA 1220151587.m

p4

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Uttar Pradesh National Sharp India Limited - 

Sharp Inverter AC

1. To be India s no.1 Inverter AC. 2. Running a sharp 

Inverter AC is cheaper than using a smart phone

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-04-2015 12:37 16/12/2015 

15:48:17

In Process DOCA 1220151588.m

p4

1.22E+09 Food News Paper Jammu and 

Kashmir

National K.C Food Products Pvt 

Ltd - K.C Digestive 

Biscuits

1. India s Best. 2. K.C digestive can easily boasts to be 

the best digestive in the market due to its highest 

content of whole wheat flour than any other 

digestive biscuits.

1504-C.183 &#10;The comments as conveyed by the advertiser and the expert opinion was considered by 

the Consumer Complaints Council (CCC) at their meeting. &#10;&#10;As per their decision, the complaint 

has been UPHELD. The CCC viewed the print advertisement and considered the Advertiser&#8217;s 

response. The CCC concluded that the claims in the Ad, &#8220;India&#39;s best&#8221;, &#8220;K.C. 

digestive can easily boast to be the best digestive in the market due to its highest content of whole wheat 

flour than any other Digestive biscuits&#8221;, were not substantiated with comparative data. The 

advertisement contravened Chapter I.1 of the ASCI Code.&#10;&#10;The advertiser was requested to 

modify appropriately or to withdraw the said advertisement by June 12, 2015. &#10;&#10;

12-04-2015 12:44 12-04-2015 16:18 In Process FSSAI 1220151589.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Karnataka National Phytotech Extracts Pvt 

Ltd - Proteqt

1. Proteqt -No more morning blues -Get up fresh -No 

after effects party -No Morning Dullness -Enjoy Party 

Better -Fresh Morning after - Natural 2. 1st Time ever 

3.Usage -Take 1 Proteqt 10-15 minutes before the 

party.Can be taken in morning if morning dullness is 

experience 3.Enriched in flavonoids,polyphenois, 

tannins and vitamin C anti oxoidants etc

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 12-07-2015 09:58 16/12/2015 

15:47:03

In Process FSSAI 1220151591.jp

g

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Tamil Nadu National Olives Healthcare 1. Stem cell for hair regrowth with PRP Technolody 

guranteed results 2. Organic treatment- 5 kg weight 

loss 5 lipo session reduce arms, tummy hips and 

thighs in just 1 hour 3. Breast up lifting sagging, 

tightening and shaping 4.Before and after visuls are 

misleadingf

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 10:09 16/12/2015 

15:45:40

In Process DOCA 1220151592.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Madhya 

Pradesh

National Karna Acupuncture 1. Diabetes is no more incurable. -No medicine no 

insulin -Successful treatment by karna acupuncture -

Natural Insulin is produced in the body by karna 

acupuncture -It helps to cure diabetes and also cures 

incurable diseases like epilepsy, thyroid. It has been 

proven by continuous research of 20 years by 

scientific technique.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 11:19 16/12/2015 

15:45:02

In Process DOCA 1220151593.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Patidar Asli Please find attached the objectionable claims along 

with the print advertisement objected against.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-07-2015 11:31 16/12/2015 

15:43:50

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151594.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Karnataka National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic

Claims, 1. Stay slim forever without dieting 2. 3 day 

slim program 3. Fat reduction of 6-8cms and lose 

upto 10 kgs The complainant questions How can one 

stay slim forever without dieting. What is their 3 day 

slimming program. and How can fat reduction of 6-8 

cms happen instantly.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 11:48 16/12/2015 

15:42:47

In Process DOCA 1220151595.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vibes Healthcare 

Limited

The ad of vibes healthcare limited claims, Get a flat 

belly without exercising, Lipo Laser programs 60 

mins, Quick inch loss and quick weight reduction and 

lose upto 6 cms from waist, hips and thighs Get flat 

belly without exercising discounts the benefits of 

exercise which is a wrong statement for obesity. 

Obesity is a disorder and exercising is a must. The 

complainant questions How can 60 mins of stipulated 

time give quick inch loss and quick weight loss. and 

How specifically 6 cms from waist, hips and thighs 

can be lost.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 11:57 16/12/2015 

15:42:19

In Process DOCA 1220151596.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Education Television Jharkhand National Indian Institute of LM 

Technology

India s No. 1 Institute Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-07-2015 12:07 16/12/2015 

15:41:20

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151598.m

p4
1.22E+09 Health Television Madhya 

Pradesh

National Deaf Cure Centre 1. Cure Deafness 2. Cure any kind of deafness 

without any operation and machines 3. Make 

difference in hearing within an hoour

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 12:16 16/12/2015 

15:40:44

In Process DOCA 1220151599.m

p4



1.22E+09 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Vibes Healthcare 

Limited

The ad claims, Fast inch loss melt away upto 12 

inches, Get permanent solution for your hair loss, 

Excellent results with no side effects, no pain no 

scars. There is nothing known as fast inch loss than 

can get inch loss upto 12 inches. The before and after 

picture of obesity is misleading. There are no 

permanent solutions for hair fall and words like no 

pain and no scars are exaggerated terms to mislead 

the audience. Please substantiate these claims with 

necessary support data.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-07-2015 12:33 16/12/2015 

15:40:12

In Process DOCA 1220151600.jp

g

1.22E+09 Real Estate News Paper Maharashtra National SethCorp Pvt Ltd - 

Sheth Builders

The advertisement is about a new project in mulund, 

Mumbai showing the green mountains it has been 

surrounded with and describing the neighborhood 

with premium malls. The picture showing green 

mountains is completely misleading as there is no 

such view in any season of the year. Also the mention 

of a premium malls is completely false as there is no 

mall in the vicinity of 2-3 kms. The builder is selling a 

false promise of ambiance and locality which are 

prime ingredients for any house purchase.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Urban Development 

and DoCA to take necessary action.

12-07-2015 12:43 16/12/2015 

15:39:20

In Process Min. of UD 1220151601.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Andhra Pradesh National KL University The advertisement claims, 100 percent registered 

and eligible B.TECH and MBA students in 2014-15 

and 5 lakhs plus salary offered by 15 plus MNCs. 

These 2 claims are not backed by any evidence. Also 

there is no past performance is no guarantee of 

future prospects mentioned.It violates clause 3,4a, 

and 4e of guidelines for educational institutions.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

12-07-2015 12:54 16/12/2015 

15:38:35

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151602.jp

g

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Vision Group of 

Institute

100 percent placement of PGDM and BBA for past 

two years.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of HRD and DoCA to take 

necessary action.

12-07-2015 14:30 16/12/2015 

15:37:57

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151603.jp

g
1.22E+09 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National NIFA Classes India s No. 1 combined coaching of JEE MAINS AIEEE Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-07-2015 14:36 16/12/2015 

15:37:17

In Process DOCA 1220151604.jp

g
1.22E+09 Education News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Shivaji Business 

Training Institute

100 percent Placement Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-07-2015 14:39 16/12/2015 

15:36:25

In Process DOCA 1220151605.jp

g
1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Rajasthan National Skin and Smile Permanent hair removal Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-07-2015 14:42 16/12/2015 

15:34:36

In Process DOCA 1220151606.jp

g
1.22E+09 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Naturopathic Clinic 1. Obesity 2.You can lose weight upto 5-15 kg be 

normal diet and with the help of natural treatment. 

3. It is safe.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-08-2015 10:08 16/12/2015 

15:34:00

In Process DOCA 1220151607.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Uttar Pradesh National UP Yog Prakritik 

Chikitsa Sansthan

Permanent freedom from joint pain, obesity,asthma, 

stomach disorder , insomnia and mental diseases.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request Ministry of Health and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-08-2015 10:12 16/12/2015 

15:33:27

In Process DOCA 1220151608.jp

g

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Shrinivas Gujarrat 

Laboratories Pvt Ltd - 

Dr. Dec Gel

1.You do not need a doctor, you need Dr. Dec Gel 2. 

Get quick and long lasting relief in case of joints pain, 

knee pain, back pain, sprain and strains in muscles.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-08-2015 10:18 16/12/2015 

15:32:54

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151609.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Naturopathic Clinic 1. Obesity lose weight upto 10-15 kg. - Who says an 

obese cannot become slim 2. Obesity Killer, 

traditional herbal treatment. famous since many 

years can be consumed once daily 3. 100 percent safe 

natural remedy eat anything and everything and still 

looks thin.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-08-2015 10:30 16/12/2015 

15:32:26

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151610.jp

g

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Haryana National VLCC The advertisement claims, Let your slimmer self out 

in just 90 mins. The complainant questions, How can 

anyone get slimmer in 90 minutes. Fat accumulated 

over years can be shrunk within 90 minutes. Please 

substantiate the claim with necessary support data.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request the Ministry of Health and DoCA 

to take necessary action.

12-08-2015 11:31 16/12/2015 

15:31:43

In Process DOCA 1220151611.jp

g



1.22E+09 Education News Paper Gujarat National Green Valley High 

School

The advertisement mention, 17 acre lush green 

campus and 20 students per class. The statutory 

school information and the affidavit given to CBSE on 

the website mention 11.84 acres of a campus. The 

display board mentions 20 students per class 

whereas the print and website says 25 students per 

class. The complainant is a parent of a girl child who 

is seeking admission for her daughter. During her 

survey they came across some misguiding facts about 

green valley high school. No. of students in each 

class. The display board mentions 20 students per 

class whereas the print ad says they have 25 students 

per class but the statutory school information and 

the affidavit given to CBSE on their website mentions 

that they limit their class strength to 25

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request the Ministry of HRD and DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-08-2015 11:45 16/12/2015 

15:31:13

In Process Min. of HRD 1220151612.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - 

Japanese Automatic 

Penis Increaser Tool

1. Make penis 8 to 9 inches long, thick and strong and 

increase sex time upto 30-45 minutes by making it 

straight. Get 100 percent rid from impotency, 

premature ejection, nil sperms, nightfall,and bad 

habits like masturbation with guarantee. Get 30 days 

medicine, 8GB memory card, fun gel and excitement 

capsule free. 2. Benefits guaranteed. 3. No side 

effects In this advertisement it claimed that by the 

use of these machine size of the male penis will 

increase by 2-6 inches and intercourse timing by 30-

45 minutes

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-08-2015 12:47 16/12/2015 

15:30:31

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151614.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - 

Japanese Automatic 

Penis Increaser Tool

1. See the effects with its use 2. If your penis is small, 

thin crooked then make it long, thick , strong and 

shapely and increase sex time by 30-40 minutes. Cure 

premature ejaculation, nightfall, impotency, 

childlessness, nil sperms 100 percent from its roots. 

Get 30 days meeicine with japani masti oil , kaam kala 

book, DVD, rapturous spray, excitement capsule 

without any charge. Colour mobile free. In this 

advertisement it claimed that by the use of these 

machines size of the male penis will increase by 2-6 

inches and intercourse timing will increase by 30-45 

minutes. These type of exaggerated claims are made 

in the advertismeent

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 12:44 16/12/2015 

15:29:53

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151616.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazaar - 

Sexologist

1. Worlds No. 1 Sexologist. 2. Sexual diseases, why 

disappointed. 3.Free Japanese Penis increaser tool. 

4.Make penis long by 7 to 8 inches, thick, shapely and 

energetic. Cure premature ejaculation, impotency, 

childlessness and increase sex time upto 25-30 

minutes. Get excitement capsule, romantic spray, 175 

kaam kala book, 16GB Memory card and DVD free 

along with 45 days medicine. 5. Money back if it 

doesn't work In this advertisement it claimed that by 

the use of these machines size of the male penis will 

increase by 2-6 inches and intercourse timing will 

increase by 30-45 minutes. These type of 

exaggerated claims are made in the advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 16:10 16/12/2015 

15:29:33

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151617.jp

g



1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - Sexual 

Disease

1. Small penis, why disappointed. 2.Worlds No. 1 

Penis increaser tool 3. Effects start immediately with 

its use. Make penis long by 7 to 8 inches, thick, 

strong, shapely and energetic. Increase sex time u to 

half an hour. Successful cure of impotency, 

premature ejaculation, nightfall, childlessness. 

Powerful 30 days medicine, excitement capsule, 

romantic spray, Kamasutra Book, 8 GB Memory card 

free. 4. Money back if not benefits are not found In 

this advertisement it claimed that by the use of these 

machine size of the male penis will increase by 2-6 

inches and intercourse timing will increase by 30-45 

minutes. These type of exaggerated claims are made 

in the advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 16:17 16/12/2015 

15:29:11

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151618.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - Sex 

Dhamaka

1. Small penis , why disappointment. 2. Japanese 

penis increaser tool 3. Automatic power tool 4. Make 

penis long by 8-9 inches, thick, shapely, thick by 5 

inches and sex time up to 40-45 minutes. Cure 

premature ejaculation, nightfall, nil sperms and 

impotency and take double joy for sex. For more 

information 8 GB memory card, color mobile, sex 

texts free. In this advertisement it claimed that by the 

use of these machines size of the male penis will 

increase by 2-6 inches and intercourse timing will 

increase by 30-45 minutes. These type of 

exaggerated claims are made in the advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 16:24 16/12/2015 

15:28:51

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151619.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - Penis 

Increaser Tool with 

Vaccum

1. Unique invention 2. Penis increaser tool with 

vaccum therapy. 3. American agency FDA believes 

that by vaccum therapy and penis increaser tool 

along with ayurvedic medicines make your penis 8 to 

9 inches long within 15 minutes, 3-4 inch, strong, 

straight and increase sex time by 30-45 minutes, also 

cures premature ejaculation, impotency, small penis, 

looseness of penis, thinness, nightfall, erectile 

dysfunction, childlessness, impotency from its roots. 

4. 100 percent herbal treatment.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 17:37 16/12/2015 

15:28:29

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151620.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Maharashtra National Display Bazar - Sikander 

-e-azam

1. Worlds best sikander-e-azam 2.Capsules for penis 

enlargement available in India 3.New trust with one 

capsule 4. Make penis long by 1-2 inches, thick cures 

premature ejaculation and makes penis steely. 

Strength, contentedness, satisfaction- With 

guarantee card In this advertisement it claimed that 

by the use of these machines size of the male penis 

will increase by 2-6 inches and intercourse timing will 

increase by 30-45 minutes. These type of 

exaggerated claims are made in the advertisement.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DCGI, Ministry of Health and 

DoCA to take necessary action.

12-09-2015 17:42 16/12/2015 

15:28:06

In Process Drug 

Controller

1220151621.jp

g

1.22E+09 Health News Paper Karnataka National The Body Care 

Slimming and Beauty 

Clinic

The advertisement claims, 7 days fast track program, 

Fastest reduction infrared cavitation therapy, Lose 

upto 5 to 8 cms in one area. Get rid of baldness 

results in 6 weeks only. The before and after picture 

for both obesity and baldness are misleading. Obesity 

and baldness are disorders and there are no short 

cuts like 7 days fast track program and instant 

solutions to lose upto 5 to 8 cms.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Health / DoCA to 

take necessary action.

12-10-2015 11:33 16/12/2015 

15:27:28

In Process DOCA 1220151622.jp

g



1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Milcent Appliances Pvt 

Ltd - Milcent 

GharGhanti Domestic 

Grinder

The advertisement claims, 100 percent aluminium 

carcinogenic cancer causing metal free grinding 

chamber with lifetime guarantee. This kind of 

misleading statements are objectionable because 

they create panic in the minds of gullible people who 

think of buying such products. They must have read 

somewhere that the metal aluminium is one of the 

carcinogenic metals. But that does not mean any 

aluminium utensils is not fit for us. Now a days 

aluminum foil is available as food wrap to keep rotis, 

chapatis, and etc. hot and other foods protected 

from dust and other pollutants, So manufacturing 

must use caution while making such generated mis 

statements. If they want to maintain their claims they 

must prove that the aluminum grinding chamber of 

any grinding mill will create cancer in patients or 

people who eat such pulverized materials. I think this 

kind of fraud of creating panic is the new advertising 

mantra to push their products.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-10-2015 14:04 16/12/2015 

15:26:50

In Process DOCA 1220151623.p

df

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Institute of Finance, 

Banking and Insurance

The advertisement claims, 1. Become a senior officer 

in a bank in just 6 months. 2. Over 17,500 placed in 

the ICICI Bank The website of IFBI shows 32500 

placements since September 2006. For the IFBI 

course eligibility is graduation. The complainant 

question, How can a graduate with 6 months training 

at IFBI become a senior bank officer. Again the 

number of placements 17,500 in ICICI and 32,500 

since inception is doubtful.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 12-10-2015 14:11 16/12/2015 

15:26:21

In Process DOCA 1220151624.jp

g

1.22E+09 Education Posters Uttar Pradesh National Mahendra Education 

Pvt Ltd

No 1 Institute in India. How and on what basis can it 

call itself No.1. The veracity is highly questionable 

and the claim of the advertiser is highly misleading.

Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 15/12/2015 

15:04:21

03-01-2016 12:47 In Process DOCA 1220152625.p

df

1.22E+09 Education News Paper Delhi (NCT) National Amity University Amity University ranked among the top universities 

in Asia by QS, a leading ranking organisation.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

15/12/2015 

15:28:18

16/12/2015 

15:25:24

In Process Min. of HRD 1220152626.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Cure Sight Laser Centre They false claim that they are, 1. India s number 1, 

LASIK centre 2.Complete removal of freedom from 

glasses and contact lens without operation. 3. The 

most experience team of doctors for LASIK in Gujarat 

and whole India 4. Worlds best technology and 

fastest refractive suit by alcon. Now a days worlds 

best and advanced technology is SMILE procedure 

which is offered by visumax carl zeiss machine and 

not by alcon company refractive suit.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Health / DoCA to 

take necessary action.

15/12/2015 

15:39:36

16/12/2015 

15:24:55

In Process DOCA 1220152627.d

ocx

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Gujarat National Rojgar Mahiti Kendra The police constable bharti STD 12 PASS, AGE 18-27 

Years. Last date - 15/06/2015 to fill up the online 

form. To get 100 percent success in police constable 

exam. Join our classes or will refund the fees. Rojgar 

Mahiti Kendra. the Institute mentioned recruitment 

in police department as constable, but I have verified 

from various sources, there is no such recruitment 

announced by the dep. Its completely misleading the 

students. Secondly institutes name is very much 

similar to a government body name rojgar talim 

kendra which creates the impression as a govt entity. 

Thirdly the institute is assuring 100 success or will 

refund the fees. This advertisement is completely 

misleading the students and misguiding on the wrong 

path for their benefits. Please consider by complaint 

and take necessary actions suitable to you.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 15/12/2015 

16:08:03

16/12/2015 

15:24:14

In Process DOCA 1220152628.jp

g



1.22E+09 Education Television Karnataka National Aishwarya Educational 

Trust - Audisankara 

Group of Institutes

1. Provide 100 percent placement. 2. Depicts logos of 

several big companies implying placements there.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

15/12/2015 

16:17:15

16/12/2015 

15:23:37

In Process Min. of HRD 1220152629.m

p4

1.22E+09 Food Television Andhra Pradesh National Healthy Heart Foods - 

Healthy Heart Cooking 

Oil

1. India s No. 1 Brand. 2. Graphical representation in 

the advertisement is misleading

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the FSSAI to take necessary action. 15/12/2015 

16:44:00

16/12/2015 

15:23:11

In Process FSSAI 1220152630.m

p4

1.22E+09 Real Estate News Paper Maharashtra National Vikrant Happy Homes 

Pvt Ltd - Oxygen

Fully furnished read to live studio apartment Rs. 18.9 

lakhs onwards. The advertisement which gives an 

offer price and also states about the fully furnished 

apartments is not a fact as the complainant has 

approached OXYGEN in the past on the same details 

and price. The apartment is different from the 

catalogue hat is given but he confirmed that it will be 

the same. The price quoted in the catalogue was 

changed stating that the wrong rate list was referred.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Urban Development / 

DoCA to take necessary action.

15/12/2015 

16:51:56

16/12/2015 

15:22:22

In Process Min. of UD 1220152631.p

df

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Odisha National Prameya News 7 The advertiser has claimed to be the engineer leader 

among odia news channels by comparison based on 

one week data of Percent growth and claiming to be 

emerging leader among odia news channels is 

completing misleading. The fact of the matter is as 

per week 19 data released by TAM, O TV remains the 

undisputed leader among Odia news channels. The 

total GRPs of all other Odia news channels taken 

together for week - 19 is 79 points, whereas O TV 

leads the pack by 115 points. The advertiser has only 

highlighted the growth percentage data for week 18 

and week 19 and not mentioned the GRP figures of 

all Odia News Channels. If one starts with a 0 base, 

getting even 1 GRPS is considered a growth. Hence 

using a growth percentage without the base no is 

misleading. The week 20 GRP of Odis News Channels 

is O TV-115, Zee Kalinga-24, Focus Odisha-15, Kanak 

TV-12, ETV News Oriya-7, Prameya News 7- 6 and 

NAXATRA- 2

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request DoCA to take necessary action. 15/12/2015 

17:06:23

16/12/2015 

15:21:45

In Process DOCA 1220152632.jp

g

1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

Television Maharashtra National Chehra Pehachaano Misleading ads running a fraud contest. On sahara 

one channel. After answering the question money is 

asked to be deposited to register by giving false 

promise of giving away ipad.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting to take necessary action.

15/12/2015 

17:18:21

16/12/2015 

15:21:15

In Process Min. of I&B 1220152633.m

p4

1.22E+09 Real Estate Magazines Maharashtra National Poonam Developers No Stamp duty, Registration fee, Service tax and VAT. 

The above claim is present in the advertisement for 

the sale of the building flat in Poonam avenue and 

Poonam Imperial. The complainant called up the 

number 09699108811 as given in the advertisement. 

The lady on the phone confirmed that the No Stamp 

Duty, Registration fee, service tax and VAT claim is 

only for Poonam Imperial and not for Poonam 

Avenue which is misleading.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of Urban Development / 

DoCA to take necessary action.

15/12/2015 

17:24:19

16/12/2015 

15:20:09

In Process Min. of UD 1220152634.jp

g

1.22E+09 Education News Paper West Bengal National Nalanada Education 

Society

Nalanda Education Society states 100 percent Bond 

Letter, which is much obvious that a 100 job 

guarantee. Here the institute not only gives verbal 

guarantee but written.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

15/12/2015 

17:29:10

16/12/2015 

15:19:12

In Process Min. of HRD 1220152635.jp

g

1.22E+09 Education News Paper West Bengal National The Institute of 

Education and 

Mangement

Claim - 100 percent Job Guarantee in the 

advertisement.

Advertiser has not provided their assurance of compliance. We request the Ministry of HRD / DoCA to take 

necessary action.

16/12/2015 

14:06:53

16/12/2015 

15:18:50

In Process Min. of HRD 1220152636.jp

g



1.22E+09 Other 

Sectors

News Paper Uttar Pradesh National Fortis Hospital The advertisement of fortis healthcare is for plastic 

surgery and reconstructive procedures. It includes a 

list of procedures, departments. offers and contact 

persons. The ad contains the photo of a model in the 

upper half and text below. The photo has multiple 

inserts around. 1. The title of the ad is look your best. 

The message being look your best by undergoing 

plastic surgery. My question is it ethical legal to 

advertise surgery to look better. 2. Can plastic 

surgery guarantee or even have a high chance to look 

your best. The ad is blatantly dishonest in this regard. 

Can a small chin tuck or nose lift or hair transplant be 

called looking your best. Too much exaggeration for a 

surgical procedure. 3. There is enough evidence in 

medical literature and in known cases too where such 

procedures have gone terribly wrong. Eg- Pop star 

michael jackson multiple surgeries, Actress shilpa 

shetty s nose and an actress recent failed liposuction 

procedure.They dont mention the risk involved

&#9;&#10;Advertiser has not assured compliance with the ASCI decision. We request the Ministry of Health 

and DoCA to take necessary action.&#10;

16/12/2015 

14:44:42

16/12/2015 

15:18:07

In Process DOCA 1220152637.p

df




























































































